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The theory of adaptive thermal comfort has radically changed our understanding of thermal
comfort and its application in naturally ventilated and hence more sustainable buildings.
Field studies have allowed to consider psychological and behavioural aspects, which were
ignored in the traditional PMV/PPD model. The models derived from the adaptive theory
(EN 15251 and ASHRAE-55) provide practitioners with a linear relationship relating indoor
comfort temperatures with outdoor temperatures, which has the advantage of being easily
understandable and applicable. However, a number of limitations exist in both the theory
and application of the adaptive hypothesis. In this thesis, we identify these limitations
and address them. Firstly, the current models reduce the adaptive hypothesis to a lin-
ear relationship between the indoor comfort temperatures and the outdoor temperatures,
hence excluding all other variables. This seems to militate against the well-known phys-
iological impacts of variables such as air humidity and air velocity. Using global thermal
comfort field data, this thesis demonstrates for the first time that air humidity has a sig-
nificant effect on occupant thermal perception. This result is then cast into a new model
of adaptive comfort that allows practitioners to design naturally ventilated buildings in a
variety of temperature-humidity contexts. Secondly, the traditional adaptive models claim
validity over a wide range of geographic and climatic locations, included some from which
no empirical data were derived, as well as applicability in a range of building categories
(e.g. residential, educational) despite primarily being derived from office buildings. This
thesis thus investigates whether the EN 15251 adaptive model, derived principally from
data collected in non-UK office buildings, is able to predict thermal comfort of British
residential occupants through comparison against field data collected in UK homes. Re-
sults demonstrate that the European adaptive model underestimates thermal discomfort of
British residential occupants. Finally, this thesis investigates whether perception of control,
which is known to affect the adaptive response of occupants, impacts the ability to drive
behavioural change through occupant feedback – a major part of the smart meter roll-out
across the world. Results from a field study demonstrate that real-time and context-aware
feedback could contribute to an increase in occupant perceived environmental control while
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1.1 Thermal comfort models and standards
Humans have always strived to achieve a comfortable thermal environment as a funda-
mental aspect of their survival. But it is only over the last half century that indoor thermal
comfort research and standardization have gained global attention and importance. The
advent of air-conditioning and the 1970s energy crisis have been fundamental contributors
to this growth. On one side, air-conditioning has made it possible to finely control indoor
temperatures; on the other side, just as air-conditioning use was soaring in the 1970s, the
energy crisis forced the major industrial countries of the world to face the reality of limited
available energy resources. As a consequence, thermal comfort research has developed and
grown around two main research problems:
• How do we define comfortable indoor thermal environments that can enhance occu-
pant well-being, health and productivity?
• How do we ensure a sustainable design through low heating and cooling energy use
in buildings?
The way that scientists have tried to address these two problems has influenced existing
thermal comfort models and standards.
1.1.1 Fanger’s PMV/PPD model
It is easily demonstrated that the physical environment affects the human thermal re-
sponse. However, thermal comfort is most often defined as "that condition of mind that
expresses satisfaction with the thermal environment and is assessed by subjective evalua-
tion" (ASHRAE, 2013), hence thermal comfort is acknowledged as a psychological rather
than a physiological state. This definition recognizes that humans are much more than a
body mass subject to the laws of thermodynamics; they exist in a psychosocial environment
that influences their expectations, emotions, feelings and behaviours, which in turn affect
their comfort (Parsons, 2002). This makes thermal comfort a very interdisciplinary field of
study, involving physiology, psychology and building physics.
At the dawn of thermal comfort research the focus was mainly on the human phys-
iological response to the surrounding physical environment. In this regard, the most
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significant contribution to thermal comfort knowledge was given by P.O. Fanger (Parsons,
2002). Fanger first recognized that thermal comfort is the result of the interaction of six
basic parameters: air temperature, mean radiant temperature, air movement, air humidity,
clothing insulation and metabolic heat generated by human activity. According to Fanger
(1970), the body heat balance is a condition necessary but not sufficient to achieve thermal
comfort, being also necessary to have a mean skin temperature and a sweat secretion rate
within comfort limits which depend on the metabolic activity and are to be determined
through experiments in climate chambers.
Fanger’s steady-state heat-balance model led to the definition of the well-known PMV
(Predicted Mean Vote) and PPD (Predicted Percentage of Dissatisfied) indices which were
first incorporated into the ISO international standard in 1984 and, afterwards, in 1992 into
the ASHRAE Standard 55, becoming the recognized global indices for thermal comfort.
However, following the introduction and adoption of Fanger’s PMV/PPD model, field
studies in free-running naturally ventilated buildings have showed significant differences
between monitored data and PMV model predictions (Humphreys, 1976; De Dear et al.,
1998; Van Hoof, 2008). This has been partly attributed to the difficulties to correctly estimate
clothing insulation and metabolic rate (Havenith et al., 2002) and accurately measure air
temperatures and air velocities during field studies (Baker and Standeven, 1996). However,
according to De Dear et al. (1998) and Nicol and Humphreys (2002), Fanger’s model is not
able to predict thermal comfort responses in free-running naturally ventilated buildings
because it only partially accounts for the adaptive opportunities available to the occupants.
The availability and extent of these adaptive opportunities are influenced by different
demographical, contextual, social, cultural and cognitive factors. These in turn depend
on physical and social attributes of the buildings which are not entirely reproducible and
hence are ignored in climate chamber experiments.
The difficulties of Fanger’s model to correctly predict comfort in naturally ventilated
buildings and the fact that the model influences the design of buildings with strictly-
controlled steady-state indoor conditions, hence necessarily relying on air-conditioning,
has favoured the adoption of new kinds of thermal comfort models derived from field data
and suitable for the design of naturally ventilated and more sustainable buildings.
1.1.2 Adaptive thermal comfort models
An adaptive theory and model of thermal comfort were first introduced by Nicol and
Humphreys in the 1970s (Nicol and Humphreys, 1973). However, an adaptive model was
for the first time incorporated into the ASHRAE Standard 55 only in 2004, thanks to the
research of Brager and de Dear (De Dear et al., 1998).
The adaptive model does not aim to specify an optimum set of indoor environmental
variables, unlike Fanger’s PMV/PPD model, but rather to define a wide band of indoor
temperatures within which occupants can find their own optimum given sufficient adaptive
opportunities (Nicol and Humphreys, 1973). One of the main contributions of the adaptive
theory is in observing, by analysing field data, that the range of acceptable temperatures
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in naturally ventilated buildings is larger than in air-conditioned ones and that comfort
temperatures are a function of the external air temperatures (Dear et al., 2013). This is due
to the fact that occupants can adapt to increasing outdoor temperatures both psychologically
and behaviourally. Their adaptations constitute fundamental human reactions to sensations
of thermal discomfort (Gagge et al., 1967; Baker and Standeven, 1996).
The ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 55 and the European Standard EN 15251 are the two
internationally-used thermal comfort standards that have first adopted an adaptive model
and represent the main reference standards for adaptive thermal comfort research.
ASHRAE Standard 55 The ASHRAE Standard 55 is the reference standard for thermal
comfort in North America. It has been the first international standard to include an adaptive
component. The adaptive component of the standard is based on data collected in the
1990s by de Dear and Brager as part of the ASHRAE Project RP-884 (De Dear et al.,
1998) involving more than 21,000 measurements primarily in office buildings in Thailand,
Indonesia, Singapore, Pakistan, Greece, the UK, USA, Canada and Australia. De Dear
et al. (1998) divided the surveyed buildings in naturally ventilated (NV), centrally heated,
ventilated and air-conditioned (HVAC) and mixed-mode (MM). Following the results from
those field studies, they observed that the PMV model was able to predict mean thermal
sensations in HVAC buildings but did not accurately approximate mean thermal sensations
in NV buildings. They also observed a linear relation between indoor comfort temperatures
and outdoor temperatures for free-running spaces and derived the following equation for
determining acceptable thermal conditions in naturally ventilated buildings:
Tcom f = 0.31Tout + 17.8 (1.1)
where Tcom f is the comfort temperature in °C and Tout is the prevailing mean outdoor air






T−1 + αT−2 + α2T−3 + . . .
)
(1.2)
where T−1 is the mean outdoor temperature of the day before the day in question, T−2 for
the day before that and so on. ASHRAE (2013) suggests using a value for α between 0.6
and 0.9.
The ASHRAE adaptive equation is only valid for summer conditions. ASHRAE (2013)
clearly states that there is not specific guidance outside the given boundaries, i.e. for
prevailing mean outdoor temperatures Tout ≤ 10°C and Tout ≥ 33.5°C.
There are two comfort bandwidths for 80% and 90% thermal acceptability as shown
in Figure 1.1. The first is for typical application while the second is for special application
where higher standards of comfort are required.
In particular, ASHRAE (2013) specifies that the adaptive model can be applied to
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naturally-conditioned spaces where unconditioned mechanical ventilation is allowed, but:
• opening and closing of windows must be the primary means of controlling thermal
conditions,
• mechanical cooling systems must not be present,
• heating systems must not be in operation,
• occupants have to be allowed to freely adapt their clothing,
• occupant metabolic rates have to range between 1.0 and 1.3 met (i.e. sedentary
activities).
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Figure 1.1: Comfort temperature bands for 80% and 90% thermal acceptability for naturally-conditioned spaces.
These limits apply for prevailing mean outdoor air temperatures 10 < Tout < 33.5°C. Adapted from: ASHRAE
(2013).
European Standard 15251 The European Standard EN 15251 is the standard which deals
with both thermal comfort and other indoor environmental parameters in Europe. It was
one of the standards designed to support the Energy Performance of Building Directive
(EPBD) aimed at reducing the energy use of the European built environment. Since 2007
it contains an adaptive model described by Nicol and Humphreys (2010) and based on
data collected in the EU Project Smart Controls and Thermal Comfort (SCATs) which
involved year-round surveys of 26 European buildings (free-running, conditioned and
mixed-mode) in France, Greece, Portugal, Sweden and the UK. Based on the results from
those surveys, Nicol and Humphreys (2010) observed that field findings did not match
PMV model predictions and that the range of comfort temperatures in naturally ventilated
buildings was much larger than the one predicted by Fanger’s PMV/PPD model. They
derived the following adaptive equation for naturally ventilated buildings:
Tcom f = 0.33Tout + 18.8 (1.3)
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where Tcom f is the comfort temperature in °C and Tout is, as in the ASHRAE Standard 55,
the exponentially weighted running mean of the daily mean outdoor temperature Trm of
the previous seven days (when a longer series of days is not available), see Equation 1.2.
The value recommended for the constant α is 0.8. Since α is smaller than 1 the relation for
Tout gives more importance to temperatures of days closer to the time of the survey and less
importance to temperatures of more distant days. This is based on the assumption that the
past thermal history of a person influences his/her thermal expectations and also takes into
account the effect of the building thermal inertia which creates a time lag between outdoor
and indoor temperatures (Nicol and Humphreys, 2010). There are four different acceptable
temperature ranges according to the three building categories (I, II, III) described in Table
1.1 and shown in Figure 1.2. These categories are intended to divide buildings according
to their type rather than their quality (Nicol and Humphreys, 2010).
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Figure 1.2: Upper (continuous lines) and lower (dashed lines) operative temperature limits for thermal comfort
(comfort temperature bands) for free-running spaces according to the three categories I, II, III. These limits
apply when 10 < Tout < 30°C for the upper limit and 15 < Tout < 30°C for the lower limit. Adapted from: (EN,
2007).
Table 1.1: Description of the applicability of the categories used in the European Standard EN 15251 (EN, 2007).
Category Explanation
I High level of expectation and is recommended for spaces occupied by
very sensitive and fragile persons with special requirements like
handicapped, sick, very young children and elderly persons.
II Normal level of expectation and should be used for new buildings and
renovations.




Differences between the ASHRAE and European models The ASHRAE and European
models consist of similar linear equations relating indoor comfort temperatures to prevail-
ing outdoor temperatures; this gives general support to their validity. However, they are
not directly comparable since some important differences exist:
• They are derived from completely different databases: ASHRAE has a global geo-
graphical scope while EN is meant to be only applicable for Europe.
• Their building classification is different: the ASHRAE linear equation cannot be
applied to mixed-mode buildings (mechanical cooling systems must not be present)
while the EN 15251 model can be applied to any free-running building (no energy
should be used for heating or cooling at the time of the survey) with operable windows
and relaxed clothing policy.
• The derivation of the neutral temperatures is different: the large ASHRAE database (a
total of 21,000 questionnaires) allowed Brager and de Dear to calculate neutral temper-
atures by fitting for each building a linear regression between thermal sensation votes
and indoor temperatures and deriving (only for statistically significant regression co-
efficients) the temperature corresponding to a thermal sensation vote equal to 0. The
smaller sample size of the EN 15251 database (a total of 4,655 questionnaires) and the
consequent difficulties in obtaining significant regression coefficients made Nicol and
Humphreys use the Griffiths method for calculating comfort temperatures for each
interviewed occupant. This method consists in calculating for every observation the
operative temperature which would have corresponded to a thermal sensation vote
equal to 0, assuming that each unit of the seven-points ASHRAE thermal sensation
scale corresponds to a 2°C change in the operative temperature.
1.2 Major issues with the adaptive models
The adaptive thermal comfort theory has radically changed the way of undertaking thermal
comfort research. By analysing field data collected in real buildings adaptive thermal
comfort studies have given the possibility to include psychological and behavioural aspects
which were mostly ignored in Fanger’s laboratory experiments.
For example, perceived ability of environmental control has been recognized as a fun-
damental psychological variable affecting the human thermal comfort response (Boerstra
and Brager, 2012; Boerstra et al., 2015). This finding has the potential to influence the design
of naturally ventilated buildings and motivate the introduction of smart personalized ther-
mal control systems. Also, thanks to the results of thermal comfort field studies, thermal
neutrality has been observed to not always coincide with the preferred thermal sensation
of the occupants (Humphreys, 1976; De Dear et al., 1998; Schweiker et al., 2017), proving
new important insights on how to use and interpret thermal perception scales.
The idea of deriving a thermal comfort model from field data and the claim of modelling
not only the human physiological response but also the psychological and behavioural
aspects of thermal adaptation, are all very important attributes of the adaptive theory.
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However, the interactions between physiological and psychological states and their impact
on the thermal response are very complex. Human behaviour adds up to this complexity
by mediating the human physiological and psychological response to a changing thermal
environment. The adaptive theory responds to this complexity by providing designers and
practitioners with extremely simplified linear models (EN 15251 and ASHRAE-55) relating
indoor comfort temperatures and outdoor temperatures. This simplicity has been for many
year the principal strength of the adaptive models, regarded as easily understandable and
applicable models with the potential for promoting a sustainable design. Unfortunately, this
has precluded a deep understanding of the physiological, psychological and behavioural
mechanisms underlying thermal comfort and has placed the adaptive theory on a lower
rank respect to more complex physiological models, such as Fanger’s PMV/PPD model
(Parsons, 2002).
In particular, the models deriving from the adaptive theory (EN 15251 and ASHRAE-
55) provide practitioners with a simplified linear relationship which considers only outdoor
temperature as possible predictor of the comfort temperature, hence excluding all the other
well-known physiological variables affecting thermal comfort, such as air humidity and air
velocity. This simplification is assumed without providing a strong theoretical explanation
for the exclusions of the other traditional Fanger’s basic thermal comfort parameters (Par-
sons, 2002; Halawa and Hoof, 2012). This thesis identifies this simplification as one of the
main limitations of the existing adaptive models and thus a key problem to be investigated.
A second limitation is related to how the adaptive model is currently used. The work on
the European adaptive model suggests that people in warm climate zones prefer warmer
indoor temperatures than people living in cold climate zones. However, in reality the
model is used in a climate-agnostic manner. For example, the European model predicts
that at a mean outdoor air temperature of 25°C, 80% of occupants will find it thermally
acceptable until 29°C - whether these are located in Northern England or Southern Italy. It
is however not demonstrated that occupants in Northern England will effectively responds
to increasing temperatures in the same way as people in Southern Italy. This, and the fact
that the underlying data for the model derives primarily from offices, creates difficulties in
the application of the model and suggest that more research from longitudinal field studies
is needed in order to validate the applicability of the adaptive models in contexts different
than those from which they have been derived. This thesis identifies this problem as a
second key topic to be investigated.
Finally, a third problem concerns how to define and study adaptive thermal comfort in
the future built environment where feedback are expected to be a major aspect of the smart
meter roll-out across the world. Real-time and context-aware feedback have the potential
to influence the way occupants interact with their buildings and can, ultimately, affect their
thermal comfort. However, this impact is still unknown, especially within the framework




1.3 Research aims and thesis outline
This thesis aims to improve the statistical methods and models currently used in adaptive
thermal comfort research by analysing data either collected during newly performed field
studies or already available in the literature. This overall aim is achieved by addressing
three major gaps which have been identified and described in the previous section. These
gaps are here used to generate the following main Research Questions:
RQ 1. What is the effect of real-time and context-aware feedback on occupant perceived
environmental control, adaptive thermal comfort and behaviour?
RQ 2. Is the European adaptive thermal comfort model effectively able to predict occu-
pant thermal comfort in residential homes in UK?
RQ 3. What is the influence of relative humidity on adaptive thermal comfort? Can new
statistical analysis techniques reveal this sought-after relationship?
Each of these RQs are addressed in three key chapters (Chapter 2, Chapter 3 and Chapter
4), each one based on a first-author journal publication. The content of the thesis is therefore
organized around these three central chapters.
An appendix reports the results of three additional studies providing further support-
ing knowledge on both the theory and the practice of adaptive thermal comfort. The
three studies are each based on a journal paper where the author contributed to ideas and
analyses.
Chapter 2 and Chapter 3 report the results of two case studies planned and performed
over the course of this PhD. As part of these field works, environmental and air quality
data have been collected along with occupant survey data. The analyses done on the
collected thermal comfort data have allowed to better understand the statistical methods
used in adaptive thermal comfort research. In particular, they have made it possible to
critically review the statistical techniques used to model thermal comfort and reflect on the
limitations of the methods used to derive occupant neutral temperatures.
These analyses and reflections have then been elaborated and further expanded in
Chapter 4 which chronologically represents one of the last published paper of this thesis
but it has indeed been thought and developed over the entire course of this PhD. In this
chapter global thermal comfort field data available in the literature are used to demonstrate
the inability of the existing methods to correctly predict occupant neutral temperatures and
their limitations in correctly model thermal comfort. Hence, new and better methods that
considerably advance the science of adaptive thermal comfort are proposed.
The content of the three main Chapters and of the Appendix is organized as follows:
• Chapter 2 reports results from the first thermal comfort field study carried out dur-
ing the period of this PhD. This study aimed to observe and quantify the effect of
real-time and context-aware feedback on occupant perceived environmental control,
their comfort and energy behaviours (RQ 1). The study used in-depth energy, envi-
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ronmental and motion sensing to generate real-time feedback through a smartphone
application. Subjective data and clothing levels were concurrently collected through
questionnaires allowing the long-term monitoring of occupant thermal comfort and
of their energy behaviours.
• Chapter 3 presents data monitored within the second thermal comfort field study
carried out over the course of this PhD. The study collected temperature, air quality
and thermal comfort survey data over two years in vulnerable and non-vulnerable
UK homes. Temperature and air quality data were analysed to assess the presence of
overheating and its potential causes. The collected thermal comfort survey data were
validated against the European adaptive model to test the applicability of the model
in UK residential households (RQ 2).
• Chapter 4 analyses the effect of relative humidity on occupant thermal sensitivity
using data collected by reviewing thermal comfort field studies available in the lit-
erature. The study also uses the freely accessible ASHRAE RP-884 data to compare
the ability of different statistical methods to correctly predict thermal comfort. Using
the new knowledge gained by undertaking an innovative analysis, the RP-884 data
are cast within a new humidity-adjusted model of adaptive thermal comfort (RQ
3). Finally, the use of the new model in building performance assessment is demon-
strated across a range of global climates. This study originates from the limitations
highlighted in the previous two chapters and further expands on the used methods.
Unlike the previous two chapters, Chapter 4 has a global geographical scope and im-
portance and represents the main theoretical contribution of this PhD to the science
of adaptive thermal comfort.
• The Appendix reports the result of three additional studies. The first represents
the first field study on summer and winter thermal comfort in desert refugee camps
in Jordan. The collected data provide new insights on the comfort conditions and
adaptive potential of refugees living in long-term encampments. The second ideates a
new method of assessing probabilistic adaptive thermal comfort for resilient building
design based on weather-variability. The third is the first study on the applicability




The effect of real-time context-aware feedback
on occupants’ heating behaviour and thermal
adaptation
Abstract
Studies have shown that building energy demand in identical dwellings could vary by a
factor of three. Differences in occupant behaviour – i.e. purchase, operation and mainte-
nance – have been implicated as a strong source of these differences. The literature suggests
that feedback on energy use to building occupants – particularly real-time feedback – can
be used to prompt lower operation-related energy behaviours. This is particularly true
for thermal demand which, in cold countries, accounts for four times as much energy use
as non-thermal demand. However, there is little evidence to support this claim. Fur-
ther, there are concerns that the actions that allow occupants to lower heating energy use
could negatively impact their comfort by lowering indoor temperatures or air quality be-
low acceptable thresholds. We report results from a winter field study that used in-depth
energy, environmental and motion sensing to generate real-time context-aware feedback
through a smartphone application. Subjective data and clothing levels were concurrently
collected through questionnaires. Our results suggest that real-time feedback could lower
radiator and room temperatures without significantly affecting occupant thermal comfort.
The results also show that real-time feedback could contribute to an increase in occupant
perceived environmental control (a key variable in the theory of adaptive thermal comfort)




This Chapter reports the results of a field experiment carried out at the University of
Bath campus. This experiment represents the first long-term monitoring study of thermal
comfort and air quality performed during the period of this PhD. The aim of the study is to
detect changes in the adaptive thermal comfort responses of the participants as a result of
an energy and environmental feedback intervention. Hence, this Chapter specifically aims
to address Research Question 1.
This research was done as part of the EPSRC-funded ENLITEN (ENergy LIteracy
through an intelligent home ENergy advisor) project. The project aimed at reducing build-
ing energy use by understanding and influencing changes in the habitual behaviours of
occupants. As part of this project, low-cost Arduino-based sensors and an intelligent In-
Home Display (IHD) were developed for providing real-time energy and environmental
feedback to occupants of social homes in Exeter, UK. The experiment reported in this Chap-
ter represents a pilot study towards the realization of the main intelligent In-Home Display
(IHD). The specific focus of this field experiment is on detecting and quantifying changes
in occupant energy behaviours and comfort in the framework of adaptive thermal comfort.
This experiment has been carried out one year before the main ENLITEN study took place.
The ENLITEN monitoring equipment was employed in this experiment, while the mobile
application for the feedback was developed by an undergraduate student of Computer
Science.
Before the commencement of the data collection, ethical approval was sought and
obtained from the research ethics committee of the Department of Architecture and Civil
Engineering of the University of Bath. All the participants signed a consent form at the
beginning of the study in which they were assured that their data were treated confidentially
and that they could withdraw from the research at any stage.
This Chapter is totally based on a same-titled paper published in Energy and Buildings
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The domestic sector accounts for approximately 24% of the world energy consumption
(IEA, 2015). In cold climates, 32% of this consumption, on average, is due to space and
water heating (IEA, 2015). However, in highly industrialized countries, heating energy
use represents a far higher proportion of the domestic energy demand, e.g. 57% in the UK
(BEIS, 2013).
Building space heating energy consumption depends on several physical factors:
• Geographical factors, i.e. the specific local climate and location (rural, suburban or
urban).
• Building characteristics, i.e. the building type, the building thermal properties (which
depend on infiltration, insulation, orientation, glazing, etc.) and the floor area.
• Efficiency of the space heating system used (gas central heating, district heating, etc.).
Non-physical factors such as economic and social factors have also a strong role to play
but, since they are more difficult to quantify, little is known about the magnitude of their
effects which are often neglected when estimates of building performances are made. The
energy behaviour of building users represents the expression of these non-physical factors
which act as underlying drivers and antecedents of occupant actions. In this study, we
define energy behaviours as those conscious or unconscious actions taken by the occupants
that result in energy consumption in the building. See Section 2.2 for examples under
behavioural adaptation.
Recent research has highlighted the potential impact on heating energy use arising
from differences in occupant behaviour (Juodis et al., 2009; Andersen, 2012; Gram-Hanssen,
2010; Urban and Gomez, 2013). For example, occupant characteristics and behaviour have
been shown to be responsible for 4.2% of the variation in space and water heating energy
consumption in the Dutch residential stock (Santin et al., 2009). Similarly, in the emerging
domain of domestic energy literacy research, several studies have examined the impact of
increasing literacy on electricity-related behaviours (Kavousian et al., 2013; Delmas and
Kaiser, 2014; Emeakaroha et al., 2014; Peschiera et al., 2010). Energy literacy in this context
may be defined as occupant awareness of the impact of their individual behaviours on
building energy use.
However, few studies have investigated the effect of increasing energy literacy on the
arguably more important topic of heating energy consumption (Huebner et al., 2013). Fur-
ther, whilst some studies have begun to focus on the impact of information dissemination
on occupant heating energy use (Schweiker and Shukuya, 2011; McMakin et al., 2002), to
our knowledge, no studies have investigated the effect of real-time context-aware feedback
on occupant heating behaviour, specifically thermal adaptation and comfort. Understand-
ing the links between feedback, behaviour and subjective comfort is important if we are to
effectively influence energy-saving behaviours since perceived reductions in comfort are
a major impediment to end-users accepting feedback and advice (Buchanan et al., 2015).
This paper sets out to address this important gap by investigating the effect of real-time
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and context-aware feedback on occupant adaptive actions, thermal comfort and perceived
environmental control in the context of their heating energy use.
In a recent critical review on the efficacy of feedback, Buchanan et al. (2015) has outlined
the importance of the human factor when designing effective feedback strategies. According
to Buchanan et al. (2015), feedback must be designed with a user-centred approach in order
to "enable users to readily understand the habits and routines that generate their household
energy patterns and thus make more concrete the viable energy saving actions available to
them". Following the indications of Buchanan, we adopted real-time feedback since many
studies in the domain of electricity use have shown that immediacy increases salience
and user engagement, and also provides the potential for greater energy savings (Wood
and Newborough, 2003; Vine et al., 2013; Allen and Janda, 2006). Furthermore, context-
awareness was also considered necessary because, in order to show "available and viable
energy saving actions", feedback must respond to the context in which the energy behaviour
has occurred (Buchanan et al., 2015).
2.2 The dynamic model of thermal adaptation
The building indoor climate (e.g. air humidity, dry-bulb temperature, radiant temperature,
air velocity) and occupant personal physiological factors (e.g. age, gender, health situation,
clothing, activity level) affect occupant thermal situation producing different environmental
stimuli (Figure 2.1). If we imagine two occupants ideally exposed to the same environmental
stimuli, their thermal perception is not the same but depends on their subjective thermal
expectations and preferences (Figure 2.1). In fact, according to the adaptive model of thermal
comfort, thermal comfort is not merely the result of a body thermal balance but is the outcome
of a continuous process of adaptation involving three types of self-regulatory actions:
physiological, psychological and behavioural (Brager and Dear, 1998; Nicol and Humphreys,
2002; Dear and Brager, 2001).
Physiological adaptation is any physiological alteration which happens in response to
ambient thermal changes (Liu et al., 2012). According to Dear and Brager (2001), for the
conditions and the activities typically encountered in residential and office buildings the
slow process of physiological acclimatization has only a minimal influence on the thermal
experience and, therefore, only psychological and behavioural adaptation affect occupant
thermal acceptability.
Psychological adaptation includes any psychological reaction to sensory information
(e.g. habituation, relaxation of thermal expectations, gradual change of preferences, etc.)
(Schweiker et al., 2012). Many recent studies (Cao et al., 2014; Daniel et al., 2015; Cao et al.,
2011; Liu et al., 2014) have tried to identify and quantify the role of cognitive and psychological
factors in the process of psychological adaptation (Figure 2.1); those factors include:
• perceived environmental control,
• personal beliefs and cultural values,




• perceived rewards and benefits in terms of comfort/health and monetary.
Figure 2.1: The dynamic model of thermal adaptation.
In particular, the literature highlights that occupant perceived ability of environmental
control is a key psychological variable in defining occupant thermal expectations (Brager and
Dear, 1998; Zhou et al., 2014; Haldi and Robinson, 2010; Boerstra et al., 2015; Karjalainen and
Koistinen, 2007). High perceived levels of control have been found to positively influence
both thermal satisfaction (Zhou et al., 2014; Brager et al., 2004; Karjalainen, 2009) and
productivity (O’Neill, 1994). Occupant perceived control depends on building contextual
factors, i.e. on the availability, accessibility and transparency of means for exerting adaptive
opportunities in buildings (e.g. the presence of openable windows). Since people in homes
have more possibilities for thermal adaptation and have higher levels of perceived control,
they are generally more satisfied with their environment than in their offices (Mishra and
Ramgopal, 2013). Several studies have also demonstrated that open plan offices are the
environments with the lowest acceptance among their occupants (Mishra and Ramgopal,
2013). This is due to the limited adaptive opportunities available as well as to the low levels
of perceived environmental control.
Behavioural adaptation refers to all the conscious or unconscious actions that, when
the environmental stimuli are perceived as discomforting, a person can take in order to
modify the building indoor environment, their personal situation or both of these (Figure
2.1). This is in agreement with the fundamental precept of the adaptive model: "if a change
occurs such as to produce discomfort, people react in ways which tend to restore their
comfort" (Nicol and Humphreys, 2002). Of the three forms of adaptive opportunities, this
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is the one in which occupants have the opportunity to play an active role. Adjustments are
both personal and environmental and their availability, ease and effectiveness depends on
building contextual factors (Haldi and Robinson, 2010). This is shown in Figure 2.1.
Personal adjustments include:
• putting on/taking off clothing,
• changing activity level (e.g. having a siesta in the hottest moment of the day, taking
a walk inside or outside, starting cooking),
• changing posture of the human body (e.g. curling up/cuddling up),
• moving to a different location (e.g. going to bed, visiting a friend),
• taking in hot/cold food or drinks,
• taking a hot bath or a cold shower.
Environmental adjustments include:
• modifying shadings,
• switching on the fan or the air-conditioner,
• turning up the thermostat,
• lighting a fire,
• opening/closing windows or doors,
• drawing curtains,
• indirectly modifying heat gains turning on appliances (e.g. TV, laptop).
Therefore, building contextual factors have an impact on both behavioural and psycho-
logical adaptation. The work of O’Brien and Gunay (2014) identifies the following main
building contextual factors as external drivers of occupant thermal adaptation in office
buildings:
• occupancy period,
• availability of personal control (e.g. is there a window in the room?),
• accessibility of personal control (e.g. is the window close to the occupant? is the
window openable? to which degree?),
• complexity and transparency of automation systems,
• presence of mechanical/electrical systems,
• view and connection to outdoors,
• interior design,
• socio-cultural constraints (e.g. dress code in office buildings),
• visibility of energy use.
For the case of residential buildings we need to add economic factors (i.e. the operating
costs of heating and cooling). A study conducted in Taiwan observed that air-conditioning
was used sporadically in homes where opening of windows was the preferred means for
controlling indoor conditions, while in offices air-conditioning was always on (Hwang et
al., 2009). This study shows that the operating costs of air-conditioning have an effect on
occupant thermal adaptation making them largely use air-conditioning when money is not
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their concern (i.e. in their office).
Real-time and context-aware feedback reshapes the building contextual factor visibility
of energy use. In order to be effective, they should be able to affect occupant psychologi-
cal adaptation (i.e. their thermal expectations and preferences) and prompt good energy
behaviours (Figure 2.2). Occupant thermal adaptation can lead to high or low energy con-
sumption depending on how the drivers are affected. In this context, we characterize a
good adaptation as one resulting in a low heating energy use. For example, if the result of
an adaptation in winter would be setting the thermostat at 23°C, wearing shorts and t-shirt
and opening the window to generate breeze then this adaptation would be considered bad.
Figure 2.2: The effect of feedback on heating energy use.
The aim of this work is to detect and quantify changes in occupant psychological
factors (perceived environmental control), level of good behavioural adaptation (clothing




The experiment monitored 15 volunteer subjects occupying near-identical single-occupancy
rooms on the university of Bath campus (see Section 2.3.3). The participants signed a consent
form at the beginning of the study in which they were assured that their data were treated
confidentially. They were all first year undergraduates (18-year-old students) with a male-
female gender ratio of 1.14 (male = 8, female = 7). They were of various nationalities, but
all were European. At the time of the experiment, all the students had lived in their rooms
for about 6 months.
2.3.2 Experimental procedure
The field study had an overall duration of six weeks, divided into two phases of three weeks
each. The first phase (control phase) consisted of monitoring the student rooms, with no
feedback. In the second phase (experimental phase), students were provided with feedback
via their smartphones, with a specially developed in-house application (Figure 2.5). The




The 15 monitored rooms are part of three neighbouring residential blocks, on the University
of Bath campus. The three buildings are naturally ventilated and are identical in terms of
exposure and building characteristics. In each of the three buildings the source of heating is
a natural gas boiler. The heating schedule was regulated by the estate manager but remained
the same during the 6 weeks for the 3 buildings. Dimensions and type of furniture in the
rooms are all nearly identical. Each room has a floor area of about 8 m2 and contains a
water borne radiator with a thermostatic valve. Students were therefore allowed to adjust
their valve and also to set the valve to zero.
2.3.4 Physical measurements
Each room was equipped with environmental and motion sensors reporting every minute
to a university-hosted database, allowing in-depth real-time monitoring of the rooms. The
sensors consisted of a dry-bulb temperature sensor, a relative humidity sensor, a CO2 sensor,
a temperature sensor fitted on the radiator and a PIR infrared motion sensor to detect room
activity (Table 2.1). Environmental sensors were placed at a height approximately of 1 m
from the floor. They were placed where they could not be hit by direct solar radiation,
at least one meter away from the radiators and not less than half a meter away from any
external wall (Figure 2.3).
We did not continuously measure radiant temperatures and air velocities. The reduced
dimensions of the room did not allow us to place two additional sensors to the three already
employed. However, an in-depth inspection of the rooms during the sensor installation
visits allowed us to exclude the presence of human-noticeable high air velocity and radiant
asymmetries. So, we could disregard these two parameters for the analysis of comfort
conditions.
Outdoor atmospheric conditions were recorded at a weather station located on the roof
of a building, approximately 200 m from the student dormitories.
Table 2.1: Instrumentation details.
Parameter Range Accuracy
DS18B20 temperature sensor (used for both air and
radiator surface temperature measurements)
-10 to 85°C ± 0.5°C
RHT03 humidity sensor 0 to 100% ± 2%
K30 Senseair CO2 sensor 0 to 5000 ppm ± 30 ppm
HC-SR501 PIR Infrared Motion Sensor 120°, 0 to 7 m n.a.
2.3.5 Psychological measurements
Students were asked to fill two thermal comfort questionnaires per day after being in their
room for at least 30 minutes. In the first three weeks the questionnaire was in a paper format
and each student indicated the exact date and time when the questionnaire was taken. In
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the last three weeks the questionnaire was given through the smartphone application and,
therefore, the date and time were automatically recorded. This enabled the collection of
624 valid questionnaires. Each participant provided between 14 and 66 questionnaires, for
an average of 42 questionnaires per student.
The daily questionnaire was adapted from ASHRAE (2013) and ISO (2005) standards
and included the information reported in Table 2.2.
At the end of the first and second experimental phases, students were asked to fill
an additional questionnaire designed to measure overall satisfaction with the room and
perceived environmental control (Table 2.3). The aim was to detect changes to these
responses as a result of the feedback.
Students’ satisfactions levels before and after the feedback are reported in Tables 2.4,
2.5 and 2.6, for each student. Students’ levels of overall perceived control (mean values of
temperature and air quality perceived control) before and after the start of the feedback are
reported in Table 2.8.
Figure 2.3: View of the residential blocks (left) and of a typical student room (right) showing the positioning
of the sensors.
2.3.6 The application
The smartphone application developed for this study is shown in Figure 2.5. It was
developed using the Ionic framework allowing the software development to be deployed
on both Android and iOS platforms (since there was a 50:50 split between these operating
systems within the recruited occupant sample).
There are a number of ways to design feedback interfaces. In previous works we have
shown that the design of the feedback system could have a significant impact on how well
a feedback system performs, although the simple act of providing feedback itself has an
effect on occupant behaviour (Chiang et al., 2012, 2014). Since the optimal design of an
interface is not the focus of the present work, we followed the main indications given by
Lohr (2000) which suggest:
• to keep clear the background and foreground distinctions in order to make the display
visible,




Table 2.2: Daily questionnaire.
Current clothing Clothing items and corresponding insulation values were adopted
from both ASHRAE (2013) and ISO (2005) standards.
Activity level in the
previous 30 minutes
3 possible levels of activity could be chosen (Hong et al., 2009).
Thermal sensation vote
(TSV)




If you could change the current temperature in your room, what
would you prefer it to be? Reported on Nicol’s scale: –1 (much




What do you think about the temperature of your room right now?
Reported in the scale: 1 (clearly acceptable), 2 (just acceptable), 3
(just unacceptable), 4 (clearly unacceptable).
Perceived air quality How do you perceive the air quality right now? Reported in the
scale: 1 (clearly acceptable), 2 (just acceptable), 3 (just unacceptable),
4 (clearly unacceptable).
Table 2.3: Additional questionnaire.
Satisfaction with the
thermal environment
In general how do you find the overall thermal environment in
your room? 1 (very dissatisfying), 2 (slightly dissatisfying), 3 (ac-
ceptable), 4 (rather satisfying), 5 (very satisfying).
Overall humidity
sensation
In general how do you find the overall humidity sensation in your




In general how do you find the overall air quality in your room?
1 (very dissatisfying), 2 (slightly dissatisfying), 3 (acceptable), 4
(rather satisfying), 5 (very satisfying).
Perceived control of
temperature
How well do you feel you can personally control the temperature
in your room? 1 (no control), 2 (light control), 3 (medium control),
4 (high control), 5 (total control).
Perceived control of air
quality
How well do you feel you can personally control the air quality in
your room? 1 (no control), 2 (light control), 3 (medium control), 4
(high control), 5 (total control).
Air temperature is a key parameter for both thermal comfort and heating energy consump-
tion and, therefore, is the content of the first two sections of the application (respectively
current and mean daily temperature information). Furthermore, since social comparison
can be a strong motivating factor especially in a student environment (Emeakaroha et al.,
2014), a comparative element (mean daily room temperature of the other students in the
residential block) was introduced to further promote behavioural changes. In the third
section of the application, we provided students with a bar chart of today building heating
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energy cost compared to the previous day (yesterday). Finally, since historical feedback has
been found to be easily understandable and useful for users (Vine et al., 2013), in the fourth
section we introduced a seven-day overview of daily building heating energy costs.
The application uses real-time data and a set of heuristic rules to produce the following
energy savings tips:
• If Friday: The weekend is coming! Remember to turn off the radiator (by adjusting
the valve to zero) if you don’t plan to be in your room.
• If between 8 PM and 10 PM: Do you feel cold when you go to sleep? Rather than turn-
ing up the radiator have you tried wearing a heavy pyjama or using extra blankets?
Drawing your curtains can also help to keep the heat in!
• If CO2 < 600 ppm: Oops! You might have opened both your window and door, which
means that if the radiator is on, you are heating the outside air! If you opened these
because your room was feeling stuffy, then remember to close them back quickly to
save energy.
• If CO2 > 1800 ppm: Your room is getting stuffy! Open your window for a while
and get some fresh air! Remember to close it back though as otherwise you are just
heating the outside air!
• If room temperature > 21°C: Your room temperature is more than 21°C at the moment.
Most people find this quite warm. Turning down your radiator would help save
energy. If you still feel cold, have you tried wearing warmer clothes instead?
The heuristic feedback was only based on real-time measurements of room temperature
and room CO2 concentration; it was not possible to use the measurement from the PIR
sensors since some students accidentally covered them up.
2.3.7 Monetary rewards
In a domestic setting, the reduction of energy consumption directly impacts fuel bills and
can be a powerful motivating factor for undertaking energy saving measures. However,
Figure 2.4: Actual and predicted daily energy consumption at different mean daily outdoor temperatures for
one of the three monitored residential block.
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Figure 2.5: Screen of the application.
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in a university setting, students do not normally pay for their actual consumption directly
since fuel bills are often bundled into the accommodation cost. To simulate as closely as
possible the domestic setting in our study, students were rewarded for their energy saving
with an amount of money proportional to the energy saved.
Using the energy measurements of the previous 4 months (from 1 October 2014 to
31 January 2015) the daily energy consumption of each residential block was weather-
corrected using a linear regression model (red line in Figure 2.4). Energy savings were
therefore calculated as the difference between the daily predicted (red dots in Figure 2.4)
and actual (blue dots in Figure 2.4) energy consumption.
An artificial gas tariff (of 0.2 £/kWh instead of the 0.03 £/kWh typically paid by domestic
consumers) was used for the monetary rewards to make the cost-feedback more salient due
to the short duration of the feedback phase. This tariff is the same as the one used for
calculating the daily energy costs shown in the application (Figure 2.5). The tariff value
was obtained from an estimation of plausible expected energy savings in a study of this
duration that would result in meaningful payouts to the participants. This was based on
an approach already established in previous works, see e.g. (Chiang et al., 2014). In real
homes, the opportunity to contextualise savings against an entire heating season would be
available, allowing the numbers to be more meaningful by using real tariffs. Real tariffs
can be complicated, for example, most tariffs would also include a standing charge, which
is hard to capture in a study of this kind. However, we recognize that tariffs could play an
important role in designing feedback strategies and that, in particular, variable rate energy
tariffs are expected to become more important in the future. Therefore, further work will
be needed to understand if and how variable tariffs can affect behavioural changes.
Students were only rewarded at the end of the experimental phase (i.e. at the end of
the six weeks). They earned an average of 7 pounds each during the three weeks (min =
3.5 £, max = 10.2 £).
2.4 Results and discussion
2.4.1 Analysis of the comfort conditions
The heating energy behaviour of building occupants is directly linked to its primary product:
occupant thermal comfort. Therefore, an analysis of adaptive thermal comfort is the main
focus of this work. In this section we describe the overall comfort conditions in the 15
monitored rooms and we introduce the variables used for analysing the effects of feedback
on occupant subjective comfort conditions.
The distribution of Thermal Sensation Votes (TSVs) and Thermal Preference Votes
(TPVs) is shown in Figure 2.6 (top). Occupants report no change thermal preference for
warm, slightly warm, neutral, slightly cool and cool thermal sensation votes. In particular, it
can be noticed that there is a prevalence of no change votes on the warm side of the thermal
sensation. This shows that thermal neutrality does not always correspond to the preferred
thermal sensation and that people prefer warm thermal sensations when is cold outside
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Figure 2.6: The two graphs show the distribution of TPVs (Thermal Preference Votes) expressed as % for
different uncorrected (top) and corrected (bottom) TSVs (Thermal Sensation Votes).
(i.e. in winter). This fact is known as the semantic artefact hypothesis (Brager and Dear,
1998). If an occupant is slightly warm and does not want to change his thermal environment
then his/her slightly warm sensation, at this moment, implies comfort. The same reasoning
applies for warm, cool and slightly cool thermal sensations.
In order to take into account this fact and in order to make more robust the thermal
comfort analysis of the next section, non-neutral no change votes are re-defined as neutral
for the cases when an acceptable thermal vote is also expressed. Doing so, a new distribution
for the corrected TSVs and TPVs is obtained in Figure 2.6 (bottom). In this new distribution
99% of the non-neutral no change votes have migrated from the warm and cool side of the
thermal sensations to the central neutral category; this is due to the fact that 99% of the
non-neutral no change votes are also acceptable thermal votes.
In order to further demonstrate the validity of the post-survey elaboration of the thermal
votes, TSVs and corrected TSVs are shown together with Thermal Acceptability Votes
(TAVs) in Figure 2.7. For the corrected TSVs there is a reduction of clearly acceptable votes on
both warm and cool side of the thermal sensations; this means that clearly acceptable votes
migrate from the warm and cool thermal sensation sides to the central neutral category.
According to the ISO 80% acceptability criterion, a thermal environment is regarded
as comfortable when 80% of the occupants are feeling between slightly cool and slightly
warm (ISO, 2005). According to this criterion and considering the corrected TSVs, students
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Figure 2.7: The two graphs show the distribution of TAVs (Thermal Acceptability Votes) expressed as % for
different uncorrected (top) and corrected (bottom) TSVs (Thermal Sensation Votes).
were comfortable 87% of the occasions. This demonstrate that the rooms can be regarded
as thermally comfortable. When considering only the neutral votes (corrected TSV = 0),
students were comfortable 69% of the times. The percentage of neutral votes for each
student varied from a minimum of 36% to a maximum of 91%. This shows that the level of
thermal acceptance varied largely among the different students.
2.4.2 The effects of feedback on physical variables
The PIR sensor did not work in all the rooms since some students accidentally covered it.
Therefore, occupancy profiles were defined based on the indoor CO2 concentration and
then, in order to check the accuracy of the estimation, inferred occupancy profiles were
compared with the PIR data for rooms where measurements were available (Figure 2.8).
When comparing the PIR data with the CO2 profiles, it was evident that if students left
the room, CO2 concentrations decreased due to air movement through the window and
the door. Therefore, following a similar approach of Ansanay-Alex (2013), we considered
the room unoccupied when the moving average of CO2 was decreasing or was lower than
500 ppm. This approach excluded those timestamps when the room was occupied but the
window or the door was kept opened, but it was able to model occupancy in all the other
cases. It is noteworthy that the feedback statements (Section 2.3.6) do not require knowledge
of occupancy. Since occupancy was only needed to filter the data we did not require a very
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accurate estimation of it. The mean and one standard deviation for environmental and CO2
data filtered based on occupancy are reported in Tables 2.4, 2.5 and 2.6, for each student.
Figure 2.8: Calculated occupancy profiles based on CO2 concentration.
For the analysis, students were sorted into two groups according to the number of
questionnaire they filled in during the feedback period. During this period, the question-
naire was integrated in the application and, therefore, a low number of questionnaires can
be associated with a low interaction with the application. However, it is not possible to
confirm this since we did not explicitly measure the number of viewings of the application.
Group 1 includes students that, during the feedback period, filled in more than 13 ques-
tionnaires (an average of 20 questionnaires each during the experimental phase). While
students of Group 2, in the same period, filled fewer than 8 questionnaires each (an average
of 7 questionnaires each, i.e. 1 every 3 days which is very low compared to the original
requirement of 2 questionnaires per day). Finally, one student (Group 3) whose room was
monitored for the 6 weeks but who did not receive any feedback since his smartphone was
not compatible with the developed application.
The average outdoor temperature during the first three weeks was 5.8°C. During the
last three weeks it slightly increased to 6.2°C. Since the heating schedule remained the same,
room air temperatures were expected to increase. Room temperature slightly increased for
student no. 15 of Group 3 who was monitored for the six weeks but did not receive any
feedback; while, for all the students of Group 1 (with the exception of students no. 1 and
2) room air temperatures decreased (Table 2.6). For students no. 1 and 2 (Group 1a) the
temperature increase was due to the stricter control of window opening (their mean room
CO2 concentration increased respectively by 25% and 26%). This fact is confirmed by the
decrease of radiator temperatures for both students during the last three weeks. Therefore,
unlike Group 2, all the students of Group 1 tried to save energy by lowering their radiator
settings (Figure 2.9). However, they responded to the lower radiator temperatures through
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different adaptive responses (Figure 2.10):
• through a stricter control of window opening (Group 1a),
• by wearing more clothing (Group 1b).
For student of Group 1a there is an average increase of CO2 concentration equal to 18%
(Table 2.4) with no noticeable increase in clothing level. While, for students of Group 1a
there is an increase of their clothing, on average, of 20% (Table 2.6).
An in-depth analysis of CO2 room concentrations for Group 1a shows that, while
student no. 1 and 4 followed the feedback recommendations to keep CO2 levels under
1,800 ppm, students no. 2 and 3 exceeded the level of 1,800 ppm for respectively 30% and
20% of the time. This unwanted effect was due probably to the fact that feedback tips were
either not seen or ignored. This shows that there is a risk of air quality degradation when
trying to save heating energy. This risk needs to be taken into account when designing
feedback strategies. At this regard, it is important to notice that the limit of 1,800 ppm
is higher than the commonly-referenced value of 1,000 ppm (ASTM, 2012). However, the
adopted value of 1,800 ppm (corresponding to a percentage of dissatisfied people equal
to 40% (ASTM, 2012)) was intended as a critical limit to not be overcome, 1,000 ppm still
being the optimal limit.
In Table 2.3, it can been seen that the average CO2 concentrations before the feedback
are generally higher than 1,000 ppm, this can be attributed to different fact:
• the low ventilation rates in winter,
• the small dimensions of the room,
• the vicinity of the CO2 sensor to the occupant since it was not always possible to
guarantee a distance of 2 m due to the small dimensions of the room.
Figure 2.9: Radiator temperatures before (prior) and after (post) the start of the feedback (Group 1).
From the analysis of the clothing levels (Table 2.5 and Figure 2.10) it can be noticed that
Group 2 tended to wear less clothing during the feedback phase. Therefore, they responded
to the higher indoor temperatures through decreasing their clothing insulation. This fact
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confirms the previously hypothesized low interaction with the application.
The average outdoor relative humidity was the same during the first and second
experimental phase (83%). The indoor relative humidity was in the recommended range
40 - 60% (EN, 2007). Humidity was perceived as neutral by the majority of the students,
but 4 out of 14 students perceived it as slightly humid (Table 2.5).
Figure 2.10: Percentage differences in CO2 concentration (CO2%diff) and student levels of clothing (clo%diff)
before and after the start of the feedback.
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2.4.3 The effects of feedback on psychological variables
Due to the limited number of surveyed thermal sensation votes, the analysis of the neutral
temperatures for each student before and after the start of the feedback was the most difficult
task of this study. In fact, as outlined by Nicol and Humphreys (2010), the two traditional
methods of calculating the neutral temperature (i.e. regression and probit analysis) require
a large number of responses to give reliable results.
The regression method consists in calculating the mean TSV for each 1°C (or 0.5°C)
temperature interval and drawing the regression line, the neutral temperature is the one
corresponding to TSV = 0 (Cao et al., 2014; Wang et al., 2011). This method assumes
that TSV is linearly dependent from the temperature and that no adaptation takes place.
In field studies in homes TSV is never only dependent on air temperature. Since people
tend to continually adapt and to have more control over their environment, there are many
other factors such as clothing, metabolism, behaviours that affect TSV. TSV and room air
temperature tend to interact with each other and are, therefore, not necessarily linearly
dependent. This has been previously observed in field studies of Oseland (1994), Nicol and
Roaf (1996), Nicol and Humphreys (2010), Rijal et al. (2010), and Indraganti (2010b, 2011).
Furthermore, this approach is not really rigorous since thermal sensation votes are ordinal
variables and, therefore, it is not appropriate to calculate their mean (Haldi and Robinson,
2010).
In this study the regression method did not give robust correlations (e.g. students
no. 7-8-9-11 in Table 2.7) and, therefore, it failed to give reliable values. In fact, for many
students the majority of the votes were neutral and, so, the method was not able to predict
neutral temperatures.
In order to overcome these problems, Nicol and Humphreys (2010) have calculated the
neutral temperature using the Griffiths method with the following equation:
Tn = Tm − TSVm/G (2.1)
TSVm is the mean Thermal Sensation Vote, Tm is the mean indoor temperature in °C and G
is the assumed regression gradient, also called Griffiths coefficient in /°C.
We used the regression coefficient 0.25 which is usually obtained in field studies ac-
cording to Nicol and Humphreys (2010) and we calculated the neutral temperature for
each student before and after the start of the feedback by computing the mean of the TSVs
(Table 2.7). However, this approach suffers the same limitations of the regression method
since it implies that no adaptation takes place and it is based on the calculation of the mean
of an ordinal variable. Therefore, we propose a new approach for computing the neutral
temperatures and we compare the resulting temperatures with the ones obtained with the
two methods described above (regression method and Griffiths method, see Table 2.7).
The new method uses the corrected TSVs and is explained by the following algorithm:
IF TSVcom f > 80% THEN Tn = µ(T0) (2.2)
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IF TSVcom f < 80% THEN Tn = µ(TCH) (2.3)
where Tn is the neutral temperature, TSVcom f is the percentage of comfortable votes (i.e.
corrected TSVs between -1 and 1), µ(T0) is the mean of the temperatures for corrected
TSV = 0, Tcold are the temperatures for corrected TSV lower than -1, C is the percentage of
corrected TSVs lower than -1, Thot are the temperatures for corrected TSV higher than 1, H
is the percentage of corrected TSV higher than 1, µ(TCH) is the mean of the temperatures
comprised between the Cth percentile of Tcold and the Hth percentile of Tcold (green lines in
Figure 2.11).
Figure 2.11: Boxplot of neutral, hot and cold temperatures before and after the start of the feedback for students
no. 1 and 7. The line within each box is the median, the edges of the box are the 25th and 75th percentiles
(indicated respectively as q1 and q3), the thin lines (whiskers) extend to those values between q3 - 1.5*(q3–q1)
and q1 + 1.5*(q3–q1).
Figure 2.12: Boxplot of neutral, hot and cold temperatures before and after the start of the feedback for students
no. 6. The line within each box is the median, the edges of thebox are the 25th and 75th percentiles (indicated
respectively as q1 and q3), the thin lines (whiskers) extend to those values between q3–1.5*(q3–q1) and q1 +
1.5*(q3–q1).
In the case of student no. 6 there are not temperatures T0 between the two percentile
of Tcold and Thot and, therefore, it is not possible to calculate neutral temperatures with this
method (Figure 2.12).
The analysis of the neutral temperatures (Table 2.7) shows that feedback has potential
to directly affect the notion of comfort of occupants by changing their neutral temperatures.
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Table 2.4: Mean ± one standard deviation of CO2 concentration and perceived air quality before (prior) and
after (post) the start of the feedback.
CO2 concentration (ppm) Perceived air quality
No. prior post %diff prior post
1a 1 1,023±251 1,278±496 +25% Acc. Acc.
2 1,243±625 1,564±634 +26% Very sat. Very sat.
3 1,064±452 1,233±664 +16% Acc. Very sat.
4 954±220 1,006±231 +5% Acc. Acc.
1b 5 1,314±326 1,021±297 -22% Acc. Rather sat.
6 1,272±393 1,239±312 -3% Slightly dis. Acc.
7 1,118±439 1,207±541 +8% Acc. Acc.
8 1,032±271 955±214 -7% Slightly dis. Rather sat.
9 1,194±396 1,108±333 -7% Acc. Very sat.
10 1,016±248 997±261 -2% Rather sat. Acc.
2 11 1,334±423 1,342±409 +1% Rather sat. Acc.
12 1,080±326 961±318 -11% Acc. Acc.
13 1,380±620 1,564±698 +13% Acc. Acc.
14 1,131±496 1,072±433 -5% Acc. Acc.
3 15 1,048±390 1,085±340 +3% n.a. n.a.
Acc.=Acceptable, Sat.= Satisfying, Dis = Dissatisfying, n.a.=not available.
We achieved a reduction of neutral temperature equal to 1.7°C for student no. 7 (Figure
2.11). This also demonstrates that thermal comfort is a highly negotiable socio-cultural
construct (Liu et al., 2014) and that real-time feedback can prompt occupants adaptive
behaviour and reshape their notion of comfort. This process of re-defining occupants notion
of comfort can contribute to lower building heating and cooling energy consumption. Of
course, this result can only be achieved if there is a sufficient motivation to interact with
the application.
Two other important facts can be observed for students of Group 1: (i) overall perceived
environmental control increases and (ii) thermal and air quality satisfaction levels increase.
The Wilcoxon signed rank test is used in order to analyse differences between the samples
before and after the start of the feedback. A non-parametric test is chosen due to the limited
sample size and due to the fact that the sampling distribution is non-normal. The selected
significance level is p = 0.05. For Group 1, perceived control levels for temperature and air
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Table 2.5: Mean ± one standard deviation of relative humidity and humidity sensation before (prior) and after
(post) the start of the feedback; n.a.: not available.
Relative humidity (%) Humidity sensation
No. prior post prior post
1a 1 47±5 50±5 Neutral Neutral
2 49±6 55±5 Neutral Neutral




4 44±5 46±4 Neutral Neutral




6 48±6 48±5 Slightly
dry
Neutral
7 51±6 51±5 Neutral Neutral




9 48±5 49±4 Neutral Neutral
10 48±5 46±4 Neutral Neutral
2 11 53±7 54±6 Slightly
dry
Neutral
12 48±3 45±3 Neutral Neutral
13 50±6 52±9 Neutral Neutral
14 45±6 44±5 Neutral Neutral
3 15 51±5 49±5 n.a. n.a.
quality are significantly higher (respectively, W = 8, p = 0.046 and W = 0, p = 0.005) after
the start of the feedback (Median = 3) than before (Median = 2.5). Thermal satisfaction
levels are significantly higher after the start of feedback (Median = 4) than before (Median
= 3), W = 0, p = 0.0049. Satisfaction levels for air quality are also significantly higher after
the feedback (Median = 3.5) than before (Median = 3), W = 7, p = 0.036.
2.5 Limitations
Proving the efficacy of feedback in changing occupant behaviours is not an easy task.
Therefore, in common with many other studies in this field, we discuss the following
limitations of our work:
• Fallback effect: This is the phenomenon where newness motivates people to change but
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Table 2.6: Mean ± one standard deviation of room air temperature, thermal sensation and mean clothing level
before (prior) and after (post) the start of the feedback.
Air temperature (°C) Thermal satisfaction Clothing (clo)
No. prior post diff prior post prior post %diff
1a 1 17.5±1.2 18.8±1 +1.3 Acc. Rather
sat.
0.67 0.63 -6%










4 19.7±0.6 19.1±0.8 -0.6 Acc. Acc. 0.7 0.66 -6%
1b 5 21.2±0.7 20.2±1.1 -1 Acc. Rather
sat.
0.73 0.92 +26%





7 18.4±1.2 17.7±2 -0.7 Acc. Acc. 0.36 0.45 +25%





9 20.1±1.1 20±1.2 -0.1 Acc. Very
sat.
0.62 0.72 +16%










12 19.9±0.3 18.9±0.9 -1 Rather
sat.
Acc. 0.52 0.44 -15%





14 19±1.1 19.7±1.2 +0.7 Rather
sat.
Acc. 0.39 0.19 -51%
3 15 18.5±0.6 18.8±0.7 +0.3 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.
Acc.=Acceptable, Sat.= Satisfying, Dis = Dissatisfying, n.a.=not available.
this motivation vanishes with time (Wilhite and Ling, 1995). We monitored the effect
of feedback for only 3 weeks and conclusions cannot therefore be drawn about their
long-lasting effect.
• Sample size: The reduced sample size is another limiting factor of this study. Since
this work was designed as a precursor to a more in-depth study involving more real
homes over a longer period of time, it may be seen as proof-of-concept that real-time
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Table 2.7: Neutral temperatures calculated with three different methods (Griffith, Regression, New) before
(prior) and after (post) the start of the feedback; n.a.: not available.
Griffith method Regression method New method
No. prior post prior R2 post R2 prior post diff
1a 1 16.5 17.1 16.3 0.84 18.4 0.82 17.6 19.2 +1.6
2 21.7 21.8 22.0 0.46 16.5 0.05 21.2 21.3 +0.1
3 21.1 22.1 20.5 0.76 20.6 0.23 20.8 21.3 +0.5
4 21.1 20.6 20.2 0.48 21.8 0.37 17.6 19.2 -0.4
1b 5 23.1 23.6 22.7 0.42 21.5 0.63 21.5 21 -0.5
6 17.5 19.7 20.4 0.35 19.1 0.08 n.a. n.a. n.a.
7 19.4 14.5 15.0 0.05 41.4 0.00 18.5 16.8 -1.7
8 20.9 22.7 13.8 0.07 5.7 0.09 18.1 19.7 +1.6
9 20.5 20.2 19.6 0.02 20.1 0.53 20.4 20.1 -0.3
10 18.8 19.2 19.8 0.42 18.7 0.65 19 18.9 -0.1
2 11 20.7 20.4 18.7 0.06 15.2 0.00 20.7 20.6 -0.1
12 19.6 21.8 19.6 0.93 5.6 1 19.9 20.2 +0.3
13 23.5 22.7 20.8 0.33 23.1 0.06 22.1 22.7 +0.6
14 19.3 26.8 21.9 0.49 21 0.93 19.3 20.9 +1.6
3 n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a.
context-aware feedback could have an impact on occupant adaptive behaviours and
neutral temperatures, and thus meriting further investigation.
• Hawthorne effect: This is a phenomenon where people behave differently when they
know they are being observed. In this study, we tried to minimize this effect by
avoiding instructions on how to use the application. The application was introduced
to the students as a tool that they could use to reduce their heating energy use without
any additional information on its efficacy. However, as with the fallback effect, only
a long-term study is likely to address this problem.
Since the feedback provided includes suggestions for lowering internal temperature,
this could potentially have an impact on occupant health especially with older occupants.
However, we mitigate this effect by focusing the feedback on temperature ranges within
the acceptable band of 18–21°C as suggested by (Jevons et al., 2016).
Finally, this experiment is mainly focusing in detecting changes in thermal comfort
variables, namely adaptive actions, neutral temperatures and perceived environmental
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Table 2.8: Overall perceived control before (prior) and after (post) the start of feedback; n.a.: not available.
Overall perceived control
No. prior post diff
1a 1 1.5 3.5 +2
2 2.5 2.5 0
3 3 3 0
4 2.5 2.5 0
1b 5 3 3.5 +0.5
6 2.5 2.5 0
7 2.5 3 +0.5
8 3 3.5 +0.5
9 2.5 4 +1.5
10 2.5 2.5 0
2 11 2 1.5 -0.5
12 3.5 3.5 0
13 3 3 0
14 2.5 2.5 0
3 15 n.a. n.a. n.a.
control. Therefore, results and conclusions of this paper focus on reporting and quantifying
those changes, and not other variables such as energy use.
2.6 Conclusions
This study aimed to detect and quantify changes in occupant adaptive responses, neutral
temperatures and perceived environmental control as a result of the feedback intervention.
From the analysis of the monitored data, it emerges that feedback has the potential to
prompt good adaptive behaviours such as wearing more clothes and better controlling the
use of windows for ventilation, but it also reveals that a risk of high indoor CO2 levels exists
and that, therefore, this problem needs to be carefully addressed when designing feedback
strategies. This study also confirms the importance of perceived control in defining thermal
comfort and shows that the degree of occupant control over the environment depends
not only on the characteristics of the building and of its systems (building contextual
factors) but also on occupant awareness of them. Subjects felt they had greater control
over their thermal environment and, consequently, this greater control was able to mitigate
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their thermal expectations and offset possible discomforts due to the lower temperatures.
Given a sufficient motivation for interacting with the application, real time feed-back
can effectively and positively contribute to guiding occupant adaptive actions towards
energy-aware behaviours without negatively affecting their satisfaction. The results of this
study therefore demonstrate that saving energy does not always mean sacrificing occupant
comfort.
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The work done in this Chapter while processing and analysing the collected thermal comfort
data has allowed to better understand the statistical methods used in adaptive thermal
comfort research and to critically reflects on their limitations and problems. In particular,
this work has shown the limitations of the use of linear regression and of the Griffiths
method to derive occupant neutral temperatures. In order to overcome some of these
limitations, a new method has been introduced to define neutral temperatures. However,
even this method is not able to fully account for the complex mechanisms of thermal
adaptation of the participants.
The concept itself of neutral temperature suffers some inherent limitations: a comfort
temperature range rather than a single-point neutral temperature appears to be a better
way to model occupant adaptive thermal comfort.
These reflections are further developed in the next Chapter where thermal comfort
data are collected as part of an additional field work and are analysed by using a different
statistical technique (logistic regression). Compared to linear regression, logistic regression
is more suitable to model the thermal comfort response of the participants, especially when




Overheating in vulnerable and non-vulnerable
households
Abstract
As the 2003 European heatwave demonstrated, overheating in homes can cause wide-
scale fatalities. With temperatures and heatwave frequency predicted to increase due to
climate change, such events can be expected to become more common. Thus, investigating
the risk of overheating in buildings is key to understanding the scale of the problem
and in designing solutions. Most work on this topic has been theoretical and based on
lightweight dwellings that might be expected to overheat. By contrast, this study collects
temperature and air quality data over two years for vulnerable and non-vulnerable UK
homes where overheating would not be expected to be common. Overheating was found
to occur, particularly and disproportionately in households with vulnerable occupants. As
the summers in question were not extreme and contained no prolonged heatwaves, this is
a significant and worrying finding. The vulnerable homes were also found to have worse
indoor air quality. This suggests that some of the problem might be solved by enhancing
indoor ventilation. The collected thermal comfort survey data were also validated against
the European adaptive model. Results suggest that the model underestimates discomfort




This chapter addresses Research Question 2 and aims at understanding the ability of the
European adaptive thermal comfort model of predicting the comfort of residential building
occupants in UK. As the thermal comfort data are collected in UK, the European adaptive
model is here used as main reference for the comparative analysis.
Also this research was carried out within the EPSRC-funded ENLITEN project. As part
of this project, low-cost Arduino-based sensors were developed for real-time monitoring
of social housing in Exeter, UK. This large monitoring effort resulted in a comprehensive
database of environmental, CO2 and occupancy data and metadata. This chapter describes
and reports the results obtained by analysing a part of the ENLITEN dataset collected
over a 3-year monitoring period. In particular, the analysis focuses on the assessment of
overheating, air quality and occupant thermal comfort in the first two monitored summers
(2014 and 2015). This work represents the second thermal comfort field study performed
over the course of this PhD.
Most of the work was spent in cleaning and correctly handling the environmental and
air quality data as there were many missing and faulty values due to issues with wireless
connections and/or due to the inappropriate siting of sensors (e.g., near sources of heat, such
as fridges, televisions), etc. Thus, the recorded data needed to be cleaned and validated.
This process resulted in a loss of 42% of the available data during summer 2014 and 41%
of the available data during summer 2015 with the majority of the losses being in kitchens
where the sensors were mainly sited in proximity of the fridges and they were therefore
affected by their released heat.
Before the commencement of the data collection, ethical approval was sought and
obtained from the research ethics committee of the Department of Psychology of the Uni-
versity of Bath. All the participants signed a consent form at the beginning of the study
in which they were assured that their data were treated confidentially and that they could
withdraw from the research at any stage.
This Chapter is totally based on a same-titled paper published in Building Research &
Information in 2016, more details are provided in the next section.
All data created and used for this study are openly available from the University of
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Although there is not yet a universal definition of what constitutes a heatwave, it can be
described as a period in which high outdoor temperatures persist for several consecutive
days, and night temperatures do not decrease enough to allow buildings to cool down.
The European heatwave of August 2003 is estimated to have caused 70,000 excess deaths
(Robine et al., 2008), including 2,000 in the UK (Johnson et al., 2005), with the majority of
victims being among the elderly and long-term sick.
Global average surface temperatures are predicted to rise by as much as 5°C by 2100
(Stocker, 2013), and heatwaves are expected to increase in intensity, frequency and duration
(Jones et al., 2008; Meehl and Tebaldi, 2004; Murphy et al., 2009). In dense urban environ-
ments, the consequences of global warming will be exacerbated by the urban heat island
effect (Gabriel and Endlicher, 2011; Hondula et al., 2012; Laaidi et al., 2012; Smargiassi et al.,
2009). All together this could severely increase levels of thermal discomfort and could lead
to an increase in heat-related morbidity and mortality – even in temperate climates such as
those normally experienced in the UK.
At the same time, concerns over climate change and the need to implement mitigation
strategies are driving the call for a more energy-efficient built environment. The UK Com-
mittee on Climate Change (CCC) has set a target of a 20% reduction in energy consumption
for space heating by 2030 (CCC, 2012). As a result, super-insulated and airtight houses
are currently being built, or existing dwellings are being refurbished to higher thermal
standards, in order to reduce winter space heating demand and associated greenhouse gas
emissions (Hamilton et al., 2014). So far, much of the adoption of such domestic energy-
efficiency measures in the UK has been achieved in newly built homes or refurbished social
dwellings, which are supposed to be driving the changes to the UK built environment
(Hamilton et al., 2014; DBIS, 2010; McManus et al., 2010).
There is already some evidence of overheating happening in British and northern Eu-
ropean homes that have been refurbished or newly built in order to comply with the new
energy efficiency and zero-carbon standards, e.g., passive social housing flats in Coven-
try, UK (Tabatabaei Sameni et al., 2015), passive houses in Linköping, Sweden (Rohdin
et al., 2014), and low-energy single-family houses in Pays-de-la-Loire, France (Mickaël et
al., 2014). To some, the evidence is so clear that a UK national report has been written
describing interventions to improve energy efficiency that can prevent overheating in the
future (Dengel and Swainson, 2012). However, it is still unclear if any such overheating is
due to increases in insulation and airtightness, rather than increases in solar gains (from
larger windows) and lower thermal mass. Most importantly, it is not known if it is just a
question of occupant behaviour and could therefore be mitigated by educating occupants
on the better use of windows and/or by installing mechanical ventilation.
A plethora of studies have used dynamic thermal simulation in order to see how
different energy refurbishments might affect building overheating in current and future
weather scenarios (Barbosa et al., 2015; Ji et al., 2014; Mavrogianni et al., 2012; McLeod
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et al., 2013; Oikonomou et al., 2012; Porritt et al., 2011; Porritt et al., 2012; Tillson et
al., 2013). However, most of these studies use simple statements of ventilation patterns,
e.g., ventilation commencing when the room operative temperature reaches an assumed
threshold temperature (Mavrogianni et al., 2012; Porritt et al., 2011; Porritt et al., 2012;
Tillson et al., 2013). This is not representative of how windows are used in reality by
occupants in homes, since it is based on studies in offices.
The literature offers only a small range of long-term monitoring studies and, therefore,
little is known about the current situation of retrofitted energy-efficient buildings (Vardoulakis
et al., 2015). The most relevant studies are those by Beizaee et al. (2013), Lomas and Kane
(2013), Sakka et al. (2012), Tabatabaei Sameni et al. (2015), Wells et al. (2015), White-
Newsome et al. (2012), Willand et al. (2016), and Wright et al. (2005). Apart from the link
between overheating and ventilation, ventilation is important of itself. With increased
airtightness there is a risk of poor indoor air quality unless occupants respond appropriately
(Yu and Kim, 2012). Again, few data on indoor air quality in energy-efficient buildings
exists (Derbez et al., 2014) and this risk is still poorly understood (Wells et al., 2015).
Even less is known about any distinctions between vulnerable and non-vulnerable house-
holds in terms of either the temperatures within their homes or the ventilation patterns
they choose (Hoof et al., 2010; Tweed et al., 2015; White-Newsome et al., 2012).
In this study, vulnerable households included one or more occupants falling into one
or more of the following categories:
• older than 65 years old,
• disabled,
• with long-term illnesses.
This classification reflects the household types defined in the English Housing Survey
(DCLG, 2015a).
Additionally, non-vulnerable homes were classified, based on the number of occupants,
as overcrowded (more than or equal to five occupants) or non-overcrowded homes (fewer than
five occupants). This definition of overcrowding is related to the number of occupants
rather than to the density of occupants in each dwelling. The monitored dwellings were
quite homogeneous in terms of kitchen and living room floor areas and, therefore, the
number of occupants was considered better suited to characterize internal heat gains in
these spaces. Defining overcrowding in the monitored bedrooms was more difficult since
their occupancy (how many people were sleeping in each bedroom) could not be assessed.
Therefore, for bedrooms, overcrowding was also defined based on the total number of
occupants in each dwelling.
Reduced physical mobility, social isolation and security concerns are some of the rea-
sons that might impede the response of vulnerable occupants to high indoor temperatures
and make them at a higher risk of overheating and poor indoor air quality.
Another issue is that existing thermal comfort standards used to quantify the severity
and frequency of overheating have not been derived from direct assessments of homes.
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The BS EN 15251 adaptive thermal comfort model, upon which the overheating recom-
mendation of the UK Chartered Institution of Building Services Engineers (CIBSE) is based
(CIBSE, 2015), has been deduced from data predominantly obtained from field studies
in office buildings where people have less opportunity to adapt (Nicol and Humphreys,
2010). This suggests that the applicability and validity of the BS EN 15251 adaptive thermal
comfort standard need to be tested with thermal comfort field studies in homes.
Given this background, this paper attempts to provide data to start answering a series
of simple questions:
• Do measured data from social housing in the UK indicate that overheating is already
occurring?
• Are there any differences between vulnerable and non-vulnerable households?
• Do vulnerable and non-vulnerable households show different attitudes to ventilation
and thermal comfort?
• Might any additional overheating (if any) in vulnerable households be explained by
reduced ventilation rates, and might increasing the ventilation rate be a potential
solution?
• Do long-term measurements of summertime CO2 in social housing indicate poor air
quality?
• Are the existing thermal comfort models able to predict occupant thermal comfort in
residential homes in the UK?
In order to do this, the temperature of living rooms, kitchens and bedrooms of 55 newly
retrofitted (i.e., reasonably well-insulated) low-rise social dwellings in Exeter, in the south-
west of the UK, were monitored during the summers of 2014 and 2015. Additionally,
radiator temperatures were monitored (to see if heating might be the cause of any over-
heating) and CO2 levels were also monitored (as indicators of air quality). Occupant thermal
comfort was investigated through paper-based questionnaires and telephone interviews.
This study can be distinguished from previous large-scale and long-term monitoring
studies of summertime temperatures, i.e. (Beizaee et al., 2013; Lomas and Kane, 2013),
because it collects radiator temperatures, indoor CO2 concentrations and thermal comfort
responses along with air temperatures.
3.2 Factors affecting overheating
Occupant behavioural thermal adaptation refers to all the conscious or unconscious actions
that a person can take in order to modify the building indoor environment or their personal
situation. In reducing temperatures and hours of overheating, Coley et al. (2012) found, via
dynamic simulation, that occupant behavioural adaptation (e.g., night cooling achieved by
opening windows, or closing windows when the external temperature is greater than the
internal) is equally important to common structural adaptations (e.g., increased thermal
mass, external shading above windows, solar-control glasses and reduced electrical gains
by using more energy-efficient items). However, behavioural adaptation is related to the
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specific characteristics of the occupants, e.g., elderly occupants and those with compro-
mised health might have a limited control of ventilation due to restricted possibility of
movement. Since overheating depends on both occupants and dwelling characteristics,
the social and behavioural factors interweave with structural aspects making it particu-
larly difficult to assess its causes. This suggests that it is important to know if there are
behavioural differences between different social groups.
Various studies have hinted at reasons why overheating might occur:
• Urbanization and the associated urban heat island effect increase ambient temper-
atures and prevent the cooling of buildings at night. It also influences occupant
ventilation patterns, especially night ventilation due to outdoor pollution, noise and
for security reasons (Mavrogianni et al., 2012).
• Upper stories, a southern orientation and an elevated glazing-to-wall ratio increase
the severity of solar gains (McLeod et al., 2013; Porritt et al., 2012).
• The absence of window shading (fixed external shading devices or external shutters)
also makes the dwellings more exposed to solar heat gains (McLeod et al., 2013; Porritt
et al., 2012).
• Greater overcrowding implies greater internal heat gains, while increased insulation
and air-tightness and a reduced external wall area-to-volume ratio prevent the release
of the accumulated heat (Beizaee et al., 2013).
• Properties of the windows. The window opening type (side hung, bottom hung, slid-
ing, etc.), size and controllability also influence the effectiveness of natural ventilation
in dissipating the accumulated heat (Roetzel et al., 2010).
• If there is a drop in night temperatures and a sufficient night ventilation of the
building, the use of thermal mass can help to reduce peak daytime temperatures by
absorbing heat gains during the day and releasing them at night (Peacock et al., 2010).
In different circumstances, thermal mass can lead to an increase in the length of heat
exposure by retaining heat within the dwelling.
The limited empirical evidence indicates that properties with an elevated risk of overheat-
ing are: flats (Beizaee et al., 2013; Lomas and Kane, 2013; Wright et al., 2005) and, especially,
top-floor flats (Beizaee et al., 2013); post-1990 British dwellings and, especially, those with
insulated cavity walls (Beizaee et al., 2013); and Australian 6-Star-rated homes when com-
pared with lower rated homes (Willand et al., 2016). However, it is quite possible that this
list is more indicative of what has been studied rather than where the problem actually
resides. In addition, bedrooms have been found to be more susceptible to overheating than
living rooms (Firth and Wright, 2008).
The homes used in this study have been selected because they are:
• medium weight: insulated external cavity walls of brick, and brick/block internal walls,
• not over-glazed: a glazing-to-wall area ratio for each façade of less than 20%,
• low-rise with the tallest apartment block consisting of only four floors, and most
dwellings being two floors (see Section 3.5.2),
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• located within a maritime climate and on the outskirts of a small city: therefore they are
not greatly affected by an urban heat island (see Section 3.5.4).
Thus, the study has been designed (unlike others) to make the chances of detecting over-
heating most unlikely. Therefore, if overheating is detected in these properties, it can
be concluded reasonably confidently that overheating is more common than previously
thought.
3.3 Social housing context
Social homes represent 17% of the total number of houses in the UK (DCLG, 2015b).
There are some characteristics of social houses that might make them at a higher risk of
overheating now and in future, and of the problems that overheating might cause:
• social homes have the highest rate of occupancy in the country (DCLG, 2015b), which
implies higher internal heat gains,
• their tenants disproportionally belong to higher age bands; it is estimated that 22% of
the households with a person aged over 65 lives in social homes (ONS, 2011), which
implies that they are more vulnerable to heat exposure.
3.4 CIBSE TM52 adaptive thermal comfort benchmark
In order to assess overheating, it is possible to use either fixed or adaptive criteria. The Pas-
sivhaus criterion, for example, assumes a fixed temperature benchmark: it sets an operative
temperature limit of 25°C which should not be surpassed for more than 10% of the total
annual occupied hours. CIBSE Guide A sets a fixed temperature limit of 26°C for bedrooms
which should not be exceeded at night (CIBSE, 2015).
In contrast, the adaptive overheating criteria of the CIBSE TM52 Overheating Taskforce
(CIBSE, 2013) are based on the European adaptive model of thermal comfort (EN, 2007)
and are valid for habitable rooms other than bedrooms.
According to the adaptive model, the range of acceptable temperatures in naturally
ventilated buildings is larger than in conditioned ones, and comfort temperatures are a
function of outdoor air temperatures. The adaptive model is driven by the idea that in
free-running buildings there exists a wide band of temperatures within which an occupant
can find his/her own optimum given sufficient adaptive opportunities, such as taking off
excess clothing, consuming cold food or cold drinks, opening/closing windows or doors,
and drawing curtains (Nicol and Humphreys, 2010). While sleeping, occupants have
limited abilities to adapt to temperatures higher than 26°C and, therefore, the adaptive
model is not applicable to bedrooms.
Within the European adaptive model, the maximum allowable operative temperature
Tmax depends on the outdoor temperature (Nicol and Humphreys, 2010). Two maximum
operative temperature limits are given depending on the degree of vulnerability of the
occupants:
Tmax(CatI) = 0.33Trm + 20.8 (3.1)
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Tmax(CatII) = 0.33Trm + 21.8 (3.2)






T−1 + αT−2 + α2T−3 + . . .
)
(3.3)
whereα is a constant whose recommended value is 0.8; T−1 is the mean outdoor temperature
of the day before the day in question, T−2 for the day before that and so on.
Cat(egory) I includes particularly fragile and vulnerable occupants. Cat(egory) II is for
normal occupants in new and retrofitted buildings.
According to CIBSE TM52, a room is considered to overheat if any two of the fol-
lowing three criteria fail. Each criterion uses the difference between the actual operative
temperature (To) and the maximum operative temperature (Tmax), expressed as ∆T.
Criterion C1 (frequency of overheating):
He ≤ 3% of summer occupied hours (3.4)
where summer (in the northern hemisphere) is defined as May – September, and He is the




1 if ∆Ti ≥ 1°C0 otherwise (3.5)
where h is the total number of occupied hours over the summer period.
Criterion C2 (severity of overheating):
We ≤ 6 in any one summer day (3.6)





where hei is the number of hours for which each ∆Ti (i.e., ∆T = 0°C, ∆T = 1°C, ∆T = 2°C
and ∆T = 3°C) is experienced.
Criterion C3 (upper temperature limit):
∆T ≤ 4°C in any one summer hour (3.8)
Figures 3.9 and 3.10 show the overheating analysis results for kitchens and living rooms.




• The first bar represents the percentage of summer occupied hours during which
∆T ≥ 1°C. This percentage should be less than 3%, otherwise criterion C1 fails.
• The second bar represents the percentage of summer days during which We > 6. This
percentage should be 0, otherwise criterion C2 fails.
• The third bar represents the percentage of summer hours during which ∆T > 4°C.
This percentage should be 0, otherwise criterion C3 fails.
The adaptive overheating criteria are based on the operative temperature To. In this study,
as in other monitoring studies (Beizaee et al., 2013; Lomas and Kane, 2013; Sakka et al.,
2012; Tabatabaei Sameni et al., 2015; Wells et al., 2015; White-Newsome et al., 2012; Willand
et al., 2016), only the dry bulb air temperature has been measured due to the difficulties of
long-term monitoring of radiant temperature and air speed. It is therefore assumed that
dry bulb temperature is equal to radiant temperature, but this assumption is not always
met in indoor spaces, particularly those with a high thermal mass.
Also, although occupancy was detected by using passive infrared (PIR) sensors, it was
not possible to infer occupancy profiles for all the monitored rooms reliably since many of
the PIR sensors were not working at times or were covered over. Therefore, in common
with other monitoring studies (Lomas and Kane, 2013; Tabatabaei Sameni et al., 2015),
occupancy for living rooms and kitchens was assumed to be from 09.00 to 22:59 hours,
while for bedrooms occupancy was estimated to be from 23.00 to 08:59 hours.
3.5 Methods
3.5.1 Physical measurements
Wireless temperature, CO2 and motion sensors reported data to a university-hosted
database every five minutes for over two years. The manufacturer-stated accuracy of
the sensors is given in Table 3.1. This paper investigates the data monitored during the
summers of 2014 and 2015 (1 May – 30 September 2014 and 1 May – 30 September 2015).
In common with other experimental studies in occupied homes (Lomas and Kane, 2013),
there were occasional issues with wireless connections and/or due to the inappropriate
siting of sensors (e.g., near sources of heat, such as fridges, televisions), etc. Thus, the
recorded data needed to be cleaned and validated. This involved both automatic and
human inspection, which resulted in a loss of 42% of the available sensors during summer
2014 and 41% of the available sensors during summer 2015 (see the supplemental data
online) with the majority of the losses being in kitchens. Similar loss rate have been
reported in other long-term monitoring studies, e.g., (Lomas and Kane, 2013).
Post-processing of the temperature time series comprised three main steps. (1) Filtering
and smoothing the raw time series in order to eliminate outliers and errors due to the
influence of nearby appliances. (2) Visually inspecting the time series by comparing hourly
indoor temperatures with hourly radiator temperatures, hourly outdoor air temperatures,
hourly solar irradiation, indoor CO2 concentration and occupancy (as given by the PIR





DS18B20 temperature sensor (used for both air and
radiator surface temperature measurements)
-10 to 85°C ± 0.5°C
K30 Senseair CO2 sensor 0 to 5000 ppm ± 30 ppm
HC-SR501 PIR Infrared Motion Sensor 120°, 0 to 7 m n.a.
affected by heat sources and/or solar radiation, or if they were erroneously placed on the
floor. In all cases all data from the sensor were discarded for the whole experiment, not just
for the affected period. (3) Only those sensors reporting more than 80% of the time during
the hottest months of June – August were selected for analysis. Post-processing of the CO2
time series consisted of both the first and third steps.
3.5.2 House and household information
Out of a total of 68 monitored dwellings, only 55 homes had at least one sensor reporting
during one of the two summers. These 55 dwellings constitute the monitored sample.
House and household information for these homes were collected through questionnaires
administered to the participants, and by consulting the Exeter City Council database and
directly surveying the dwellings (see the supplemental data online). Figure 3.1 shows the
distribution of the dwellings type. Figure 3.2 gives details of the demographics of the
occupants.
Figure 3.1: Distribution by built type of the 55 monitored dwellings for non-vulnerable and vulnerable house-
holds.
Figure 3.2: Overview of the demographic of the 55 monitored non-vulnerable and vulnerable households.
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Among the 55 monitored homes, there were a total of 76 rooms (41 living rooms, 17
kitchens and 18 bedrooms) monitored during summer 2014, and 72 rooms (31 living rooms,
16 kitchens and 25 bedrooms) monitored during summer 2015.
The group of vulnerable households represents 31% of the monitored sample. Non-
vulnerable overcrowded homes constitute 18% of the monitored sample. The remaining
51% of the monitored homes includes non-vulnerable and non-overcrowded homes.
Out of 55 dwellings, 52 were built with cavity walls. Unfortunately, there was no infor-
mation available for the remaining three homes. Also, all the residences were refurbished
with double-glazed windows and, when possible, with loft and cavity wall insulation.
They were all low-rise dwellings with the tallest apartment block consisting of only four
floors. None of the houses was air-conditioned and no windows were shaded (neither fixed
external shading devices nor external shutters). All residences were naturally ventilated
and all rooms in which data were gathered for the study were equipped with openable
windows. Cross-ventilation was theoretically possible in all the dwellings.
Overall, the sample is composed of 22 low-rise flats, 17 semi-detached houses / bun-
galows, three detached houses, nine mid-terrace houses/bungalows and four end-terrace
houses. A total of 18 dwellings were built between 1920 and 1939, 12 between 1940 and
1959, and 24 between 1960 and 1990. The floor area of the dwellings ranges between 42
and 112 m2, with an average of 84 m2.
3.5.3 Occupant survey
Occupant surveys were carried out at the end of summer 2014 and during summer 2015. The
paper questionnaire administered at the end of summer 2014 included one question about
the perceived subjective temperature in summer and two additional questions assessing
ventilation and cross-ventilation habits, as reported in Table 3.2. A total of 50 paper
questionnaires (16 from vulnerable and 34 from non-vulnerable households) were collected
from the monitored homes, i.e., a response rate of 91%.
Additionally, telephone interviews were carried out throughout July – August 2015.
The telephone questionnaire was adapted from ASHRAE (2013) and ISO (2005) and in-
cluded the information reported in Table 3.3. The 20 households who participated in the
telephone interviews consisted of 10 vulnerable and 10 non-vulnerable households. Each
household was repeatedly surveyed and provided between one and seven questionnaires,
for an average of 3.5 responses per household and a total of 70 questionnaires collected.
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Table 3.2: Paper questionnaire.
This summer, when the weather was warm, how did you find the temperature in your home?
1 = Much too cool, 2 = Too cool, 3 = Comfortably cool, 4 = Neither warm nor cool, 5 = Comfortably
warm, 6 = Too warm, 7 = Much too warm
When you open the windows in your home, how often is it for the following reasons?
To cool your home down 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
To get rid of smells or smoke 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
To get rid of moisture 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
When a room is too stuffy 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
Because you are drying clothes 1, 2, 3, 4, 5
1 = Never, 2 = Rarely, 3 = Sometimes, 4 = Often, 5 = Always
How often do you (or someone else in your household) open windows on opposite sides of the
building to get a draught flowing through your home?
1 = Never, 2 = Rarely, 3 = Sometimes, 4 = Often, 5 = Every day
Table 3.3: Telephone questionnaire.
Current clothing Could you generally describe what are you currently wear-
ing?
Activity level In the last 30 minutes before we started this conversation,
how would you describe what you were doing?
Occupied room In the last 30 minutes before we started this conversation,
which room of your home were you in for most of that time?
Thermal sensation vote (TSV) How are you feeling right now? Measured on the ASHRAE
seven-point Likert scale
Thermal preference vote (TPV) If you could change the current temperature in your home,
what would you prefer it to be? Reported on Nicol’s scale:
–1 (much cooler), –0.5 (a bit cooler), 0 (no change), 0.5 (a bit
warmer), 1 (much warmer)
Thermal acceptability vote (TAV) What do you think about the temperature of your home right
now? Reported in the scale: 1 (clearly acceptable), 2 (just
acceptable), 3 (just unacceptable), 4 (clearly unacceptable)
Perceived temperature control How well do you feel that you can control the temperature in
your home right now? Reported in the scale: 1 (no control),
2 (light control), 3 (medium control), 4 (high control), 5 (total
control)
Sleep quality At night-time, do you find that it is difficult to sleep because
the temperature in your bedroom is too high? Reported in




3.5.4 Climate of the study site
The city of Exeter has a population of about 125,000 and a surface area of 47.6 km2. The
Köppen–Geiger climate classification for Exeter is Cfb (Kottek et al., 2006).
For summer 2014, the outdoor temperature was obtained from a mean of the hourly
temperatures monitored at six different weather stations located within 5 km from the city
centre of Exeter (blue dots in Figure 3.3). For summer 2015, outdoor temperature was
directly measured at a station mounted on the roof of a building around the study area
(green dot in Figure 3.3). For any time steps when data were not available from the above
stations, temperature data from the weather station situated at Exeter Airport (9 km from
the city centre – red dot in Figure 3.3) were used. In order to take into account any impact
of the urban heat island effect, the data from the airport were corrected using the regression
line shown in Figure 3.4, which was obtained by correlating the airport temperatures with
those monitored at the weather station within the study area. The regression line shows
that when the temperature is low, there are higher temperatures in the city than at the
airport. This aligns well with an urban heat island effect. However, when the temperature
is high, the temperatures at Exeter Airport are higher than those in the city. This is in
contrast with a normal urban heat island effect. Many local effects could be responsible
for the temperature being slightly lower in the city than at the airport. Examples are the
proximity of a large river (Exe) and green spaces, or the fact that the study weather station is
at a higher altitude than the airport, 60.3 and 26.8 metres above mean sea level respectively.
Table 3.4 reports the 30-year averages, covering the period 1981–2010, for the tem-
peratures recorded at the weather station at Exeter Airport (Met Office). While summer
Figure 3.3: Location of the monitored dwellings (yellow stars) and weather stations (blue, red and green dots)
in the city of Exeter, southwest UK. Source: Google Maps.
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2015 was generally slightly cooler compared with the long-term record and 2014 slightly
warmer, neither could be consider atypical or extreme (Figure 3.5). According to the def-
inition of the World Meteorological Organization, a heatwave happens "when the daily
maximum temperature of more than five consecutive days exceeds the average maximum
temperature by 5°C, the normal period being 1961–1990". Based on the records of the Met
Office and the definition of the World Meteorological Organization, neither summer 2014
nor summer 2015 included a heatwave.
Figure 3.4: Regression line fitted between Exeter city centre and Exeter airport temperatures.
Table 3.4: Historic average meteorological temperatures.
Averages for 1981–2010 2014 2015
Month Maximum (°C) Minimum (°C) Mean (°C) Mean (°C) Mean (°C)
May 16.8 7.6 12.2 13 12.4
June 19.8 10.5 15.15 16.5 15.1
July 21.7 12.4 17.05 18.1 16.5
August 21.5 12.3 16.9 15.7 16.2
September 19.2 10.3 14.75 15.8 13.8
Daily mean, maximum and minimum outdoor temperatures recorded during May –
September 2014 are shown in Figure 3.6. It is noteworthy that minimum outdoor tempera-
tures always fell below 18°C, and normally below 15°C. In addition, the mean temperatures,
with the exception of a few days, were below 20°C. This suggests that natural ventilation
had clear potential for preventing overheating in the study area. This further suggests that
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Figure 3.5: Percentage of occurrence of the hourly outdoor temperatures in the different temperature ranges
(%).
Figure 3.6: Daily minimum, mean and maximum outdoor temperatures, May – September 2014.
Figure 3.7: Daily mean outdoor temperatures (Tout), exponentially weighted running mean of Tout (Trm), and
maximum allowable temperatures (Tmax) for Categories I and II, May–September 2014.
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any observed overheating is likely to imply low indoor ventilation rates. The exponen-
tially weighted running mean of the daily outdoor air temperature (Trm) and the maximum
allowable temperature (Tmax) for categories I and II are shown in Figure 3.7.
3.6 Results
3.6.1 Indoor temperatures and overheating risk
An unbalanced design four-way analysis of variance (ANOVA) was performed to analyse
differences among temperature means (i.e. the means of the mean daily temperatures
recorded from 09.00 to 22.00 hours during the hottest months of June – August for summers
2014 and 2015), considering 4 factors: roof exposure, façade orientation, occupant type and
room type. The null hypothesis for the four-way ANOVA is that the temperature means
are the same for all the groups within each factor.
South-facing rooms (S), i.e. rooms with at least one window façade facing south be-
tween 90 and 270°, were tested against the remaining north-facing rooms (N). Roof-exposed
rooms (RE) were tested against the remaining rooms in the lower floors (LF). Regarding
occupant type, temperatures recorded in rooms of vulnerable and non-vulnerable over-
crowded households (V-O) were tested against temperatures monitored in the remaining
rooms of non-vulnerable non-overcrowded households (nV-nO). Regarding room type,
temperatures recorded in living rooms (Lr) were tested against temperatures monitored in
kitchens (K) and those monitored in bedrooms (Br).
Results of the four-way ANOVA for summer 2014 are presented in Figure 3.8; the three
factors shown in the plot are roof exposure (RE versus LF), occupant type (V-O versus nV-
nO) and room type (K versus Lr versus Br). Descriptive statistics for the mean temperatures
monitored during the two summers and results of the ANOVA test are reported in Table
3.5. The significance level α is set at 0.1. If the p-value is above 0.1, then the evidence is not
statistically significant. Thus, if the p-value is between 0.1 and 0.05, the evidence is weak,
while if the p-value is below 0.05, the evidence is strong. Note that the small size of some
of the subsets (Table 3.5) likely had an impact on the statistical power of the ANOVA test.
Roof-exposed (RE) rooms were found to have statistically significantly higher mean
daily temperatures than lower-floor (LF) rooms (p < 0.01; Table 3.5) during summer 2014,
but not during the comparatively cooler summer of 2015. This result is in agreement with
the results from other monitoring studies that show that top-floor flats are at a higher
overheating risk than lower-floor flats (Beizaee et al., 2013). South-facing rooms were
not found to have statistically significantly different mean temperatures than north-facing
rooms in either of the two summers.
The highest mean temperatures were recorded in the kitchens during both summers.
The difference in the mean temperatures for the three types of rooms is statistically signifi-
cant for both summers of 2014 and 2015 (Table 3.5).
During summer 2014, rooms in vulnerable and overcrowded dwellings were found to
have significantly higher mean temperatures (about 0.6°C) than rooms in non-vulnerable
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Note: S = rooms with at least one window façade facing south between 90 and 270°; N = remaining
rooms facing north; RE = roof-exposed rooms; LF = remaining rooms in the lower floors; V-O =
rooms in vulnerable or overcrowded households; nV-nO = remaining rooms in non-vulnerable and
non-overcrowded households; Lr = living rooms; Br = bedrooms; K = kitchens.
Figure 3.8: Results of the analysis of variance (ANOVA) for summer 2014 for LF (lower floor) and RE (roof




and non-overcrowded homes (p = 0.076; Table 3.5).
Overheating in living rooms and kitchens was assessed using the CIBSE TM52 adaptive
benchmark. Since many of the monitored kitchens included a dining area, they were
considered as habitable rooms. No room was found to overheat during summer 2015.
During the comparatively warmer summer of 2014, it was found that 18% of the kitchens
(i.e., one from non-vulnerable and two from vulnerable households), and 5% of the living
rooms (i.e., two from vulnerable households) suffered overheating (Figures 3.9 and 3.10).
Kitchens were more exposed to the risk of overheating than living rooms. This is in
agreement with the higher mean temperatures found in kitchens (Table 3.5), which may
have been due to the high internal heat gains associated with the cooking activities.
From the overheating assessment of bedrooms using the fixed CIBSE criteria of 26°C,
four out of 16 bedrooms overheated during summer 2015, while 15 out of 18 rooms over-
heated during the warmer summer of 2014 (Figure 3.11). The high temperatures of the
bedrooms can be explained by the fact that they are mostly located under the roof (74% of
the monitored bedrooms are roof-exposed).
Figure 3.9: Percentage of exceedance for the three criteria (C1–C3) for both Category I (vulnerable households)
and Category II (non-vulnerable households) in the monitored kitchens for 2014 and 2015. Only rooms failing
at least one criterion are shown. Vulnerable kitchens represent 60% and 25% of the monitored sample in 2014
and 2015 respectively. Non-vulnerable kitchens represent 60% and 30% of the monitored sample in 2014 and
2015 respectively. Overheating rooms are indicated in bold.
Overall, 38% of the monitored vulnerable rooms overheated during summer 2014,
while 18% of the non-vulnerable rooms suffered overheating according to the CIBSE fixed
criterion (for bedrooms) and the adaptive criteria (for living rooms and kitchens).
By looking at radiator temperatures, more vulnerable homes than non-vulnerable
homes tended to keep their heating system on during summer. For summer 2014, 77%
of the vulnerable homes (10 out of 13) kept their radiators on, while only 33% of the non-
vulnerable homes had their radiators on (8 out of 24). For summer 2015 the situation is
similar: 54% of the vulnerable homes (7 out of 13) kept the heater on, while only 21% of
the non-vulnerable homes had the radiators on (5 out of 23). These differences provide an




Figure 3.10: Percentage of exceedance for the three criteria (C1–C3) for both Category I (vulnerable households)
and Category II (non-vulnerable households) in the monitored living rooms for 2014 and 2015. Only rooms
failing at least one criterion are shown. Vulnerable living rooms represent 38% and 20% of the monitored
sample in 2014 and 2015 respectively. Non-vulnerable living rooms represent 21% and 5% of the monitored
sample in 2014 and 2015 respectively. Overheating rooms are indicated in bold.
Figure 3.11: Percentage of exceedance from 26°C for both vulnerable and non-vulnerable households in the
monitored bedrooms for 2014 (above) and 2015 (below).
3.6.2 Ventilation and indoor air quality
From the ventilation survey, a statistically significant difference between the average ven-
tilation frequency vote of vulnerable and non-vulnerable households was found (Table
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Table 3.6: Results of Mann–Whitney tests for ventilation frequency votes, subjective temperature votes and
CO2 concentration.
















V versus nV Ventilation frequency votes 2.6 ± 1.1 3.3 ± 1.2 Strong 1.9E–04
V versus nV Cross-ventilation frequency
votes
2.5 ± 1.3 2.2 ± 1.8 No 0.3
V versus nV Subjective temperature votes 4.1 ± 1.7 5.4 ± 0.9 Strong 0.01





Note: V = vulnerable households; nV = non-vulnerable households.
3.6) with vulnerable occupants having a tendency to open windows less often. Also, the
CO2 levels recorded in 21 living rooms (10 vulnerable and 11 non-vulnerable households)
during June – August 2015 revealed a statistically significant higher mean CO2 concen-
tration in vulnerable living rooms compared with non-vulnerable ones. This provides a
physical confirmation of the survey results (Figure 3.12), and discounts the possibility that
the vulnerable occupants are opening the windows less frequently and have the windows
more widely open. Figure 3.13 shows that in non-vulnerable homes the recommended
limit of 1,000 ppm (ASTM, 2012) for indoor CO2 concentration was exceeded in only 4%
of the monitored hours, which indicates good indoor conditions. However, the situation is
quite different in vulnerable homes where the limit of 1,000 ppm is exceeded in 20% of the
monitored hours. This is worrying given that occupants are less likely to open windows
during winter and, therefore, CO2 levels can be expected to be even higher and indoor air
quality to be worse.
Figure 3.12: Ventilation frequency votes for vulnerable and non-vulnerable households, summer 2014.
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Figure 3.13: Cumulative histogram of hourly monitored CO2 concentration for vulnerable and non-vulnerable
households, summer 2015.
Figure 3.14: Subjective temperature votes for vulnerable and non-vulnerable households, summer 2014.
These findings of significantly different window opening patterns for vulnerable occu-
pants, and a corresponding reduction in air quality, represents an important new insight
since occupant age was not found to be a significant driver of window-opening behaviours
in previous works (Fabi et al., 2012).
The higher temperatures recorded in vulnerable and overcrowded rooms may have
been due to high internal gains (in overcrowded homes) and poor ventilation and radiators
on (in vulnerable homes).
3.6.3 Thermal comfort
The analysis of the thermal comfort responses for summer 2014 (see the paper questionnaire
in Table 3.2) indicates that vulnerable occupants had the tendency to feel cooler when
compared with non-vulnerable occupants (Figure 3.14 and Table 3.6). This is probably why
vulnerable occupants decided to keep their radiators on, as noted above. This is dangerous




For the analysis of the thermal comfort responses collected during the telephone inter-
views (Table 3.3), the mean temperature recorded in the hour preceding the telephone call
for the room where the occupants indicated that they spent most of the time was used. If
the environmental sensor was not reporting in this room, then the temperature of another
room in the home was used when available. The difference dT between that temperature
Troom and the comfort temperature Tcom f defined by the European adaptive equation (Nicol
and Humphreys, 2010) was then calculated:
dT = Troom − Tcom f (3.9)
where Tcom f = 0.33Trm + 18.8.
Finally, a logistic regression was fitted using thermal preference (TPV), thermal sen-
sation (TSV) and thermal acceptability votes (TAV) and the calculated dT. Figures 3.16,
3.17 and 3.18 show the fitted logistic models together with the data binned for 1°C of dT.
Logistic regression for TPV and TSV are statistically significant (Tables 3.7 and 3.8), while
the logistic regression for TAV does not reach statistical significance (see Table 3.9) and it is
therefore not considered further in the analysis.
Based on the results from the Smart Controls and Thermal Comfort (SCATs) surveys
from 26 European office buildings (Nicol and Humphreys, 2007) at the base of the European
adaptive equation, the proportion P of subjects voting Warm or Hot on the ASHRAE comfort





Figure 3.15: Proportion of subjects voting Warm or Hot on the ASHRAE scale (overheating risk) as a function




Figure 3.16: Proportion of subjects voting Much cooler or A bit cooler as a function of the difference dT between
indoor temperature and comfort temperature.
Table 3.7: Results of the logistic regression fitted using the thermal preference votes (TPVs).
coef. SE p-value [95.0% conf. int.]
Intercept -0.6614 0.452 0.144 -1.548 to 0.225
dT 0.5381 0.241 0.026 0.066 to 1.011
Figure 3.17: Proportion of subjects voting Warm or Hot as a function of the difference dT between indoor
temperature and comfort temperature.
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Table 3.8: Results of the logistic regression fitted using the thermal sensation votes (TSVs).
coef. SE p-value [95.0% conf. int.]
Intercept -1.3276 0.509 0.009 -2.326 to -0.329
dT 0.6734 0.311 0.030 0.064 to 1.283
Figure 3.18: Proportion of subjects voting Just unacceptable or Clearly unacceptable as a function of the difference
dT between indoor temperature and comfort temperature.
Table 3.9: Results of the logistic regression fitted using the thermal acceptability votes (TAVs).
coef. SE p-value [95.0% conf. int.]
Intercept -1.5303 0.534 0.004 -2.577 to -0.483
dT 0.4418 0.287 0.124 -0.121 to 1.005
European adaptive model predictions have been compared against observed discom-
fort votes given by the fitted logistic regressions, which suggest that at dT = 0:
• 35% of the occupants prefer Much cooler or A bit cooler (Figure 3.16),
• 20% of the occupants voted Warm or Hot, instead of the 10% predicted by the SCATs
logistic model (Figure 3.17),
• If dT is calculated using the maximum allowable operative temperature for vulnerable
occupants, i.e., Tmax(CatI), the proportion of the occupants voting Just unacceptable or
Clearly unacceptable is equal to 35%, which is 15% more than the 20% predicted by the
adaptive comfort model.
These results provide new insight on the validity of the European adaptive relation
in Europe, suggesting that the adaptive model slightly underestimates occupant thermal
discomfort in Exeter. This is not wholly unexpected given that the work on the European
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adaptive model suggested that people in warm climate zones prefer warmer indoor tem-
peratures than people living in cold climate zones. However, in reality the model is used
in a climate-agnostic manner. That is, the model predicts that at a mean outdoor air tem-
perature of 25°C, 80% of occupants will find it thermally acceptable until 29°C – whether
in Northern England or Southern Italy. This, and the fact that the underlying data for the
model derives primarily from offices, creates difficulties in the application of the model.
3.7 Limitations
This study has the following limitations:
• The distinctions between vulnerable and non-vulnerable households, in terms of ei-
ther the temperatures within their homes or the ventilation patterns they choose,
is based on a relatively small sample of homes. CO2 levels were recorded during
summer 2015 in only 21 living rooms: 10 vulnerable and 11 non-vulnerable house-
holds. During summer 2014 temperatures were monitored in 76 rooms, 38 from non-
vulnerable homes and 38 from vulnerable and non-vulnerable overcrowded homes.
While during summer 2015 temperatures were monitored in 72 rooms, 40 from non-
vulnerable homes and 32 from vulnerable and non-vulnerable overcrowded homes.
• The CIBSE adaptive overheating criteria are based on the monitored occupied hours;
the fact that occupancy could not be detected implies that overheating predictions
based on the model might not be accurate.
• The differences found between vulnerable and non-vulnerable households might
have been exacerbated by the monitored sample being social housing. Another study
on the same lines but applied to a different social context in the UK could help to
demonstrate if any such differences are still present.
3.8 Conclusions
This study investigated overheating, ventilation, thermal comfort and indoor air quality in
social dwellings occupied by vulnerable and non-vulnerable households.
Air and radiator temperatures and CO2 levels were recorded over two summers in
55 homes, and surveys were concurrently administered to the occupants. The homes
were carefully selected to be medium weight, not over-glazed, low-rise, within a maritime
climate with little risk of being affected by an urban heat island. The only uncontrolled
variable, the weather, did not create extreme or atypical conditions that would increase
overheating risk.
Despite this, it was observed that:
• overheating occurred even though the study period contained no heatwaves as de-
fined by the Met Office,
• there was a clear difference in the measured frequency of overheating between vul-
nerable and non-vulnerable households,
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• there was a statistically significant difference in the survey-reported attitudes to win-
dow use between vulnerable and non-vulnerable households, and this conclusion
was supported by CO2 measurements in the homes,
• CO2 measurements pointed to poor summertime air quality in vulnerable households,
• the European adaptive model predictions were found to slightly underestimate oc-
cupant thermal discomfort.
These results are both worrying and comforting. With 14,000 elderly people dying in
Paris during a single heatwave, the confirmed existence of overheating during two typical
summers in homes occupied by the vulnerable is a great cause for concern. The experiment
was deliberately designed through the choice of its location and type of building to make
overheating unlikely, yet it was found in 38% of the vulnerable homes.
The discovery that reduced levels of ventilation in vulnerable homes is a major contrib-
utor to this overheating is good news, as it points to a possible strategy. As the experiment
contained a control group (the non-vulnerable households) living in near-identical homes,
the experiment also shows that these increased ventilation rates can be achieved through
behavioural change without alterations to the homes. These changes entail zero capital
cost.
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In this Chapter the analyses done on the collected thermal comfort data use simple logistic
regression. The reason why this study has used this statistical technique is double: on one
side the previous Chapter has already shown the difficulties in modelling thermal comfort
using both linear regression and the Griffiths method, on the other side researchers had
previously used logistic regression when modelling the European SCATs data (from which
the European adaptive model is derived) so its use allowed to directly compare the results
with the European adaptive model.
In the following Chapter these concepts are further explored and the use of different
types of logistic regressions (simple, multinomial and ordinal) in adaptive thermal comfort
research is reviewed. Also, their predictive power in modelling the ASHRAE RP-884




The influence of relative humidity on adaptive
thermal comfort
Abstract
Buildings generate nearly 30% of global carbon emissions, primarily due to the need to heat
or cool them to meet acceptable indoor temperatures. In the last 20 years, the empirically
derived adaptive model of thermal comfort has emerged as a powerful alternative to fixed
set-point driven design. However, current adaptive standards offer a simple linear rela-
tionship between the outdoor temperature and the indoor comfort temperature, assumed
to sufficiently explain the effect of all other variables, e.g. relative humidity (RH) and
air velocity. The lack of a signal for RH is particularly surprising given its well-known
impact on comfort. Attempts in the literature to either explain the lack of such a signal or
demonstrate its existence, remain scattered, unsubstantiated and localised. In this paper
we demonstrate, for the first time, that a humidity signal exists in adaptive thermal comfort
using global data to form two separate lines of evidence: a meta-analysis of summary data
from 63 field studies and detailed field data from 39 naturally ventilated buildings over 8
climate types. We implicate method selection in previous work as the likely cause of failure
to detect this signal, by demonstrating that our chosen method has a 56% lower error rate.
We derive a new designer-friendly RH-inclusive adaptive model that significantly extends
the range of acceptable indoor conditions for designing low-energy naturally-conditioned
buildings all over the world. This is demonstrated through parametric simulations in 13
global locations, which reveal that the current model overestimates overheating by 30%




This chapter addresses Research Question 3 and aims at understanding the influence of
relative humidity on adaptive thermal comfort. The research is carried out by using the
freely available ASHRAE RP-884 dataset along with new global data acquired by reviewing
thermal comfort field studies reported in the literature. As the used data are global (and
not just collected in Europe), the ASHRAE adaptive model is here used as reference and
for direct comparison.
Chronologically, this represents one of the last published work of this thesis but it
has indeed been thought and developed during the entire course of this PhD. It answers
some of the questions arisen while processing and analysing the data collected in the field
studies described and reported in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3. Particular focus is given to
showing the limitations of the Griffiths method which is the most commonly used method
in adaptive thermal comfort research. Furthermore, the statistical methods which are used
to model thermal comfort (including the logistic regression technique employed in the
previous Chapter) are reviewed and, using global data, the predictive capability of these
methods is compared to that of new ones (decision trees and random forest). In particular,
the high prediction power of machine learning techniques is highlighted.
This chapter is totally based on a same-titled paper published in Building and Envi-
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According to the ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 55-2013, thermal comfort is "that condition of
mind that expresses satisfaction with the thermal environment and is assessed by subjective
evaluation" (ASHRAE, 2013). Indoor thermal comfort is among the most important factors
affecting occupant well-being, health and productivity in buildings (Frontczak and War-
gocki, 2011). This is important since people spend up to 90% of their time inside buildings,
especially in developed countries (Klepeis et al., 2001). However, typical buildings impose
a substantive energy cost to heat or cool them to the desired comfort level. In developed
countries, with largely saturated demand, this is estimated to be 20 – 40% of the total
final energy use and nearly 30% of all CO2 emissions (Pérez-Lombard et al., 2008; Nejat
et al., 2015). This makes the building sector the single largest contributor to global CO2
production and hence climate change. Thermal comfort standards are therefore central
to not merely providing comfortable environments but also ensuring a sustainable design
through low heating and cooling energy use in buildings.
Two types of comfort standards currently prevail in the literature: steady-state and adap-
tive. The steady-state model, pioneered by P.O. Fanger in the late 1960s, is a heat-balance
model that defines combinations of a set of six indoor environmental variables that will
provide acceptable thermal conditions to the majority of occupants (Fanger, 1970). The
six variables are: air temperature, mean radiant temperature, air movement, air humidity,
clothing insulation and metabolic heat generated by human activity. These are folded into
an empirical relationship to provide a Predicted Mean Vote (PMV) of thermal comfort,
underpinned by the idea of a neutral temperature for a given value of the other parameters.
In contrast, the relatively recent development of the ASHRAE adaptive model (ASHRAE,
2013) and its European counterpart (EN, 2007) are based on the idea that the range of accept-
able temperatures in naturally ventilated (NV) buildings is larger than in air-conditioned
(AC) buildings and dependent purely on the prevailing external temperature. Using large
scale survey data, such as the ASHRAE RP-884 database (De Dear et al., 1998; Dear and
Brager, 2002), from different climatic zones around the world, these models derive a simple
linear relationship between the indoor comfort temperature and the outdoor temperature.
According to Nicol and Humphreys (2002), the reason for this extreme simplification
is that some of Fanger’s conventional thermal comfort factors, i.e. clothing insulation and
metabolic rate, are significantly correlated to the outdoor air temperature. Interestingly,
although relative humidity and air velocity are not shown to strongly depend on the
outdoor air temperature (Halawa and Hoof, 2012), their effect is not seen to be large
enough to warrant inclusion in the model (Nicol, 2004). However, their importance in
determining physiological thermal comfort is well documented (Parsons, 2002). It is known,
for example, that high indoor humidity impairs sweat-induced evaporative cooling, which
is the principal physiological mechanism by which the body rejects heat, particularly in
warm environments (Andersen et al., 1973; Jing et al., 2013; Zhang et al., 2014; Song et al.,
2015; Jin et al., 2017). Air movement also influences the evaporative and convective heat
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exchange to and from the body, affecting its temperature (Cândido et al., 2010).
The absence of a signal for relative humidity (RH) is surprising since outdoor humidity
is likely to have a bigger effect on indoor humidity than parameters such as occupant
density (which increases indoor moisture production) or window operation (which could
decrease indoor humidity if external humidity is lower). This is supported by Figure 4.1,
which shows that the Pearson correlation coefficient between mean daily indoor (RH) and
outdoor (RHout) relative humidity in the ASHRAE RP-884 database is significantly higher
in naturally ventilated (0.52) than in air-conditioned (0.33) buildings. Hence, one might
expect that the comfort response in NV buildings is significantly mediated by the internal
relative humidity, which in turn is a function of the external humidity.
Figure 4.1: Scatterplot and histograms with kernel density estimates (derived using a Gaussian characteristic
function) of mean daily indoor (RH) and outdoor (RHout) relative humidity for the ASHRAE RP-884 naturally
ventilated (NV, left) and air-conditioned (AC, right) buildings. The number pearsonr is the Pearson correlation
coefficient.
External and internal air velocities, on the other hand, are likely to be decoupled since
occupant control of ventilation through window operation and use of fans is likely to
have at least as great an influence on the indoor air velocity as the prevailing outdoor
weather conditions. Since increased occupant control is now well established as a critical
component in increasing occupant satisfaction (Boerstra et al., 2013), the absence of an air
velocity signal could therefore be hypothesised to be due to the studied buildings having
good occupant control of windows and fans (De Dear et al., 1998). However, unlike RH,
the absence of recorded external wind data in the ASHRAE RP-884 database precludes a
test of this hypothesis.
The lack of a clear humidity signal, upon which to differentiate adaptive indoor comfort
in the present models, is therefore puzzling, and the subject of much previous work in the
field (Nicol, 2004; Givoni et al., 2006; Toe and Kubota, 2013; Nguyen et al., 2012). However,
no clear explanation for the lack of a humidity signal or a convincing formulation of the
effect of humidity on adaptive thermal comfort has hereto emerged.
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To address this, we begin by examining the effect of RH on occupant thermal sensitivity
through an analysis of the regression gradient in Section 4.2. This analysis provides the first
clear evidence that RH has a measurable impact on occupant thermal sensation. A second
independent line of evidence emerges from the analysis in Section 4.3, which compares
the ability of a range of statistical methods already used in the literature against new
candidate methods, to explain the data contained in ASHRAE RP-884 database. Although
both methods independently verify our hypothesis that RH has an important role to play
in adaptive thermal comfort, neither is capable of a practical formulation that can be used
by practitioners. Hence, using the knowledge gained in Sections 4.2 and 4.3, we cast the
RP-884 data within a new formulation, but one that has the strength of being familiar to
practitioners. This provides a new adaptive comfort model selectable by different classes
of humidity (Section 4.4). Finally, Section 4.5 demonstrates the use of the new model in
building performance assessment across a range of global climates.
4.2 The effect of relative humidity on thermal sensitivity
The current adaptive thermal comfort models are derived using a simple linear regression of
neutral temperatures against the corresponding mean outdoor air temperatures, acquired
through field studies. The neutral temperature is defined as the indoor temperature which
an average occupant finds neither warm nor cool, hence neutral (Mishra and Ramgopal,
2013). This has historically been determined using two methods:
• By regressing the Thermal Sensation Vote (TSV) against the indoor temperature,
with the neutral temperature corresponding to a TSV = 0 (Humphreys et al., 2013).
Three different types of linear regression are used in the literature: simple, binned (i.e.
binning the TSV in 0.5°C or 1°C intervals) and weighted binned, where the weights
are the number of votes in each interval. The gradient of the linear regression fitted
between the TSV and the indoor temperature indicates the temperature perturbation
needed for a change of 1 unit in TSV. It is therefore a measure of occupant sensitivity to
indoor temperature changes and gives the degree to which a population can adapt to
variations in the thermal environment. Lower gradients can be associated with more
effectively adapted and less sensitive occupants (Dear et al., 2015). A lower slope
is also indicative of a larger comfort band which means that occupants can tolerate
exposure to a wider range of indoor temperatures (Nguyen et al., 2012; Humphreys
et al., 2013; Indraganti, 2010b).
• By using the Griffiths method. Here, the neutral temperature Tn is derived through the
following equation:
Tn = Tm − TSVm/G (4.1)
where TSVm is the mean Thermal Sensation Vote, Tm is the mean indoor temperature
in °C and G is the assumed regression gradient, also called Griffiths coefficient, in /°C.
This method has been used in many field studies all over the world to derive neutral
temperatures (Mustapa et al., 2016; Thapa et al., 2016; Damiati et al., 2016; Yang et al.,
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2017; Liu et al., 2017; Liu et al., 2013; Mishra and Ramgopal, 2015b,b; Olweny et
al., 2016), including the derivation of the European adaptive thermal comfort model
(Nicol and Humphreys, 2010). This method has been deemed useful when it is
difficult to reach statistically significant linear regressions, due to, for example, small
sample sizes, low variance of the indoor temperature, or non-linearly dependent data
with interaction effects.
Griffiths proposed a gradient equal to 0.33 to use when deriving adaptive models (Grif-
fiths, 1991), based on Fanger’s regression slope (Fanger, 1970). However, there is con-
siderable variation in the actual values of G used in the literature, ranging from 0.25 to
0.50 (Humphreys et al., 2013; Mustapa et al., 2016; Damiati et al., 2016; Nicol et al., 1994;
Rijal, 2014). The reasons for this vary, but are driven by the need for G to be fit to purpose.
Examples include: G = 0.50 to improve the coefficient of determination R2 of the European
adaptive equation (Nicol and Humphreys, 2010); and G = 0.38 derived from the weighted
mean value of all the regression gradients included in Nguyen’s database of field studies
in South-East Asia, thus localising its use to hot-humid climates (Nguyen et al., 2012).
Nguyen et al. (2012) showed that adaptive equations are very sensitive to changes
in Griffiths constants (Figure 4.2), thus suggesting that the choice of the right regression
gradient is crucial when deriving an adaptive model.
Figure 4.2: The relationship between the regression slope of the adaptive comfort equation and the value given
to the Griffiths coefficient G. Adapted from: Nguyen et al. (2012).
To put this in context, we reviewed earlier work on the regression gradient and found
that:
• The regression gradient decreases as the standard deviation of the indoor temperature
(σ(Ti)) increases, possibly indicating that larger standard deviations of the indoor tem-
perature allow greater opportunities for behavioural and psychological adaptation
(Dear et al., 2015; Humphreys et al., 2007).
• Naturally ventilated buildings have lower gradients than air-conditioned buildings,
again indicating greater adaptive opportunities in the former (De Dear et al., 1998;
Manu et al., 2016; Yang and Zhang, 2008; Luo et al., 2015).
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• Occupants are more thermally sensitive to indoor temperature variations during
seasonal extremes (i.e. summer and winter) than in the intervening milder seasons
(Song et al., 2015; Liu et al., 2017; Dhaka et al., 2013).
• Higher humidity leads to higher gradients and hence to greater occupant sensitivity
to temperature variations (Indraganti et al., 2013b).
• Higher air speed results in lower gradients in warm climates (Givoni et al., 2006).
• Gradients in homes can be significantly lower than those found in offices, again
likely due to the larger adaptive opportunities in terms of clothing and air speed
adjustments available (De Dear et al., 1998; Ye et al., 2006; Rijal et al., 2010).
While several variables are seen to affect the regression gradient and hence thermal
adaptation, the evidence is scattered or localised. For example, only one paper has shown
the effect of humidity on the gradient and only based on data from two cities in India
(Indraganti et al., 2013b).
Hence, we examine this further through a meta-analysis of field studies in naturally-
conditioned buildings. Buildings that are either naturally ventilated or mixed-mode (but op-
erating in free-running mode during the field study) are defined as naturally-conditioned.
A total of 63 field studies were thus selected, 18 of which come from the standardised
ASHRAE RP-884 database (De Dear et al., 1998; Dear and Brager, 2002; ASHRAE, 2013),
with the remaining 45 studies from 24 papers published after the release of ASHRAE RP-
884. Studies from the ASHRAE RP-884 database were filtered by selecting those achieving
statistical significance (p < 0.05) when linearly regressing TSV against the operative tem-
perature in each study. A majority of the studies are in residential and office buildings,
although other building types (educational, museum and cathedral) are present. We in-
clude all these building types in the meta-analysis without distinction. This approach is
consistent with the ASHRAE standard, which is deemed applicable to all building types.
A summary of the selected studies is given in the Appendix.
Our meta-analysis takes the form of a multiple regression model derived from the sum-
mary statistics of the 63 selected thermal comfort field studies. The response or dependent
variable in this model is the regression gradient a and the predictor variables are one or
more of the available variables from the selected studies, which were:
• Indoor temperature (Ti, °C) variously measured as:
– Dry bulb temperature (Tdb, °C),
– Globe temperature (Tg, °C), measured at the centre of a blackened globe with
standard diameter of 0.15 m,
– Operative temperature (Top, °C), defined as the weighted mean of the air and
mean radiant temperatures but frequently simplified as the arithmetic mean, an
approximation that works well when the difference between the air and mean
radiant temperatures is small.
• Mean daily outdoor air temperature on the days of the survey (Tout, °C),
• Relative humidity (RH, %),
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• Total insulation (INSUL, clo),
• Air velocity (VA, m/s),
• Metabolic rate of the subject (MET, met),
• Gender of the subject (SEX, 0=male/1=female).
Here, the indoor variables can be classed into two categories:
• CLASS I: Binding environmental variables over which occupants have little control:
indoor temperature (Ti) and humidity (RH).
• CLASS II: Partially or wholly occupant-mediated variables: air velocity (VA), clothing
insulation (INSUL) and metabolic rate (MET).
Three observations are pertinent to the selection and use of these variables in our meta-
analysis:
• Summary data for CLASS II variables were not always available whereas data for
CLASS I variables were available for all studies. Given that CLASS II variables, unlike
those of CLASS I, can be directly controlled by the occupants of naturally-conditioned
buildings, and can hence not be viewed as pure predictors, we only consider CLASS
I variables in our model.
• The reviewed field studies use different metrics for the indoor temperature, i.e. dry-
bulb air temperature, globe temperature and operative temperature. In our model, we
refer to them under the general term indoor temperature (Ti) since several studies have
shown that differences between radiant and air temperatures in indoor environments
are usually very limited (Nicol et al., 2012), with exceptions in indoor spaces with
high thermal mass. Since there are no buildings classed as high mass constructions
in our sample, this is not a significant risk.
• Three different methods of linear regression are used in the selected studies: simple,
binned and weighted binned. We treat these equally since Djamila et al. (2013) has
shown that the regression gradients calculated using either methods are very similar.
Details of the metrics and methods used in each field study can be found in Appendix.
Hence, the selected predictor variables for our model are the mean and standard
deviation of indoor temperature and relative humidity, i.e. µ(Ti), µ(RH), σ(Ti) and σ(RH),
computed over the total length of each study period. Mean and standard deviation of
indoor temperature and relative humidity for all the selected studies are shown in Figure
4.3. Relative humidity ranges from 24% to 76%, while the temperature spans from 19°C
to 35°C; providing a large spread of available mean environmental conditions. There is a
large variation in the standard deviations of Ti (1°C to 9°C) and RH (3% to 23%) due to the
inclusion of field studies from all seasons (see also Appendix).
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Figure 4.3: Scatterplot matrix with histograms and kernel density estimates (derived using a Gaussian charac-
teristic function) in diagonal, two-dimensional kernel density plots in the lower half and bivariate scatterplots
in the upper half. The number pearsonr is the Pearson correlation coefficient.
4.2.1 New insights on the regression gradient
We first use non-linear least squares to fit an exponential function to the indoor temperature
data. The resulting function is equal to e−0.8σ(Ti). Then, a multiple linear regression technique
is used to model the effect of µ(Ti), µ(RH), e−0.8σ(Ti) and σ(RH) on the regression gradient.
All the predictors are regressed collectively against the dependent variable. Then, each
predictor is removed from the model to observe the effect on the coefficient of determination
(R2), in a backward elimination process. R2 measures the proportion of variability in the
variable response that can be explained using the predictor variables, and will always fall
in the interval [0, 1]. The closer R2 is to 1, the larger the proportion of the variability in
the response variable explained by the regression and the better the model. If the removal
of a given variable does not significantly reduce R2 (p < 0.05), then it is eliminated from
the model. This process resulted in the rejection of µ(Ti) and σ(RH). Hence, our model
suggests that the regression gradient is dependent on µ(RH) and e−0.8σ(Ti) but independent
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of µ(Ti) and σ(RH):
a = 0.0030µ(RH) + 0.7475e−0.8σ(Ti) (4.2)
With N = 63 and R2 = 0.48.
Table 4.1: Results of the multiple linear regression model for the regression gradient.
coef. SE p-value [95.0% conf. int.]
Intercept -0.0349 0.062 0.578 -0.160 to 0.090
µ(RH) 0.7475 0.127 0.000 0.494 to 1.001
e−0.8σ(Ti) 0.0030 0.001 0.014 0.001 to 0.005
Humphreys observes that the gradient peaks at aσ(Ti) = 1 and decreases at lower values
of the standard deviation, possibly due to errors in the measurements and in the equation of
the operative temperature (Humphreys et al., 2007). In contrast, our model suggests that the
regression gradient exponentially increases at decreasing standard deviation. Significantly,
a Griffiths coefficient equal to 0.50 – used to derive the European adaptive equation (Nicol
and Humphreys, 2010) – occurs in only 8% of the sample data.
Additionally, for the first time we observe that the gradient increases at increasing levels
of RH (Figure 4.4). Since the acceptable operative temperature range is inversely propor-
tional to the regression gradient, this also means that the band of acceptable temperature
reduces as the RH increases.
Figure 4.4: Regression gradient a as a function of the mean relative humidity µ(RH) for three different values
of σ(Ti); fitted model with 95% confidence bands.
Our analysis above has provided the clearest evidence thus far for the existence of a
humidity signal in adaptive thermal comfort. However, this raises the question of why
such a signal was not evident when the adaptive model was being created. After all, if
the signal existed it must have been present in the ASHRAE RP-884 data itself, given its
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detail and geographical spread. One obvious reason is that the adaptive model is derived
by regressing the neutral temperature in each location against the corresponding mean
outdoor temperature. This process ignores the effect of the gradient, since the neutral
temperature is just one point on the gradient line. A subtler reason is to do with the
method: perhaps the choice of simple linear regression as a means of analysis did not
provide the fidelity needed to demonstrate the presence of a humidity signal. The next
section illustrates this by using a first principles approach, i.e. bringing to bear new statistical
techniques that were uncommon when the adaptive model was first proposed.
4.3 A first principles approach
In the preceding section we were able to demonstrate the presence of a humidity signal
in adaptive thermal comfort by undertaking a meta-analysis of descriptive statistics from
a range of studies. In this section, we take a first principles approach by analysing data
from the only publicly available data set that provides complete raw data for a wide range
of geographically dispersed NV buildings: the ASHRAE RP-884 data set. Our working
hypothesis is that these data will, in principle, be adequate to extract the RH signal (if it
exists) provided a method of sufficient power is used.
4.3.1 Discussion of methods
A review of the literature suggests that simple and multiple linear regressions are the most
widely used methods for modelling occupant thermal sensation in thermal comfort re-
search (Mishra and Ramgopal, 2013). Simple and weighted linear regressions have been
extensively used for calculating occupant neutral temperatures (De Dear et al., 1998; Nicol
and Humphreys, 2002; Mustapa et al., 2016; Yang and Zhang, 2008; Indraganti et al., 2013b;
Luo et al., 2014; Farghal and Wagner, 2010; Gómez-Azpeitia et al., 2012; Indraganti, 2010a;
Ogbonna and Harris, 2008; Moujalled et al., 2008; Dhaka et al., 2015; Karyono, 2008); and
starting with Bedford’s first attempt in the 1930s (Nicol et al., 2012), multiple linear regres-
sion has also been largely used to study the impact of different environmental variables
on occupant thermal comfort responses (Sharma and Ali, 1986; Givoni et al., 2006; Rijal,
2014; Indraganti et al., 2013b; Djamila et al., 2013; Pellegrino et al., 2012; Rangsiraksa, 2006;
Erlandson et al., 2003). However, if we want to directly model the categorical variable
TSV, a model that provides continuous estimates guarantees neither good performance
nor proper validation of the linearity hypothesis. Hence, we consider five other methods
that either directly improve linear regression or bring new analytical capabilities, described
below.
Logistic regression Logistic regression is a regression specifically designed for binary
or dichotomous dependent variables (Hilbe, 2009). The logarithm of the odds ratio, i.e.
ln (P(Y)/(1 − P(Y)), of the variable of interest (Y) is modelled based on a combination of
values taken by the predictor variables.
Logistic regression can handle all sorts of relationships since it applies a non-linear
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log transformation to the predicted odds ratio. Therefore, the key assumptions of linear
regression and, in general, of linear models (i.e. normality, homoscedasticity and indepen-
dence of the model residuals) do not need to be met. However, problems could still arise
if multicollinearity exists (i.e. when two or more predictor variables are highly correlated).
Issues in such a model include significant variability in the model coefficients, reducing its
utility, or the suggestion of unrealistic relationships between the dependent variable and
its predictors. Nonetheless, the thermal comfort literature has recognized logistic regres-
sion as a suitable alternative to simple linear regression to deal with discrete dependent
variables (Webb, 1959; Indraganti et al., 2015). When more than one independent variable
is hypothesised to affect the dependent variable, multiple logistic regression is used, such
as its application in the wider field of indoor environmental quality research (Wong et al.,
2008; Lai et al., 2009).
Multinomial logistic regression When the dependent variable can take a value among C
classes or categories with C > 2 (i.e. a multiclass problem), logistic regression can follow an
iterative process in which the odds ratio for each category is computed by considering one
category at each time and taking the set of remaining categories as a new class. However, a
more natural and accurate extension to multiclass problems is done by directly considering
a multinomial logistic regression. Like the binary logistic regression, the model now aims
to approach the posterior probabilities of the C classes via linear functions in the predictors.
In such a case, the model parameters are estimated by solving a set of independent binary
regressions through variations in the maximum likelihood method (Engel, 1988). Although
not widely used in thermal comfort research, multinomial logistic regression has been used
to directly model TSV as function of the indoor air temperature (Haldi and Robinson, 2010).
Ordinal logistic regression However, when the dependent variable is ordinal - as is the
case with TSV in thermal comfort research - ordinal logistic regression is needed (McCul-
lagh, 1980). This follows the method of multinomial regression, but takes advantage of the
additional knowledge contained in the order of the categories. A common technique to
undertake ordinal logistic regression is the proportional odds method which works with
cumulative probabilities. This method makes the assumption that the relationship mea-
sured through the odds between one category and another is the same for any pair of
categories of the dependent variable. If this assumption is not met, the straightforward
solution is still multinomial logistic regression. An example is the use of ordinal logistic
regression to model overall workspace satisfaction as a function of indoor environmental
parameters and building characteristics (Frontczak et al., 2012).
Decision tree The preceding three methods are variants on the fundamental idea of
regression to create a mapping between dependent and independent variables. A Decision
Tree (DT) model, on the other hand, is a method that creates a hierarchical tree graph
based on how several independent variables partition a dependent or target variable. This
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partitioning reveals the strength of relationships in a dataset through the size of the split
at each step. DT algorithms, of which there are many, recursively partition the data space
into a number of simple regions following an optimal splitting criterion. This way of
splitting the data space can be represented by a sequence of nodes and directed edges in a
hierarchical structure, forming a tree. The partition algorithm starts at the root node of the
tree, which will have no incoming edges. Starting from the root node, the data space splits
into a number of regions, each one represented as a new node. The process is iterated,
generating further new nodes from those previously created, each of which has exactly one
incoming edge from its predecessor. Each branch of the tree finishes in a leaf node, which
provides the category that best represents the corresponding region when the data cannot
be split further.
For our analysis we use the most common DT algorithm: the C4.5 algorithm (Quinlan,
1986), which improves on the earlier ID3 algorithm. Inherent within both ID3 and C4.5 is
the idea of information gain to optimise the partition process. This optimisation favours
outcomes with higher information gain when undertaking the split, which leads to a
division into regions of similar observations (purity per region). The information gain is
measured through the difference in entropy before and after splitting; where the concept
of entropy is related to the misclassification or impurity of a node and takes values in the
range [0, 1]. If the elements of a node are equally divided into two or more categories,
then the entropy is one. If all the elements in the node belong to the same category then
the entropy is zero. So, the decision tree is constructed so that it minimises the entropy at
the leaf nodes (ideally reaching the value of zero entropy). Given a categorisation C which
divides the dataset S into categories c1...cn and considering the proportion of observations





Random Forest A random forest (RF) is an ensemble of tree-based models. RF can be
used for classification tasks when the base models are classification trees, or regression
tasks when the base models are regression trees. For our analysis we use Breiman’s
RF algorithm, which is based on a bootstrap aggregation (or bagging) of tree models
(Breiman, 2001). Bootstrapping is sub-sampling (with replacement) of a sample to infer
the characteristic features of the population from which the sample is drawn, which are
fundamentally unknown. Given the responses Y = Y1, ...,Ym from the corresponding
training set X = X1, ...,Xm a bagging tree is constructed by selecting B samples (sub-
sampling with replacement) from (X, Y) and training a decision tree for each sample.
Finally, the bagging tree is computed by either averaging all the resulting single trees (if Y
is continuous) or taking their majority through a process where each tree is a vote (if Y is
discrete).
RFs have several advantages over DTs: they run more efficiently on large data sets,
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provide more accurate predictions, avoid biases often associated with single DTs, handle
missing data well and provide methods for balancing error in unbalanced data sets. For
these reasons, RFs have proven to be outstanding predictive models in many classification
and regression tasks.
4.3.2 Data
A description of the RP-884 database can be found in (De Dear et al., 1998; Dear and Brager,
2002), together with a meta-analysis of the data forming the ASHRAE adaptive equation
as included in ASHRAE (2013). The data itself is available to download from the website
of the University of Sydney.
Since the database has been standardized by de Dear and Brager allowing consistency
of measured and calculated parameters, all the metrics (e.g. clothing insulation, operative
temperature and metabolic rate) are used as presented in the database. For the analysis,
we reduce the seven categories in the standard ASHRAE TSV scale to the following three
classes (see Table 4.2):
• votes in the range of [-3, -1) considered as cold,
• votes in the three central categories, i.e. in the range of [-1, 1], regarded as neu-
tral/comfortable per the usual definition of thermal comfort (ASHRAE, 2013),
• votes in the range of (1, 3] considered as hot.
The reduction to a 3-point scale is supported by the common use of the scale whereby
excursions beyond the +1 and -1 limits are considered uncomfortable (Haldi and Robinson,
2010). The use of three categories instead of seven also has the benefit of improving the
explanatory power of the statistical models used, by increasing the number of data points
in each group on either side of -1 and +1.
Table 4.2: The seven-point ASHRAE scale of thermal comfort (top) converted into a simplified scale of thermal
comfort (bottom) for the analysis.
How are you feeling right now?
Cold Cool Slightly cool Neutral Slightly warm Warm Hot
-3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3
How are you feeling right now?
Cold Neutral Hot
-1 0 1
A key distinction in method between that used to derive the ASHRAE adaptive model
(De Dear et al., 1998; Dear and Brager, 2002) and ours, is the unit of analysis. While the
ASHRAE model is derived by aggregating data at the building level, we directly use the
raw data from the database and hence operate at the level of an individual occupant. While
the building level was considered appropriate due to the similarities between the building
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contextual factors affecting subjective responses (such as availability and accessibility of
personal control, view and connection to the outdoors, interior design, occupancy patterns
and social constraints (O’Brien and Gunay, 2014)), this approach has the drawback of losing
a great quantity of information in the process of aggregation. By using the raw data, we are
able to use new techniques to investigate the effect of various predictors on the categorical
response variable TSV.
For our analysis, we begin by including all the variables described in Section 4.2,
except dry bulb and globe temperatures whose effect is contained within the operative
temperature. The operative temperature is defined as the arithmetic mean of the air and
mean radiant temperatures in the ASHRAE database. Since the adaptive model only applies
to NV buildings with adult occupants, only data from these buildings are selected. The
ASHRAE RP-884 database provides data from a total of 39 NV buildings over 8 climates
(wet equatorial, humid subtropical, temperature marine, Mediterranean, tropical savanna,
west coast marine, hot arid desert, semi-arid mid and high altitude). We further restrict
the data to only outdoor temperatures within the ASHRAE applicability limits of 10 and
33.5°C, obtaining a total of 9,546 rows of observations. Since the data are already clean and
ready to use, the only modification needed is to eliminate 1,289 rows of missing data (14%
of the sample) resulting in a total of 8,257 rows available for analysis.
Variable selection Feature or variable selection is the process of selecting a subset of
relevant features/variables from the data (Hastie et al., 2009), in order to:
• improve the interpretability of the data,
• reduce the effect of noise or collinearity,
• increase the predictive ability of the consequent statistical model,
• perform a computationally efficient data analysis.
We perform a correlation analysis to eliminate highly correlated variables from further
analysis. Figure 4.5 shows the correlation matrix for the 7 predictor variables selected.
This confirms the results of De Dear et al. (1998) and Nicol and Humphreys (2010), where
clothing insulation is shown to be strongly inversely correlated with outdoor temperature.
As expected in naturally ventilated buildings, Top is strongly correlated with Tout. While
SEX, MET, VA and RH are not found to be strongly correlated to Tout. Hence, we continue
our analysis with the following independent variables: Top, RH, VA, MET, SEX and we
further include Tout to retain the main assumption of the adaptive hypothesis.
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Figure 4.5: Correlation matrix for the selected variables. Each cell shows the Pearson coefficient, colour coded
according to the strength of positive (red) and negative (blue) correlation.
4.3.3 Experimental study
In this section we report the results of the experiments carried out using the models dis-
cussed in Section 4.3.1 on the ASHRAE RP-884 data.
Model comparison The aim of the experiments is to find the model that best describes
the RP-884 data, i.e. the model with the smallest prediction error. We use the Python
programming language as a convenient vehicle for comparing the ability of the five
models, discussed in Section 4.3.1. The independent variables are those selected in Sec-
tion 4.3.2, while the dependent variable to be modelled is TSV as defined in Table 4.2.
Fifty stratified randomized sets of training and test data are created using the function
sklearn.modelselection.Strati f iedShu f f leSplit() (Pedregosa et al., 2011). By using this func-
tion, the test sets preserve the percentage of samples for each class, i.e. the test and train
sets have the same percentage of data in each of the three classes (cold, neutral, hot). The
proportion of the dataset included in the test split is always 20% of the original sample.
Model predictions coming from the training data are compared with the test data. Predic-
tion errors for each model and for each set of training/test data are calculated using the F1
score implemented by the Python function sklearn.metrics. f 1score() (Pedregosa et al., 2011).
F1 is a weighted average of the precision and recall scores, reaching its best value at 1 and
worst one at 0. Prediction errors are defined as 1 − F1.
Figure 4.6 shows a boxplot of the prediction errors associated with the 50 randomized
sets of train and test data for each of the 5 models studied, i.e. each boxplot contains 50
error scores. Results fall into three clear groups: the logistic and multinomial logistic have
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the largest errors (mean equal to 0.42 and 0.40, respectively); the random forests classifier
has the lowest error (mean error = 0.20); and the ordinal logistic and decision tree classifier
are in the middle (mean equal to 0.27 and 0.26, respectively). It is noteworthy that the mean
error rate of the RF classifier is 56% lower than that of the multinomial logistic regression,
the best in class method used in the thermal comfort literature so far.
Figure 4.6: Boxplot of the prediction errors (1−F1) associated with the different models. The box extends from
the lower to upper quartile values of the data, with a line at the median. The whiskers extend from the box to
show the range of the data.
Variable importance Having identified the RF classifier as the method with the least error,
Figure 4.7 shows the relative importance of each studied variable as classified by the RF.
This confirms the prevailing adaptive model by demonstrating that Top and Tout are the
most influential variables with importance scores of 37% and 23%, respectively.
It also shows that RH follows Tout with an importance score of 14%. This is suggestive
of a weaker signal in determining thermal comfort compared to indoor temperature. It is
therefore unsurprising that current methods such as multinomial logistic regression were
unable to detect such a signal, given their considerably higher error rate in describing the
data set.
Interestingly SEX is shown to not be significantly influential in our ranking. Given
that VA and MET are factors that can be controlled by the occupants in NV buildings (see




Figure 4.7: Relative importance of features as given by the RF classifier.
4.4 A new adaptive thermal comfort model
Sections 4.2 and 4.3 provide strong evidence that a humidity signal exists in adaptive
thermal comfort. However, neither provides a clear route towards a practical formulation
that can be easily interpreted and applied during the design of buildings. Hence, in this
section, we derive a new adaptive model that frames the impact of RH within the familiar
linear form of the current adaptive model.
To derive our new adaptive model, we use the ASHRAE RP-884 data and consider only
neutral votes (as defined in our simplified scale in Table 4.2). To simplify the continuous
nature of the humidity data, we cluster the neutral votes using the widely used k-means
clustering (as implemented in the Python function sklearn.cluster.KMeans() (Sculley, 2010)).
The k-means algorithm clusters data by trying to minimize the distance between data
belonging to the same cluster while maximizing the distance between data belonging to
different clusters. This leads to a clustering configuration of minimum variance within
groups and maximum variance between different groups. This algorithm requires the
specification of the number of clusters, which was set to 3. The algorithm was run 10
times, each with different random starting conditions to obtain the clusters. The k-means
algorithm returns the following 3 clusters:
• High: RH ≥ 59%
• Medium: 37% < RH < 59%
• Low: RH ≤ 37%
This clustering accords well with Sterling’s criteria for human exposure to humidity in
occupied buildings, which suggests that the optimal conditions to minimize risks to human
health occur in the narrow range between 40-60% relative humidity (Sterling et al., 1985).
Hence, the middle range in our clustering is the functional equivalent of Sterling’s Optimum
Zone, and the low and high ranges correspond to the non-optimal zones. To improve model
readability, we simplify the clusters to convert the middle cluster to the range of 40-60%.
Within each RH cluster, we collate all the TSV votes into 1°C Tout x 1°C Top grid bins. In
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order to meet the 80% acceptability criterion incorporated in the current model, we reject
any bin with less than 80% of neutral votes, i.e. votes falling into the three central categories
of the 7-point ASHRAE scale. Finally, we compute mean Top and mean Tout for each grid
bin. Now, by applying a simple linear regression to each cluster of RH, three linear models
are obtained:
Top(RH≥60%) = 0.53Tout + 12.85 (±2.84) (4.4)
with N = 43 and R2 = 0.84.
Table 4.3: Results of the simple linear regression model for the high humidity cluster.
coef. SE p-value [95.0% conf. int.]
Intercept 12.8535 0.860 0.000 11.117 to 14.590
Tout 0.5347 0.037 0.000 0.461 to 0.609
Top(40%<RH<60%) = 0.53Tout + 14.16 (±3.70) (4.5)
with N = 67 and R2 = 0.76.
Table 4.4: Results of the simple linear regression model for the medium humidity cluster.
coef. SE p-value [95.0% conf. int.]
Intercept 14.1577 0.787 0.000 12.587 to 15.729
Tout 0.5280 0.037 0.000 0.454 to 0.602
Top(RH≤40%) = 0.52Tout + 15.23 (±4.40) (4.6)
with N = 64 and R2 = 0.66.
Table 4.5: Results of the simple linear regression model for the low humidity cluster.
coef. SE p-value [95.0% conf. int.]
Intercept 15.2301 0.995 0.000 13.240 to 17.220
Tout 0.5157 0.047 0.000 0.422 to 0.609
The temperature bands in the above equations are given by the prediction intervals. Here,
we define a prediction interval as one in which future observations are likely to fall with
95.0% probability. Figure 4.8 shows the temperature bands for the 3 clusters together with
the ASHRAE adaptive model in red.
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Figure 4.8: The proposed new, and existing, adaptive models.
The following major outcomes can be observed from the model in Figure 4.8:
• Comfort temperatures are generally higher and the gradient is much steeper, than
those predicted by the current ASHRAE adaptive model.
• Comfort temperatures are lower when humidity is high throughout the range of Tout.
The difference in comfort temperatures between high and low humidity environments
is as high as 4°C.
• The smallest temperature acceptability range corresponds to a high relative humidity,
while the acceptability range for a medium humidity is equal to the acceptability range
defined in the ASHRAE adaptive model.
It is important to note at this point that while this formulation follows from the relatively
simple process of regression, it relies on the evidence uncovered from the RF process
demonstrated in Section 4.3 as well as the earlier analysis of thermal sensitivity in Section
4.2. Without these, the separation by RH would be arbitrary and meaningless. As a
corollary, these independent lines of evidence preclude the creation of further adaptive
models by the application of the method in this section to any of the other variables such as
air velocity or gender, even if such models were deemed to be meaningful, without further
new evidence.
4.5 Measuring the impact of the new adaptive comfort model
Section 4.4 derives a new adaptive comfort model that relates thermal comfort to not
just outdoor temperature but also indoor relative humidity. This section considers the
potential impact of designing naturally ventilated buildings using this new model by
comparing it against the current model. The chosen building type is office since the vast
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majority of ASHRAE data comes from offices: 57% of the studies are in offices with a
further 36% in both (offices + residential) buildings. The chosen performance metric is
the widely used count of overheating hours, measured as the percentage of occupied hours
above the maximum operative temperature threshold when using a given comfort model.
Overheating is measured by implementing our new thermal comfort model within the well-
established EnergyPlus (v8.7) simulation software and applying it to a building simulation
case study, together with the current model. An implementation of the new adaptive
comfort model is available via the public Python package velleiacm.
The implemented building model represents a NV office based on the Department of
Energy reference models for the U.S. (Deru et al., 2011). The following adaptations were
made to make it suitable for this study:
• Unlike the reference building, the office is set to be naturally ventilated and in free-
running mode exclusively. This is needed to allow the application of adaptive models
as specified in the ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 55-2013 (ASHRAE, 2013). To enable this
change in operating mode, the following additional changes were made:
– The original span of the building has been adapted from ∼ 18m to 12m.
– Two ventilation schemes were modelled to account for the two most common
natural ventilation modes: double-sided cross-ventilation and single-sided ven-
tilation. For the former, all internal partitions are removed. For the latter, a
single partition runs along the length of the building to provide a 6 m ventilated
depth.
• The model is considered to be located at an intermediate level within a multi-floor
office block. Both the ceiling and the floor have been considered adiabatic and no
energy transfers are allowed except for heat storage.
• Surrounding buildings are considered at a 20 m distance with the same height as the
zone under consideration.
Natural ventilation is modelled with an airflow network. Rather than simpler and more
traditional methods, airflow networks allow the approximation of pressure-driven air ex-
changes with the outdoor environment or another zone by modelling the underlying phys-
ical laws in greater detail, accounting for wind and stack effects, bidirectional air flows in
large openings and cross-ventilation among other phenomena. Windows are sized to a
20% window-to-wall ratio and the total openable area for natural ventilation is equal to
5% of the total floor area of the office. To compare comfort models, meta-programming of
the simulation behaviour through the Energy Management System (EMS) functionality in
EnergyPlus was implemented, as follows:
• Windows are opened if the following three conditions are met simultaneously: the
zone is occupied, the neutrality temperature is surpassed and the external temper-
ature is below the zone temperature. All temperatures are evaluated as operative
temperatures.
• Both comfort models are implemented with two variants (i.e. there are a total of 4
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variants). The variants are based on the interpretation of outdoor temperature in the
models as evidenced in extant practice and ASHRAE recommendations. One variant
uses the monthly mean outdoor temperature (original) and the other an exponentially
weighted running mean with α = 0.8 (running mean).
A number of simulation model variants are produced using a scripted building generator to
cover a wide range of scenarios. These include:
• 13 of the 14 locations where the ASHRAE RP-884 NV buildings were surveyed (a
weather file for Saidu in Pakistan could not be obtained),
• 4 different orientations (N/S, E/W, SE/NW and SW/NE - the building is symmetrical),
• 3 levels of shading (low, medium and high, i.e. 0, 0.5 and 1 times the required depth
to shade the opening at noon during the summer solstice),
• and 3 window openable areas (3.5%, 5% and 6.5% of the office floor area).
Together with the different control algorithms based on the 2 adaptive models with the
2 formulations of the outdoor mean temperature, these result in a total of 1,872 model
variants for each ventilation scheme (i.e. a total of 3,744 variants).
4.5.1 Simulation results
Figure 4.9 shows a summary of results from the simulations. It is clear that the new model
produces considerably lower overheating than the current model and that there is little
difference in whether monthly mean or running mean outdoor temperature is used in
computing either adaptive model.
Figure 4.9: A comparison of overheating hours between the current ASHRAE model and the new model
proposed in this paper for double-sided (left) and single-sided (right) offices. Each box-and-whisker plot
represents data from 468 variants based on differing location, orientation, shading and window openable
areas.
Figure 4.10 shows that the high levels of overheating observed in Figure 4.9 are primar-
ily a function of the large diversity of climates represented in the data set. An interesting
feature of Figure 4.10 is that the largest differences between the proposed new model and
the current model are observed in climates with low humidity (e.g. Quetta, Karachi and
Peshawar). Finally, the warmer the climate, the lower the predicted overheating in the new
model compared to the current model. In other words, the new model significantly extends
the potential range of operation for buildings in all climates, with the most in the warmest
and least humid climates.
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Figure 4.10: Rank-ordered percentage decrease in overheating hours when using the new adaptive model
proposed in this paper in place of the current ASHRAE model. Letters within brackets show the Köppen
Geiger climate classification (Kottek et al., 2006) for each location. The box-and-whisker plots represents data
from a total of 3,744 simulations.
4.6 Discussion
Previous attempts to characterise the impact of humidity on the adaptive thermal comfort
equation have found limited or no evidence of a change in comfort at varying levels of
humidity. These are summarised below:
• A study clustering mean outdoor RH from ASHRAE (De Dear et al., 1998) and other
(Humphreys, 1976) field data into low (< 63%), medium (64− 75%) and high (> 75%)
found that neutral temperatures, obtained using the Griffiths method, were only
about 1°C lower for RH > 75% compared to the overall data (Nicol, 2004).
• A study deriving an adaptive comfort model for the hot-humid regions of South-East
Asia found a similar comfort equation for NV buildings as the ASHRAE adaptive
equation (Nguyen et al., 2012).
• Another study using the ASHRAE field data found that the regression coefficients of
the adaptive equations for hot-humid (0.57) and hot-dry climates (0.58) were nearly
double that of the ASHRAE model (0.31), and slightly lower for moderate climates
(0.22) (Toe and Kubota, 2013). This study did not observe lower comfort limits at
higher relative humidity for hot-humid climates. However, hot-dry climates were
found to have larger comfortable temperature bands than hot-humid climates. The
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authors suggest that this could be because it is easier to adapt when humidity is low,
supported by their observation that in hot-dry climates, a higher indoor RH implies
lower comfort temperatures. These results are very interesting and anticipate some
of our results, although they do not offer the comprehensive explanation which we
provide with our model.
One of the principal reasons suggested in the literature for the lack of a humidity signal
in adaptive comfort models is that occupants in humid climates are usually well adapted
to high humidity. The use of fans, opening of windows for increasing air movement, and
wearing clothing that enhances evaporation of sweat have all been suggested as adaptive
actions common in hot and humid climates (Ballantyne et al., 1977; Givoni et al., 2006;
De Dear et al., 1991; Rijal et al., 2015; Chow et al., 2010).
In contrast, our new model shows that the impact of relative humidly cannot be ne-
glected. This is supported by two independent lines of evidence both of which demonstrate
that humidity plays a significant role in mediating adaptive thermal comfort. Although it is
possible that the effect of humidity is mitigated by several adaptive actions, it is important
to consider that, unlike air velocity, it cannot be directly controlled in NV buildings, as
demonstrated in Figure 4.1. Hence, it is essential that the effect of humidity is explicitly
incorporated within the design of such buildings.
4.7 Conclusions
Adaptive thermal comfort has been a breaking new paradigm which has changed the
way of looking at thermal comfort in NV buildings. However, the model has remained
essentially the same for the last 20 years and its simplicity, which was its initial strength,
now poses some concerns. We highlight the principal concern as the lack of a signal
for relative humidity. From a meta-analysis of the regression gradient using descriptive
statistics from a large number of global studies, we demonstrate, for the first time, the
clear importance of relative humidity in determining the sensitivity of occupants within
the adaptive comfort paradigm. We produce a second, independent, line of evidence using
a random forests process on high-resolution thermal comfort data from buildings across
the world that strongly supports this initial finding. Finally, we use these data to derive a
new adaptive model which incorporates relative humidity in three clusters, obtained via a
k-means clustering of humidity conditions found within the data. Since the new model is
formulated using the familiar linear relationship that designers are already accustomed to,
it can be readily used for the design of low-energy naturally ventilated buildings around
the world. We demonstrate the use of the new model for the design of a naturally ventilated
building in each location from which the empirical data was sourced. Results show that our
new model significantly increases the comfort envelope of naturally ventilated buildings
since its prediction of overheating is 30% lower than that of the current model. Hence, the
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Appendix
Table 4.6, Table 4.7 and Table 4.8 show key information about the studies included in the
meta-analysis of Section 4.2.
Table 4.6: Main information for the field studies, included in the ASHRAE database, surveying naturally














12 Csc Brisbane, Australia O T II 652
16 Cfb Melbourne, Australia O T II 582
27 Csa Athens, Greece R L II 1626
4 Aw Bangkok, Thailand O T II 392
33 Csc San Francisco, USA O L and T I 360
28 Cfa Oxford, UK O L III 877
18 BWh Karachi, Pakistan R and O L III 190
23 BSk Quetta, Pakistan R and O L III 492
20 BWh Multan, Pakistan R and O L III 437
21 BSh Peshawar, Pakistan R and O L III 556
25 Cfa Saidu, Pakistan R and O L III 568
7 Af Jakarta, Indonesia O T III 97
38 Cfa Liverpool, UK O T II 167
42 Af Singapore O T II 583


















Feriadi and Wong (2004) Am/dry andrainy Jogjakarta, Indonesia R L II 525 NV
Karyono (2008) Af/rainy Bandung, Indonesia E L III 200 MM/free-runningmode
Karyono et al. (2015) Am/rainy Jakarta, Indonesia Cathedral T III 70 NV
Karyono et al. (2015) Am/rainy Jakarta, Indonesia Museum T III 77 NV
Ogbonna and Harris (2008) Aw/rainy Jos, Nigeria R and E L II 200 NV
Moujalled et al. (2008) Cfb/summer Lyon, France O T II 221 NV
Yang and Zhang (2008) Cfa/summer
Nanjing, Shanghai, Wuhan,
Changsha and Jiujiang, China R and O L II 129 NV
Farghal and Wagner (2010) BWh/autumnand spring Greater Cairo, Egypt E and O L 644 NV
Farghal and Wagner (2010) BWh/autumnand spring Greater Cairo, Egypt E and O L 638 NV
Farghal and Wagner (2010) BWh/autumnand spring Greater Cairo, Egypt E and O L 656 NV
Farghal and Wagner (2010) BWh/autumnand spring Greater Cairo, Egypt E and O L 751 NV
Djamila et al. (2013) Af/all seasons Kota Kinabalu, Malaysia R L II 890 NV
Indraganti et al. (2013b) As/dry andrainy Chennai, India O T II 207
MM/free-running
mode
Indraganti et al. (2013b) BSh/dry andrainy Hyderabad, India O T II 352
MM/free-running
mode






Indraganti et al. (2013a) Cfa/summer Tokyo, Japan O T II 423 MM/free-runningmode
Gómez-Azpeitia et al. (2012) BWh/summer Hermosillo, Mexico R T II 143 NV
Gómez-Azpeitia et al. (2012) BWh/summer Mexicali, Mexico R T II 174 NV
Gómez-Azpeitia et al. (2012) Aw/dry Merida, Mexico R T II 150 NV
Gómez-Azpeitia et al. (2012) Aw/dry Colima, Mexico R T II 196 NV
Rijal (2014) Cfa/summer Kanto region, Japan R T III 1915 MM/free-runningmode
Luo et al. (2015) Cwa/all
seasons
Shenzhen, China O T III 513 MM/free-runningmode
Mustapa et al. (2016) Cfa/summer Fukuoka, Japan O T III 81 MM/free-runningmode
Rijal et al. (2017) Cfa/all
seasons
Tokyo and Yokohama, Japan O T II 422 MM/free-runningmode
Yan et al. (2017) Cfa/summer
Nanjing, Shanghai and
Chongqing, China R L II NV
Yan et al. (2017) Dwa/summer
Harbin, Changchun and
Shenyang, China R L II NV
Yan et al. (2017) Dfa/summer
Beijing, Xi’an and
Zhengzhou, China R L II NV
Yan et al. (2017) Cwa/summer Guangzhou, Nanning andHaikou, China R L II NV








R L III 2180 NV











R L II 2965 NV




R L II 2521 NV




R L II 3385 NV
Bouden and Ghrab (2005) Csa/all
seasons
Kef, Tunisia R and O T II NV
Bouden and Ghrab (2005) Csa/all
seasons
Tunis, Tunisia R and O T II NV
Bouden and Ghrab (2005) BSh/all
seasons
Sfax, Tunisia R and O T II NV
Bouden and Ghrab (2005) BWh/all
seasons
Gabes, Tunisia R and O T II NV
Bouden and Ghrab (2005) BWh/all
seasons
Gafsa, Tunisia R and O T II NV
Dhaka et al. (2015) BSh/winter Jaipur, India R and O II 610 NV
Dhaka et al. (2015) BSh/moderate
season
Jaipur, India R and O II 346 NV
Dhaka et al. (2015) BSh/summer
and monsoon
Jaipur, India R and O II 855 NV
Indraganti (2010b) BSh/summer Hyderabad, India R T II 1405 NV
Indraganti (2010b) BSh/monsoon Hyderabad, India R T II 1334 NV
Indraganti (2010b) BSh/monsoon Hyderabad, India R T II 1223 NV
LACHIREDDI et al. (2017) Am/dry Calicut, India R T III 735 NV






Table 4.8: Main data used in the meta-analysis of the regression gradient. An empty space means that the information is not available.
Reference Indoor TemperatureMetric
µ(Ti) σ(Ti) µ(RH) σ(RH)
Linear
Regression Type a b R
2
Feriadi and Wong (2004) Top 29.8 1.4 68.6 6.6 Simple 0.59 -17.21 0.18
Karyono (2008) Top 28.9 1.5 59.8 6.8 Simple 0.31 -7.97 0.68
Karyono et al. (2015) Tdb 28.8 1.1 74.3 2.8 Simple 1.05 -29.02 0.90
Karyono et al. (2015) Tdb 29.7 1.1 74.1 3.8 Simple 0.68 -18.90 0.56
Ogbonna and Harris
(2008)
Top 26.5 2.1 72.1 5.6 Weighted Binned 0.36 -9.43 0.32
Moujalled et al. (2008) Top 27.3 2.8 43.5 8.5 Weighted Binned 0.21 -4.93 0.82
Yang and Zhang (2008) Top 33.3 2.4 74.0 11.6 Simple 0.25 -7.16 0.47
Farghal and Wagner (2010) Tdb 25.6 2.3 42.0 6.1 Simple 0.17 -4.17 0.19
Farghal and Wagner (2010) Tdb 29.8 3.4 35.5 10.1 Simple 0.24 -5.67 0.41
Farghal and Wagner (2010) Tdb 25.0 2.1 52.0 4.1 Simple 0.20 -4.73 0.16
Farghal and Wagner (2010) Tdb 24.7 3.9 37.5 5.7 Simple 0.17 -3.63 0.36
Djamila et al. (2013) Tdb 30.7 1.5 70.7 6.4 Simple 0.39 -11.87 0.17
Indraganti et al. (2013b) Tg 30.1 2.6 57.2 8.8 Simple 0.31 -8.17 0.29
Indraganti et al. (2013b) Tg 29.4 2.7 47.2 13 Simple 0.22 -5.68 0.17
Mishra and Ramgopal
(2015a)






Indraganti et al. (2013a) Tg 29.4 1.5 52.6 6.4 Simple 0.31 -7.95 0.36
Gómez-Azpeitia et al.
(2012) Tdb 33.8 2.9 41.3 9.8
Simple 0.18 -4.90
Gómez-Azpeitia et al.
(2012) Tdb 33.4 4.1 28.5 9.4
Simple 0.13 -3.31 0.23
Gómez-Azpeitia et al.
(2012) Tdb 34.1 2.3 41.0 7.3
Simple 0.17 -3.77
Gómez-Azpeitia et al.
(2012) Tdb 29.9 2.1 42.2 9.5
Simple 0.29 -7.51
Rijal (2014) Tdb 28.4 2.3 64.4 8.5 Simple 0.19 -4.81 0.14
Luo et al. (2015) Top 23.2 2.6 63.1 11.6 Weighted Binned 0.09 -1.97
Mustapa et al. (2016) Top 28.1 1 75.9 5.1 Simple 0.49 -13.1 0.21
Rijal et al. (2017) Tg 25 1.9 45 11 Simple 0.18 -4.6 0.25
Yan et al. (2017) Top 29.4 2.7 68.3 4.4 Binned 0.36 -9.80 0.96
Yan et al. (2017) Top 24.4 2.1 62.8 4 Binned 0.19 -4.93 0.87
Yan et al. (2017) Top 28.6 3.4 63.1 5.3 Binned 0.24 -6.55 0.89
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Chapter 4 reviews all the statistical methods previously used (linear regression, Griffiths
method and logistic regression) in the larger context of adaptive thermal comfort research
and further expands some of the critical reflections highlighted in the previous two Chap-
ters.
It provides new statistical evidence showing that the Griffiths method is not able to
correctly predict occupants neutral temperatures and that linear and logistic regression
can be successfully replaced by the use of new and more powerful statistical modelling
techniques, such as decision tree and random forest.
The work presented in this chapter represents the main theoretical contribution of this
thesis and, being derived from field data collected all over the world, has a global geo-
graphical scope and importance. It introduces and reviews some important concepts and
statistical methods used in thermal comfort research which are useful to better understand
and model adaptive thermal comfort. It is therefore expected to influence the way thermal
comfort field data will be processed and analysed in the future.
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Conclusions and Further Work
5.1 Conclusions
This thesis investigates adaptive thermal comfort through the use of datasets either col-
lected during previous studies or obtained during field monitoring planned and performed
over the course of this PhD. One motivation for the present work lies in the fact that the
ASHRAE and European adaptive models, which have radically influenced thermal comfort
modelling, have remained essentially unchanged in the last 20 years. Due to the simple
hypotheses on which they are built on, they now exhibit limitations in accurately predicting
indoor thermal comfort.
This thesis builds up from the analyses of the thermal comfort data collected as part
of two field studies (reported in Chapter 2 and Chapter 3) and identifies in the use of the
concept of neutral temperature a major limitation of the current adaptive models. Chapter
2 shows the difficulties in correctly defining neutral temperatures by applying the two most
commonly used methods in the thermal comfort literature, i.e. simple linear regressions
and Griffiths method. Chapter 3 completely bypasses the problem of defining a neutral
temperature by modelling thermal comfort using logistic regression. All these methods are
then re-considered in Chapter 4 which, using global data, shows that the Griffiths method
is unable to correctly predict occupant neutral temperatures. Additionally, Chapter 4
discusses other statistical methods used in thermal comfort research, including simple
linear and simple logistic regression. The multinomial logistic regression method is found
to be the best in class method used to predict thermal comfort. The analyses conducted
using new statistical modelling techniques show that the use of a random forest classifier
leads to a reduction of the error rate by 56% compared to the multinomial logistic regression.
The results presented in this thesis demonstrate that thermal comfort field data, col-
lected up to 50 years ago, can be re-analysed with innovative statistical techniques providing
new insights and more accurate models. These findings are expected to have a major in-
fluence on the way thermal comfort data will be analysed in the future and on how new
adaptive comfort models will be derived. Nevertheless, this work also shows that new
long-term field monitoring studies are an important source of information on the prevail-
ing environmental conditions within buildings and on the drivers and effects of occupant
adaptive behaviours and comfort.
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In the following, we conclude this thesis by recalling the principal research objectives
set at the beginning of this thesis and by summarizing the findings. As always in research,
many of these findings bring new research questions. Hence, there is still much research to
be done in the domain of adaptive thermal comfort; some lines of research are proposed at
the end.
5.1.1 The importance of relative humidity
The ASHRAE and European adaptive models have been derived without providing a
strong theoretical explanation for the exclusions of all the traditional Fanger’s basic thermal
comfort parameters, with the exception of the air and radiant temperatures. In Chapter 2,
using global data we demonstrate, for the first time, that the main limitation of the ASHRAE
model is the lack of a signal for relative humidity, which is a key variable in determining
physiological thermal comfort. Although the effect of humidity is possibly mitigated by
several adaptive actions, it cannot be directly controlled in naturally ventilated buildings.
Hence, it is essential that the effect of humidity is explicitly included in the design of such
buildings. We derive a new designer-friendly adaptive model that incorporates relative
humidity in three clusters, obtained via a k-means clustering of humidity conditions found
within the data.
We demonstrate the use of the new model for the design of a naturally ventilated
building in each location from which the original empirical ASHRAE data were sourced.
Results show that our new model significantly increases the comfort envelope of naturally
ventilated buildings since its prediction of overheating is on average 30% lower than that
of the current model. Hence, the use of our model extends the range of acceptable indoor
conditions for designing low-energy naturally-conditioned buildings all over the world.
5.1.2 Overheating and air quality problems
The validity and applicability of the Europen adaptive model needs to be tested for the
case of residential occupants in UK. Hence, in Chapter 3 we use the results of a longitudinal
thermal comfort field study in residential homes in UK to verify the ability of the European
adaptive model to correctly predicting thermal comfort of British residential occupants.
The collected thermal comfort survey data are validated against the European adaptive
model and the results indicate that the European model underestimates discomfort in
warm conditions. This suggests that a major reformulation of the European adaptive
model is required. A unique model cannot accommodate the different forms of adaptation
of the European population and is not able to reflect the variability of the European climate.
We also report the results of a long-term monitoring study of environmental quality and
air quality in vulnerable and non-vulnerable households in UK. We show that, according
to the CIBSE adaptive overheating criteria, overheating is occurring in the monitored
homes, particularly and disproportionately in the households with vulnerable occupants.
The experiment was deliberately designed through the choice of its location and type of
building to make overheating unlikely. Yet, it was found in 38% of the vulnerable homes,
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and even if the monitored summers were not extreme and did not contain prolonged heat
waves. This is an important finding which gives new insight on the dangerous impact of
rising temperatures on the comfort of the most vulnerable part of the population. There was
also a statistically significant difference in the survey-reported attitudes to window opening
between vulnerable and non-vulnerable households, and this conclusion was supported
by CO2 measurements in the homes. In fact, the vulnerable homes were found to have
worse indoor air quality, suggesting that overheating might be solved with better indoor
ventilation. Hence, overheating cases can be tackled through behavioural changes only,
without alterations to the homes and thus entailing zero capital cost.
5.1.3 The effect of real-time feedback
We consider the role of the adaptive models in a future built environment where
feedback are expected to be a major aspect of the smart meter roll-out across the world.
In Chapter 4 we report results from a winter field study, carried out at the University of
Bath campus, that used in-depth energy, environmental and motion sensing to generate
real-time context-aware feedback through a smartphone application. Drawing from the
results of this study, we show that real-time feedback can contribute to an increase in
occupant perceived environmental control, a key variable in the theory of adaptive thermal
comfort, while making occupants more thermally satisfied. Feedback have also the ability
to prompt lower heating energy behaviours. This finding provides new important insights
on the future role of feedback and on the importance of perceived control in thermal
comfort.
5.2 Recommendations for further work
Additional studies will be needed to further address Research Question 1 and understand
how feedback will impact the adaptive responses of both residential and office occupants.
This is a complex and fascinating topic which will become more relevant in the future with
the expected roll-out of smart meters around the world.
Within the Smart Controls and Thermal Comfort (SCATs) EU Project, comprehensive
monitoring data and year-round surveys of 26 European buildings were collected. This
dataset represents a great opportunity to apply and extend the methods developed in this
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Appendix
This appendix reports on three supporting studies that are each based on a journal paper,
and where the author of this thesis contributed to ideas and analyses.
In the first study, we report a field study of thermal comfort in desert refugees camps
in both the summer and winter seasons.
In the second study, a new probabilistic adaptive comfort theory is introduced. This
theory provides new comfort equations for resilient building design.
In the third study, indoor thermal comfort is investigated in three different free-running
offices (naturally ventilated, mechanical ventilated and mixed-mode) in Colombia.
The three studies contribute to the knowledge on adaptive thermal comfort. The
analysis are mostly carried out by the author of this thesis using the programming language




Thermal comfort in desert refugee camps
This research forms part of the project HHftD (Healthy housing for the Displaced) funded
by the EPSRC. The project aims at improving the living conditions in refugee camps by
designing low cost and easy to construct housing that will moderate extremes of tempera-
ture and ensure the privacy, comfort and dignity of residents. The work presented in this
section reports the results of the very first monitoring campaign carried out in two Syrian
refugee camps in Jordan, during both the summer and winter seasons.
This represents the first such work with this understudied population of refugees living
in camps. A new approach for conducting thermal comfort surveys in foreign languages
is presented. This approach could be used in other languages were literal translation from
English could not be used. By analysing the collected thermal comfort data, a comfort
temperature band for the refugees is estimated to be between 17.2 and 28.5°C, suggesting
a significant adaptability of the refugees, but not one equal to the large temperature range
found on site. Fanger’s PMV/PPD model is found to underestimate the adaptive potential
of the refugees, while the comfort temperature bands calculated for each season fit well
within the ASHRAE adaptive comfort bands suggesting the this model is able to predict
thermal comfort in the monitored camps.
This work is totally based on a same-titled paper published in Building and Environ-
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Abstract 
Long-term encampment is a growing aspect of a growing refugee crisis. There is hence the 
need to ensure shelters provide a safe and suitable environment. We present the first field 
study including social and thermal comfort surveys and physical measurements conducted in 
Syrian refugee camps in Jordan, during summer and winter. This required the creation of a 
new Arabic thermal comfort survey based on the numerical ASHRAE scales to ensure the 
elimination of any ambiguities due to translating the scales. The three analysis methods used 
(linear, logistic and multiple logistic regression) all gave the same neutral temperature, 23°C; 
however, Fanger’s predicted mean vote model was found to underestimate the adaptive 
potential of the refugees. The comfort band found using logistic regression ranged from 
28.4°C to 17.2°C, suggesting a significant adaptability of the refugees, but not one equal to 
the temperature range found on site. Issues with the clash between ventilation, privacy, 
security and sand ingress were identified, and this points to a need to re-evaluate shelter 
ventilation in general. However, given the extreme conditions recorded, natural cross 
ventilation alone will not be sufficient in achieving summer comfort. Combining this with the 
observation that, due to safety and lack of resource, the refugees have no means of heating 
at night, a shelter solution that successfully includes insulation, and possibly thermal mass 
would seem important.   
 
Keywords 
Thermal comfort, Refugee camps, Arabic survey, Field study, Jordan 
 
Abbreviations 
TSV thermal sensation vote 
TPV thermal preference vote 
PMV predicted mean vote 
 
Nomenclature 
Tn Neutral temperature 
To Operative temperature 
Icl Clothing insulation 
Va Air velocity 
Ta Air temperature 
Tg Globe temperature 
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1.  Introduction 
According to the United Nations Refugees Agency UNHCR, we are currently witnessing the 
worst refugee crisis recorded [1]. As of the end of 2014 there were over eight million people 
living in encampments as a result of armed conflicts [2]. In addition, over nineteen million new 
people were displaced due to natural hazards in 2015 alone [3]. These are not short term 
displacements: at the end of 2014 there were people living in conditions of internal 
displacement for over ten years in nearly 90% of the sixty monitored countries [4]. Similarly, 
major refugee situations last nearly two decades on average [5].  
 
In comparison to issues such as food, water and medical care, shelter design and 
performance is understudied and rarely evaluated, despite it being known that prolonged 
exposure to extreme thermal conditions can lead to morbidity and mortality [6]. The shelters 
provided by humanitarian agencies are generally lightweight structures and are ineffective 
against high summer temperatures, or winters where temperatures can plunge well below 
freezing. The struggle to cope with such adverse conditions only adds to the psychological 
burden of people coming to terms with the loss of loved ones, community and property. In 
order to inform future shelter design, it is therefore important to understand both the current 
conditions in such camps and the thermal comfort limits and preferences of the targeted 
population.  
 
In this paper we assess for the first time thermal comfort in desert refugee camps via social 
and thermal comfort surveys, and physical measurements. The objectives of this paper are 
to: 1) assess the environmental conditions, 2) discover common thermal adaptation methods, 
3) assess priorities and needs in terms of shelter design, 4) evaluate the refugees’ thermal 
preferences, comfort limits and establish their neutral temperature. In addition, we develop 
and test a new approach to the ASHRAE comfort scales designed specifically for translation 
into any language, including use with illiterate populations, and publish the first comfort survey 
in Arabic. 
2.  Adaptive thermal comfort theory 
Two approaches to human thermal comfort have evolved over the past half a century. The 
steady state approach, pioneered by Fanger in the late 1960s [7]; and the adaptive approach 
introduced by Nicol and Humphreys in the 1970s [8]. Both allow the thermal environment 
experienced by a population to be measured by asking occupants to score their environment 
(a process termed voting) on the same 7-point thermal sensation scale (from cold to hot). The 
steady state approach assumes that any degree of thermal stress, and consequently any 
effort to adjust to it, is undesirable [9]. Thus, Fanger developed an index to predict the mean 
thermal sensation vote of a population based on the heat balance of the human body, and 
termed this the Predicted Mean Vote (PMV) [7]. This index was derived through research in 
climate chambers and resulted in a defined narrow thermal comfort zone that served the 
needs of the air-conditioning industry and was therefore mainly intended for application in 
conditioned spaces. On the other hand, the adaptive approach considers physiological 
(acclimatisation), behavioural (adjustment) and psychological adaptation (habituation and 
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expectation) [10]. It demonstrated through field surveys that people living in naturally 
ventilated buildings were satisfied at a much wider range of temperatures than those found in 
conditioned buildings [10] [11]. The approach did not aim to determine an optimum set of 
indoor environmental variables but rather to define a band of temperature within which an 
occupant can find his or her own optimum given sufficient adaptive opportunities, for example 
removing a jacket, or opening a window. A key feature of the approach is that it predicts that 
the temperature people are comfortable at (termed the comfort or neutral temperature) is a 
function of the outdoor air temperature over recent days [12]. 
 
Assessing thermal comfort through field studies where occupants are questioned about their 
comfort is now a common practice across the world, for example, in: Japan [13], Malaysia 
[14], Nepal [15], UK [16], Australia [17], the USA [18], India [19], Libya [20], Tunisia [21], and 
Iran [22]. Indeed the ASHRAE-55-2004 to 2013 [23] adaptive thermal comfort standards are 
based on results obtained through field comfort surveys. However, no robust research on 
thermal comfort has been carried out in refugee camps that are composed of temporary 
shelters—which can end up being inhabited for decades. Such camps tend to be placed in 
inhospitable environments with extreme climatic conditions. Their inhabitants are displaced, 
invariably foreign to the camp’s location/climate, and its accommodation. A recent study [24] 
demonstrated that it is hard for migrating populations to adapt to environments that are less 
thermally comfortable or of lesser quality than their long term thermal history. 
3. The surveyed camps 
The two camps studied are sited in northern Jordan in a desert hot and dry climate [25]. Since 
2011 the Syrian crisis has resulted in a mass displacement of people, and Jordan currently 
hosts 664,100 Syrian refugees: around 80,000 of those are housed in the Zaatari camp and 
54,000 in the Azraq camp [26]. In Zaatari the mean maximum outdoor temperature is 32.7°C 
and the mean minimum is 1.9°C. In Azraq the mean maximum outdoor temperature is 36°C 
and the mean minimum is 2.8°C [27].  
 
Zaatari (32.29° N, 36.33° E) consists of caravan-like structures (which replaced tents). 11% 
of these are static caravans with screed flooring with the walls and roofs made of 40mm 
polyurethane insulated sandwich panel with inner and outer surfaces of 0.35mm steel sheet 
(G. Barakat, personal communication). The remaining ‘mobile’ caravans are also made of 
insulated sandwich panels, however they sometimes have timber inner surfaces and a 
suspended timber floor, which in some cases has been replaced by the refugees with a screed 
of cement mortar over rubble (Figure 1, right). None of the designs were developed after 
completing a survey of the physical or social preferences of the population; hence, for 
example, low level windows allow passing males to see into female areas. This means 
windows become occluded, reducing ventilation rates. However, unlike Azraq, occupants and 
caravans can relocate to ensure occupants are in a neighbourhood in which they have family. 
 
Azraq camp (31.91° N, 36.59° E) was pre-planned, and 13,500 shelters were built of 
corrugated metal sheeting separated by 10mm of foam-based insulation (Figure 1, left). 
Picking up on some of the lessons learnt at Zaatari, the shelters were designed “to maximise 
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privacy and protect against severe weather conditions” [28]. The need for privacy led to a 
design with only one window and high level openings consisting of short lengths of 152mm 
waste pipes on the gables, thereby restricting the ability to cross ventilate. In addition, the 
design drawings show numerous cold bridges with the potential to form points of 
condensation, and thermal by-pass due to loose insulation This has probably resulted in a 
significant failing of the design; a qualitative assessment of the Azraq camp conducted by 
REACH in 2015 confirms this, as it was found that 90.2% of 600 respondents were unsatisfied 
or very unsatisfied by the temperature in their shelters in summer and 44.8% were unsatisfied 
or very unsatisfied by the temperature in their shelters in winter [29]. 
 
     .  
Figure 1: Azraq camp (left) notice the camp follows a grid layout, Zaatari camp (right) 
caravans are randomly arranged as suits the refugees. (Photo: S.Coley.) 
4.  Methodology 
A thermal comfort survey, including spot measurements of environmental parameters, was 
conducted directly in a Levantine Arabic dialect similar to that spoken by the refugees. In 
addition, a social survey was conducted to record the views of refugee families on shelter 
design, adaptation methods, satisfaction and preferences. The surveys were completed in 
late summer (31st of August to 23rd of September 2016) and winter (2nd to 22nd of January 
2017) between 9:30am and 3:00pm.  
4.1 Data collection 
The families were selected randomly. Given the range of backgrounds, intra-household 
dynamics, education and literacy levels, all surveys were administered through interview. The 
questions were explained in detail in order to guarantee common understanding amongst 
occupants. The summer survey consisted of 75 families (38 families in Azraq and 37 families 
in Zaatari). Fifty-six of the 75 families were visited again for the winter survey, and an 
additional 24 families were interviewed in winter to compensate for those who were not 
available. The respondents were interviewed in their residence (shelters). First, the 
respondents as a family unit were asked to answer the social survey questionnaire; all family 
members present discussed the questions and one response per family per season was 
recorded as the main interest of the social survey was to find out, what aspects of the shelter 
design worked (or didn’t) for them as a family. This took about twenty minutes allowing them 
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to physically acclimatise in case they were doing other activities prior to the survey. Then they 
were asked individually about their thermal sensation and thermal preference while spot 
measurements of indoor environmental variables were recorded using hand-held devices at 
1m high. Respondents’ height, weight, age, clothing level, and activity level, were noted.  
 
A weather station was established in Zaatari during the summer survey and in Zaatari and 
Azraq during the winter survey. The weather station in both locations was set up on a tripod 
2.5m high on the roof of UNHCR office caravan located within the camps. The sample period 
of air temperature, relative humidity (RH) and global solar radiation onto the horizontal 
measurement was one minute with averages recorded every 30 minutes. Wind speed and 
direction were recorded at one minute intervals. (see table A1 in appendix A for details of the 
instrumentation). 
 
4.1.1 Sampling method for the thermal comfort survey 
There are two common sampling methods when conducting thermal comfort surveys, 
transverse and longitudinal. In the former, large numbers of individuals are used, with the 
survey being completed once. In the latter, which is more common, a smaller sample are 
repeatedly surveyed over a long period of time in order to cover a large range of temperatures. 
Ensuring a large range in air temperature is known to be important in such work [30]. The 
number of data points (responses) collected varies significantly in the literature. For example, 
Luo et al., [31] obtained 834 points from 50 individuals, Sharma and Ali [32] obtained a total 
of 5100 from 18 individuals, Mustapa el al, [33], collected 303 from 28 individuals and 
Indraganti and Rao [34] collected 3962 responses from 100 individuals. In a transverse 
survey, Ogbonna and Harris, [35] had a sample size of 200 subjects, Feriadi and Wong, [36] 
had 525 subjects.  
 
In this study, due to security restrictions and the nature of the survey that mandated 
interviewing the individuals, a repeated transverse survey was used. In total 336 datasets 
were collected over the summer and winter from 270 individuals from 99 households across 
both camps, and a range of indoor air temperatures from 12°C to 37°C was achieved. 
4.1.2 Scales and terminology  
The thermal comfort scales were the standard 7-point ASHRAE thermal sensation scale and 
the 5-point thermal preference scale. The thermal sensation scale records an occupant’s 
Thermal Sensation Vote (TSV) on a scale of (hot to cold), while the thermal preference scale 
asks the occupant what their preferred sensation is (Thermal Preference Vote, TPV) at that 
moment, from much cooler to much warmer. The ASHRAE scales uses the terminology 
‘neutral’, ‘slightly warm’, ‘warm’, ‘hot’, ‘slightly cool’, ‘cool’, and ‘cold’ for TSV, and ‘no change’, 
‘a bit cooler’, ‘much cooler’, ‘a bit warmer’ and ‘much warmer’ for TPV. The word ‘warm’ in 
standard Arabic and Levantine Arabic dialect - dafi - has a positive meaning, i.e. to be warm 
is a positive sensation and is never used in a summer context. In a winter context, being warm 
is understood as being comfortable. To imply a negative warm sensation, the equivalent of 
the word ‘hot’ is used, i.e. (moshaweb) On the other hand, there is no equivalent to the word 
‘cool’ in Arabic, only ‘cold’, (barred), which is a negative sensation. This was especially 
problematic as demonstrated during a pilot of two families in Azraq in the hot season when 
respondents were asked whether they preferred their environment to be ‘a bit’ or ‘much colder’ 
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in Arabic as opposed to the English ‘a bit or much cooler’. The respondents were confused 
and gave answers along the lines of “I prefer the weather to be nicer but not cold as in winter”. 
Studies in Japan [37] and Nepal [15] highlighted similar issues when conducting a thermal 
comfort survey using local languages. In this study, in order to address such issues, the 
respondents were first asked whether they felt absolutely neutral (hiyadi) or felt a sensation 
of heat or cold. If they answered neutral, (hiyadi), their thermal sensation was registered as 
such. If they said they felt a discomfort or sensation of heat or cold, then they were asked to 
say on a scale 1 to 3 how hot or cold they felt with 1 being a little bit, and 3 being too much. 
A similar numerical approach was used for the thermal preference scale. 
4.2 Calculation of indices 
4.2.1 Operative temperature 
The expression of comfort by an individual is related to the operative temperature (which is a 
combination of the air and radiant temperatures and the air speed). Using the recorded 
measurements of air temperature, globe temperature and air speed, the operative 





          (1) 
 
where Tr is the mean radiant temperature, Ta the air temperature and V the air speed. The 
measured globe temperature Tg was used to represent the mean radiant temperature (Tr) as 
suggested by Nicol et al., [39], given the likely error in measuring Tr. 
4.2.2 Metabolic rate and clothing insulation  
Metabolic rate was estimated using tables available in ASHRAE 55, based on the subject’s 
activity observed during the 15 minutes prior to the start of the questionnaire. Total clothing 
insulation values Icl are expressed in clo units. The ASHRAE 55 and ISO 9920 standards [40] 
include tables of insulation values for common clothing ensembles in the western world, but 
more recently values for Asian and Middle Eastern communities were proposed in [41], [42]. 
Although the refugees clothing shared a few characteristics with these gulf and Middle Eastern 
ensembles, for example the Hijab or headscarf, other aspects of the ensembles were 
significantly different. For example, in summer, the majority of men wore western style 
trousers and t-shirts, while a few wore traditional head wear, with either western clothes or 
the traditional long dresses, see Figure 3, as opposed to the thinner headwear and white dress 
suggested in [41]. Women on the other hand, wore a headscarf and floor length, long sleeved, 
coloured dresses, and underneath wore a pair of pyjamas, leggings or thin cotton trousers. In 
winter, both males and females wore several layers of clothing when inside their shelters, 
including jackets (Figure 2). In order to calculate the most representative clothing insulation 
values, in most cases the closest ensemble available was used, mainly those provided in [42], 
and then the value of available garments insulation was subtracted or added to it as shown in 






Table 1: Examples of refugee clothing insulation. 
Al Ajami et al., 2008  'islamic dress' Calculated refugee clothing (minimum values) 
  ensemble  Icl (clo) ensemble  Icl (clo) 
Women 
Summer 
Bra, pants, sandals, long dress, 
hijab  
0.8 
Bra, pants, long bottoms, long 




Bra, pants, shoes, socks, thicker 
dress, hijab 
1.15 
Bra, pants, long bottoms, long 




T-shirt, short bottoms, long 
dress, sandals, headwear  
0.69 
Men western style clothing: Men 





T-shirt, short bottoms, long 
serwal (bottoms), long dress, 
socks, shoes, headwear  
0.79 
Men western style clothing: Men 
briefs, t-shirt, long sleeve 





Figure 2: Examples of indoor winter clothing. It is clear that occupants wore several layers to 




Figure 3: Examples of indoor summer clothing. Men had a greater flexibility than women in 
adapting their clothing between seasons.  
 
4.2.3 The predicted mean vote model 
The adaptive comfort model uses a questionnaire to obtain the occupants’ actual thermal 
sensation votes while recording indoor environmental variables. By contrast, the Predicted 
Mean Vote (PMV) model developed by Fanger predicts an occupant sensation vote based on 
the heat balance of the human body taking into account indoor environmental variables and 
the influence of clothing and metabolic rate [43]:  
 
PMV =  (0.303 e −0.036M +  0.028) L           (2) 
 
where M is metabolic rate and L the thermal load. (This is defined as the difference between 
the internal heat production and the heat loss to the actual environment.) 
 
The PMV of each individual was calculated using a visual basic routine [44] based on 
guidance and equations available in ISO-7730 [43].  
4.3 Regression methods 
Given that the votes and spot measurements of the environmental variables in the dwellings 
were recorded simultaneously, regression can be used to estimate the temperature at which 
a population will feel neutral and the range of temperatures the majority (80%) are likely to 
feel comfortable over. Simple and multiple linear regressions are the most widely used 
methods for modelling occupant thermal sensation in field studies [10, 11, 13, 19, 33, 45-52]. 
In our case, the simple linear regression method consists of plotting the TSV recorded from 
the refugees against the indoor operative temperature (To) and drawing the regression line; 









Tn  =  −𝑏/𝑎 .           (4) 
 
The surveyed data was collated into 1°C intervals before the regression was completed, in 
line with [10]. 
 
The gradient, α, of the linear regression indicates the temperature perturbation needed for a 
change of 1 unit in TSV. It is therefore a measure of occupant sensitivity to indoor temperature 
changes and gives the degree to which a population is able to adapt to changes in the thermal 
environment. Less steep gradients are indicative of a larger range of temperatures (termed 
the comfort band) over which occupants consider themselves to be comfortable, and can be 
associated with more effectively adapted and less sensitive occupants who are able to tolerate 
exposure to a wider range of indoor operative temperatures [19] [53]. 
 
Similarly, Tn can be obtained through a simple linear regression using the TPVs of the whole 
population instead of the TSVs. This is known as the preferred neutral temperature and it is 
sometimes argued that it is a more appropriate indication of the optimum comfort temperature 
[10]. 
 
However, there are some statistical issues in the use of linear regression in thermal comfort 
research. Such issues arise from modelling an ordinal response, such as TSV, using a 
continuous model [54] in addition to the extreme simplicity of the linear model. Hence, several 
works propose logistic regression as an alternative [55]. Multinominal logistic regression [56] 
predicts the probability of a dependent variable, in our case TSV or TPV, which can take more 





) = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑇𝑜         (5) 
 





          (6) 
 
In this case, the neutral temperature can be interpreted as the temperature corresponding to 
the highest probability of having a neutral TSV (i.e. a TSV between -1 and 1). 
 
Both the linear and logistic regression assume that the only variable with influence over TSV 
is the operative temperature. Given other variables were included in the measurements made 
in the shelters and of the occupants, it is natural to ask if any of these influenced the thermal 
sensation or thermal preference votes of the refugees, and if so, by how much. Multiple logistic 







) = 𝛽0 + 𝛽1𝑋1 + 𝛽2𝑋2 + ⋯ + 𝛽𝐾𝑋𝐾      (7) 
 
Examples of influences would be the air temperature, the relative humidity and the clothing 
level of the refugees. 
 
We use all three forms of regression to analyse the data from the thermal comfort surveys in 
the camps. The Mann–Whitney U test is used to compare differences between samples and 
the significance level is 0.05. 
5. Results and discussion 
5.1 Social survey 
The average number of members per household was 6.2. It was found that 87% of 
respondents had adapted their shelter (Figure 4 a, b). The most common adaptations to the 
shelters were expanding the shelter by lightweight structures such as fabric or metal sheeting. 
Over 35% of families cut an additional window in Azraq while less than 5% did the same in 
Zaatari. Moreover, it was observed that the high-level pipe openings provided for ventilation 
in Azraq shelters tended to blocked by residents to eliminate sand ingress in summer and cold 
draughts in winter. Provision of security and safety was cited as the most important aspect in 
the design of a shelter, followed by thermal comfort then privacy (Figure 5). In Azraq, which 
suffers from harsher summers, the provision of thermal comfort was cited by 22% of 
respondents as the most important aspect in shelter design, and as the second most important 
by 44%, compared to 25% and 28% respectively in Zaatari. In addition, families were asked 
to rank their satisfaction with certain aspects of their shelter from (1) to (5) with (1) being very 
unsatisfied and (5) being very satisfied. The majority of families reported that they found their 
shelters to be unbearably hot in July and August, while they also found it freezing in winters 
especially at nights. Overall, 85% of the families were unsatisfied or very unsatisfied with the 
thermal conditions in summer while only 33% said the same in winter (Figure 6). However, in 
Azraq 100% of families said they were unsatisfied or very unsatisfied with the thermal 
conditions in summer compared to 18% in winter. While in Zaatari, the percentage of 
unsatisfied/very unsatisfied families in winter was 48% compared to 73% in summer. With 
regards to safety/security, 75% of the families were satisfied or very satisfied with the safety 




(a)    
(b)   
Figure 4: (a) Zaatari: caravans adapted by covering the area between the shelters and 
pouring a concrete floor in the interior covered court-yard. (b) Azraq: adaptation by 
enclosing the outside and adding an interior layer of aluminium foam insulation. 
 
 
Figure 5: Ranking of design considerations from the social survey; several families were only 





Figure 6: Satisfaction with basic shelter parameters from the social survey. 
5.2 Thermal adaptation 
In both the summer and winter surveys, families were asked about their thermal adaptation 
strategies. No options were given; instead the families just reported in freeform what they did 
to cope with the heat or cold. 
5.2.1 Summer 
The most reported coping mechanism in summer was to shower or pour water onto 
themselves with their clothes on, repeatedly throughout the day (Figure 7). The second most 
common strategy was using wet towels wrapped around their head, neck or shoulders in 
Zaatari and spraying the screed floors with water in Azraq. Removing carpets and sitting on 
the screed floor was frequently reported in Azraq, while many families in Zaatari reported 
sitting in the covered courtyards with screed flooring that the occupants had created between 
their caravans. 79% of the families kept the windows open all the time, with “dust” and 
“sandstorms” being the most common reason for closing windows – 61% of the time, other 
reasons included security and privacy (19%), feeling cold at night (13%) and bugs (7%). 50% 
of the families in Azraq reported having limited ability to adapt their clothing, especially women 
as they kept doors and windows open, while only 35% felt the same in Zaatari, this is mainly 
because Zaatari residents had more freedom in adapting their shelters, changing the 
orientation of the caravans and building extensions to create a more private space while still 




Over 90% of the families used a gas heater as the main method of keeping warm (Figure 8). 
The heater was reportedly kept on for an average of 10 hours a day. In addition to using a 
gas heater, using blankets was cited by 40% of the families as a winter strategy; and covering 
the floor with a carpet by 33%. The coolth of the concrete flooring, which was desired in 
summer, was frequently reported as a source of discomfort in winter. Other sources of 
discomfort cited were gaps and draughts around the structure (68%), and the type of building 
materials used in the shelters (55%). Several considered the inability to use the gas heater at 
night due to safety concerns, or during the day due to lack of fuel, as a main reason for 
discomfort (18%). Families were asked whether they ventilated frequently during winter: 23% 
responded yes, 64% reported that they were only doing so during the day while it was sunny 
outside. 22% said that they maintained background ventilation by not blocking ventilation 
pipes or gaps in the structure, or opening an interior door/window onto a self-built and 
therefore draughty extension. 
 
Some of the families had savings, work permits or were receiving help from relatives, which 
meant they had access to more means of adaptation, for example, buying insulation boards 
and additional gas cylinders. It was observed that most refugees wore many layers of clothing 
when indoors in winter despite this being reported as an adaptation strategy by only 15% (in 
Figure 8). Moreover, when asked about their movement throughout the day, it was found that 
on average 50% and 28% of families spent their time in semi-outdoor spaces such as shaded 
courtyards and enclosed external spaces; in summer and winter respectively (Figure 9); 




Figure 7: Thermal adaptation methods in summer. ‘Total’ refers to both camps combined. 
Showering in this case was reported as a cooling strategy, not for hygiene, and takes place 





Figure 8: Thermal adaptation methods in winter, ‘others’ includes drinking hot drinks, sitting 
in the sun. 
 
Figure 9: Time spent in the semi-outdoor spaces of the shelters; the question asked was 




5.3 Thermal comfort survey 
In total 336 surveys were completed, 160 in summer and 176 in winter; 58% of respondents 
were female. The age of the respondents varied between 13 and 92 years; the mean and 
standard deviation (SD) was 34.6 ±14.11 years (Table 2). In summer, the mean TSV was 1.4 
for the total population of Azraq and Zaatari, which is on the warm side of the ASHRAE thermal 
comfort scale. In winter, the mean TSV for the total population was -0.5 which is close to 
neutral (0), indicating higher thermal satisfaction in winter than in summer. This could be due 
to the fact that the surveys were conducted during the day (9:30-15:00) when outdoor 
temperatures in winter were more modest, or it might be due to the greater potential for 
clothing adaptation in winter discussed later. All the parameters reported in Table 2, 3 and 4 
are approximately normally distributed [57], except for the air speed which shows a strong 
positively skewed distribution, and hence its standard deviation (SD) is not useful in describing 
the data. 
 
Table 2: Characteristics of male and female respondents. Data are mean ±SD. 
  No. Subject Age (years) Height (cm) Weight (kg) 
  M F M F M F M F 
Azraq 
Summer 43 41 35.4±11.6 33.5±13.7 171.9±7.5 159.8±4.3 75.4±13.7 66.0±12.1 
Winter 33 56 39.1±14.7 35.8±13.9 174.2±8.3 160.8±7.2 74.8±14.7 71.8±17.2 
Zaatari 
Summer 33 43 31.8±13.5 32.1±14.9 169.9±9.1 161.0±6.6 69.1±12.5 68.8±14.7 
Winter 32 55 35.2±16.6 34.0±14.3 171.3±8.9 159.3±5.0 77.7±13.3 75.3±15.6 
 
Table 3: Thermal votes and clothing insulation values for males and females in both camps 
and seasons. Data are mean ±SD. 
  TSV TPV Clothing (clo) 
  M F M F M F 
Azraq 
Summer 1.5±1.2 1.6±1.3 -1.4±0.7 -1.5±0.6 0.50±0.07  0.93±0.05  
Winter -0.1±0.8 -0.4±0.8 0.5±0.7 0.6±0.7 1.20±0.21 1.54±0.27 
Zaatari 
Summer 0.7±1.1 1.5±1.2 -1.0±0.7 -1.3±0.6 0.47±0.06  0.93±0.08  
Winter -0.5±0.9 -0.7±1.2 0.7±0.7 0.8±0.8 1.02±0.32 1.48±0.26 
 
Table 4: Environmental parameters. Data are mean ±SD. The minimum indoor temperature 
recorded was 12°C and the maximum 37°C. 
    Indoor RH (%) Indoor Av (m/s) Indoor To (°C ) Tout (°C ) 
  M F M F M F  
Azraq 
Summer 22.3±6.8 25.0±5.2 0.14 0.11 33.3±2.5 32.5±2.4 33.7±2.4 
Winter 42.7±7.4 38.8±8.6 0.00 0.00 18.9±1.9 19.5±2.2 13.0±2.3 
Zaatari 
Summer 38.4±6.0 37.5±6.8 0.19 0.21 31.2±2.3 30.8±2.2 31.5±3.2 
Winter 37.9±6.5 37.1±7.9 0.03 0.10 18.3±2.0 17.9±2.5 11.2±1.9 
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5.3.1 The relationship between thermal sensation and thermal preference 
It is reasonable to expect that those who vote ‘neutral’ on the thermal sensation scale will vote 
‘no change’ on the thermal preference scale. While those who feel cold/warm will prefer a 
change in their environment. For example, a study in a naturally ventilated office building in 
China found that the vast majority of occupants (95%) who voted ‘neutral’ preferred ‘no 
change’ [31]. On the other hand, several studies have highlighted that votes on the thermal 
sensation and thermal preference scale may not be consistent. Indraganti et al., [58] found a 
preference for cooler indoor environments in southern India regardless of occupant thermal 
sensation votes. In hot and humid climates, Damiati et al., [59] found that 19% of those who 
voted neutral preferred a cooler temperature. In this study we found that in winter, there was 
a prevalence of ‘no change’ preference votes when the votes on the thermal sensation scale 
were on the warm side (1 to 3); while in summer 100% of those who felt ‘slightly cool’ preferred 
no change (Figure 10). This supports the “semantic artefact hypothesis” [10] that people prefer 
warm thermal sensations in winter and cool ones in summer. Furthermore, 68% of the people 
who voted ‘neutral’ in summer reported a preference for ‘a bit/much cooler’ environment while 
in winter 34% of the ‘neutral’ people preferred it to be ‘a bit warmer’. This could indicate that 
refugees tolerate and thus adapt to their environment because they are unable to change it, 
but given the means they would prefer to ‘improve’ it. This was reinforced in the comments of 
the refugees where they have reported that they had come to accept their loss, and throughout 
the interviews, they repeatedly stressed that they were “grateful to be alive” or for having “a 
safe place” whenever asked about their satisfaction and preferences. 
 
 
Figure 10: Distribution of TPV expressed as a percentage (%) for the different TSV in both 
seasons. 
 
Figure 11 shows the cumulative percentage of wanting to be cooler (-1 and -2) and wanting 
to be warmer (1 and 2) against the thermal sensation scale. Both lines intersect at the neutral 
point. In a study by Indraganti et al., [13] they found that the “wanting to be cooler” and 
“wanting to be warmer” curves did not intersect at the neutral point, and the reasons given to 
justify the shift toward the cool side of the scale were either issues with the translation and the 
terminology used within the scale in Japanese, or because the survey was conducted only in 
summer. Humphreys et al., [45] note that translating the ASHRAE scale into different 
languages results in irregularities in the way it behaves, and that such irregularities are more 
attributable to the exact meaning of the words used rather than the actual thermal sensation. 
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Figure 11 accounts for both seasons, and therefore the fact that in this study the curves 
intersect at the neutral point is a powerful validation of our numerical approach to the 
questionnaire (explained in (4.1.2) and published in appendix B). 
 
 
Figure 11: “Wanting to be cooler” and “wanting to be warmer” intersect at the neutral point 
on the thermal sensation scale. Logistic curves have been fitted to the data—with the data 
collated into 1°C bins. 
5.3.2 The neutral temperature 
We use simple linear regression (equation (4)) to derive the neutral temperature Tn for the 
whole population as explained in section 4.3. We use 1°C operative temperature intervals and 
discard intervals with only one vote. Tables 5,6 and 7 show the gradient (α) and intercept (b) 
of the fitted linear models together with the p-value for the gradient and the coefficient of 
determination (R2). The p-value for the gradient tests the null hypothesis that the predictor (To) 
has no effect on the response variable (TSV), i.e. that the coefficient is equal to zero. A low 
p-value (<0.05) indicates that we can reject the null hypothesis. R2 measures the proportion 
of variability in the response variable that can be explained using the predictor. 
 
The thermal sensation and thermal preference regression lines (Figure 12) intersect with the 
neutral axis at almost exactly the same point and therefore give similar neutral temperatures 
(Tn): 22.7±0.75°C and 23.0±0.40°C, respectively (calculated value ± one standard error SE, 
Table 5).  
 
According to the statistical assumption underlying Fanger’s model [7], 80% thermal 
acceptability corresponds to a TSV between -0.85 and 0.85. This assumption is the same 
used in the adaptive comfort approach to define comfort bands for 80% acceptability using 
the TSV linear regression equation [10]. By substituting ±0.85 for TSV in the linear regression 
equation, the derived comfort temperature band for the whole surveyed population is seen to 
extend from 16.8°C to 28.5°C. The linear regression slope was 0.14/°C for the TSV of the 
whole population. This is a low angled slope; other studies in hot and dry climates [22, 48, 49] 
had a TSV gradient ranging from 0.13/°C to 0.25/°C. As explained earlier, less steep 




 Table 5. Linear regression. 
  α b p-value R2 Tn ± SE(°C) 
TSV 0.1446 -3.2762 0.000 0.855 22.7±0.75 
TPV -0.1390 3.1958 0.000 0.951 23.0±0.40 
 
 
Figure 12: Linear regression models with 95% confidence bands. 
5.3.3 Seasonal differences in the neutral temperature 
Splitting the data into the summer and winter periods we find that in winter the gradient is less 
steep (Table 6), this means that people were more sensitive to changes in temperatures in 
summer and, therefore, summer is the season which posed more difficulties for their thermal 
adaptation. This might be expected, since in winter people had more means of adaptation 
(gas heating, clothing) than in summer (limited clothing adaptation opportunities for 
sociocultural reasons). The Tn calculated by using TSV for the summer season is about 5°C 
higher than in winter: 26.5±0.55°C and 21.8±1.30°C respectively. However, by using TPV we 
obtain very different results: 22.3±0.60°C in summer and 25.3±1.25°C in winter. While this 
could be explained by the above mentioned semantic artefact hypothesis, it should be noted 
that the difference we observe is much higher than the maximum 1.5K observed by De dear 
and Brager [10]. 
 
   Table 6. Season-separated linear regression.  
   α(/°C) b p-value R2 Tn ± SE(°C) 
TSV 
Summer 0.2413 -6.4016 0.000 0.897 26.5±0.55 
Winter 0.1551 -3.3859 0.008 0.559 21.8±1.30 
TPV 
Summer -0.1330 2.9707 0.000 0.886 22.3±0.60 
Winter -0.0967 2.4511 0.005 0.609 25.3±1.25 
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5.3.4 Gender differences in the neutral temperature 
Women were found to be slightly more sensitive (Table 7). This is in agreement with previous 
research [60, 46]. However, this was not necessarily only due to physiological differences but, 
in this particular context, could be attributable to differences in allowable clothing adaptation. 
However, in order to test if the two gradients of Table 7 are statistically significant, a 
multivariate linear model was computed for TSV having as predictors To, the gender and their 
interaction To*gender. The results of the model indicate that the interaction term is statistically 
significant (p<0.05), hence the coefficient of To depends on the gender.  
 
            Table 7. Gender-separated results of the linear regression analysis for TSV.  
   α(/°C) b p-value R2 Tn ± SE(°C) 
TSV 
Women 0.1584 -3.5150 0.000 0.892 22.2±0.85 
Men 0.1226 -2.7319 0.000 0.794 22.3±1.30 
 
5.3.5 Predicted mean vote (PMV) 
After calculating the PMV of each individual as described in 4.2.3, linear regression was then 
used to calculate the Tn and comfort bands based on the PMV. This allows us to compare it 
with the Tn calculated above using the actual TSV and check if the model is suitable for 
predicting the refugees’ thermal sensation. A comparison between the predicted PMV and the 
actual TSV shows that the Tn(PMV) is 0.5K lower than Tn(TSV).  However, the comfort band 
derived for ±0.85 suggested by Fanger for 80% acceptability is 18.1°C to 26.3°C, which is 1 
to 2 degrees narrower on either side than the TSV comfort bands. Fanger’s model is therefore 
underestimating the adaptive potential of the Azraq and Zaatari population. This is expected 
as the PMV model has been shown to predict narrower comfort ranges by several researchers 
[13]. This also indicates that the PMV is not a suitable model for use under such 
circumstances. The slope of the PMV regression line is 0.21/°C which is much lower than 
Fanger’s 0.33/°C [7]. By contrast, our slope for the summer season (in which people had 
limited means of adaptation) is 0.31/°C (i.e. close to that given by PMV) supporting the 
observation that the PMV is only a suitable indicator of thermal comfort when people have 
limited or no adaptation opportunities (Table 8).  
 
 Table 8. Linear regression for PMV.  
   α(/°C) b p-value R2 Tn ± SE(°C) 
PMV 
Overall 0.2074 -4.6050 0.000 0.955 22.2±0.50 
Summer 0.3146 -8.0401 0.000 0.988 25.6±0.15 
Winter 0.1783 -4.0062 0.000 0.830 22.5±0.70 
 
5.3.6 Logistic regression 
As explained in the methodology, we used both linear and logistic regression to analyse our 
data. This double approach allows us to compare our outcomes to other research papers as 




Logistic regression was conducted for the TSV following the approach used by [19, 55, 61]. 
This allows us to compare the comfort temperature band derived from the logistic regression 
model with the one predicted by the linear model. The objective variable to be modelled is 
therefore the thermal sensation vote, which takes ordinal values in the range of [-3, 3]. For the 
application and analysis of the logistic model, it is more suitable to reduce the seven 
categories to the three classes cold, comfortable, hot, with: 
 
● 𝑇𝑆𝑉 < −1 classified as cold, 
● −1 ≤ 𝑇𝑆𝑉 ≤ 1 classified as comfortable, 
● 𝑇𝑆𝑉 > 1 considered as hot. 
 
The internal operative temperature (To) is the predictor since we are interested in identifying 
the comfort temperature bands of the occupants. It is worth noting that, while the linear 
methods used binned data, the logistic model is fitted by using the separate votes of the 
individuals, hence the dis(comfort) probabilities of Figure 13 are only shown for reference. 
 
After the regression was computed, the probabilities (given by equation (6)) of having a hot, 
𝑃(𝑇𝑆𝑉 > 1), cold, 𝑃(𝑇𝑆𝑉 < −1), and comfortable, 𝑃(−1 ≤ 𝑇𝑆𝑉 ≤ 1) vote; are then given by 
the following equations derived by fitting the logistic regression to the data:  
 
𝑃(𝑇𝑆𝑉 > 1) =
𝑒𝑥𝑝{−11.1786+0.3437𝑇𝑜}
1+𝑒𝑥𝑝{−11.1786+0.3437𝑇𝑜}
        (9) 
 
𝑃(𝑇𝑆𝑉 < −1) =
𝑒𝑥𝑝{4.2310−0.3252𝑇𝑜}
1+𝑒𝑥𝑝{4.2310−0.3252𝑇𝑜}
   and                 (10) 
 
𝑃(−1 ≤ 𝑇𝑆𝑉 ≤ 1) = 1 − {𝑃(𝑇𝑆𝑉 > 1) +  𝑃(𝑇𝑆𝑉 < −1)}               (11) 
 
All the coefficients are statistically significant at p<0.001. 
 
According to the ASHRAE thermal comfort standard 55-2013 [23], a thermal environment is 
regarded as comfortable when more than 80% of the occupants find it thermally acceptable; 
in terms of thermal sensation vote (TSV), this means that they are feeling between ‘slightly 
cool’ and ‘slightly warm’. In other words, the comfort band range is the range of temperatures 
which correspond to a probability of having 𝑃(−1 ≤ 𝑇𝑆𝑉 ≤ 1) higher than 80% as predicted 
by the logistic model.  Based on this criterion, the comfort temperature band for the occupants 
of Azraq and Zaatari camps spans from 17.2°C to 28.4°C (Figure 13). This comfort band is 





Figure 13: Dis(comfort) probability for the multinomial logistic model with 95% confidence 
bands. TSV-based Tn = 22.8°C. 
5.3.7 Multiple logistic regression 
Simple logistic or linear regression assumes that a single variable (in our case To) explains 
the response of the population. However, it is likely that other variables play a part, and 
knowing their relative influence would be of use in informing the design of more appropriate 
shelters. A multiple regression framework can be used to calculate the influence of each 
variable.  
The selected potential predictor variables were: 
 Ta (internal air temperature, °C), 
 RH (internal relative humidity, %), 
 Tg (internal globe temperature, °C) 
 Icl (clothing insulation, clo), 
 Va (internal air speed, m/s), 
 MET (metabolic rate of the subject, met), 
 SEX (0=male/1=female), 
 AGE (age of the subject, years), 
 CAMP (0=Azraq/1=Zaatari). 
To was not used because it includes some of the other variables (Ta and Va) in its definition. 
Prior to the analysis, the continuous variables were standardized by subtracting the mean and 
dividing by the standard deviation; this makes it possible to directly compare the 
dimensionless coefficients generated (Table 9 and 10). 
 
Table 9. Results of the multiple logistic regression (summer). 
  coef SE p-value [95.0% conf. int.] 
Intercept -2.4804 0.32 0.000 -3.10 -1.86 
Ta 2.9522 0.41 0.000 2.14 3.76 
Va -0.7506 0.23 0.001 -1.20 -0.30 
Icl  0.7335 0.31 0.018 0.13 1.34 
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Table 10. Results of the multiple logistic regression (winter). 
  coef SE p-value [95.0% conf. int.] 
Intercept -4.0257 0.58 0.000 -5.17 -2.89 
Ta -2.5446 0.57 0.000 -3.66 -1.43 
Va 0.5951 0.21 0.004 0.19 1.00 
 
As would be expected, Ta was found to be the most important predictor of discomfort in both 
summer and winter (Table 9 and 10). CAMP, AGE, SEX and RH were found not to be 
significant predictors, this means that occupant thermal perception does not statistically differ 
between the camps and that AGE, RH and SEX does not influence TSV. It is interesting that 
relative humidity in both camps and during both seasons is extremely low, this would facilitate 
thermal adaptation, as the cooling due to sweating is enhanced [62]. Icl was found to be a 
significant predictor for hot discomfort (i.e. in summer) but not for cold discomfort (i.e. winter), 
while Va is a statistically significant predictor for both. At increasing air speeds the discomfort 
temperature increases for both women and men in winter, for example, if air temperature 
remained constant, a 0.1 m/s increase in air speed, means a 13% increase in the probability 
of having a cold vote. While by holding Icl and Ta fixed, a 0.1m/s increase in Va, means a 17% 
decrease in the probability of having a hot vote (Figure 14). High Icl values in summer increase 
the thermal sensation vote of occupants (Figure 14). This suggests that future shelter design 
should allow occupants to have the privacy needed for adapting their clothing to minimum 
desirable levels, for example by the covering of windows, and yet not restrict air movement—
a potential design tension. 
 
 
Figure 14: Dis(comfort) probability for 1°C operative temperature intervals and fitted multiple 
logistic models for the probability of having a hot (red) and cold (blue) vote at different Icl and 
Va values. 
 
That Icl is a predictor of comfort is not surprising as it is widely accepted that clothing levels 
have a significant influence on peoples’ thermal sensation [23, 39, 42]. A change of 1clo 
corresponds to approximately 6°C in the neutral temperature [23]. (The adaptive thermal 
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comfort theory assumes that occupants are able to adapt to their environment by changing 
their clothing [23].)  
 
We found that an increase of 0.5 in Icl corresponded to a 53% increase in the probability of 
having a hot vote, assuming the air temperature and air speed remained constant. The limited 
ability, especially of female respondents, to adapt clothing in summer undoubtedly contributed 
to their higher sensitivity shown in 5.3.4. In winter, respondents were dressed for the outdoors 
even while being indoors, wearing multiple layers and sometimes even outdoor coats or 
jackets, this explains the high Icl values shown in Figure 15. In winter, the need to dress for 
the outdoors while being indoors in order to keep warm, not only illustrates aspects of the 
current shelter designs but has also probably contributed to some of the neutral votes given, 
despite the low temperatures recorded. A study in central southern China in winter [63] 
obtained a neutral temperature of 11.5°C for rural populations and 14°C for urban populations. 
The study attributed such low neutral temperatures to the high mean Icl (2 clo) of the surveyed 
population, in addition to psychological adaptation. A study in Iran [22] showed a low 
correlation between To and clothing insulation in summer but a greater correlation in winter 
due to similar cultural issues as those faced in this study; in which people were dressed to the 
minimum socially acceptable limit in summer, while in winter they were freer to choose the 
level of clothing that would make them comfortable. 
 
 
Figure 15: Female clothing insulation diversity was very restricted in summer, with almost no 
variations in Icl. In addition, Icl of women in summer is twice that of men.  
5.4. Comparison with the Adaptive Standards 
It is interesting that the Tn calculated using linear regression for TSV (22.7°C), for TPV (23°C), 
and using multinomial logistic regression for TSV (22.8°C) are so close, approximately 23°C. 
However, one of the main implications of the adaptive theory is that thermal neutrality is not 
the same between seasons, and that it is expected to be higher in summer and lower in winter, 
this is exactly what we see when we seasonally separate the data. Indeed, the Tn we 
calculated for each season fits well with the ASHRAE-55 comfort bands using the historical 
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Figure 16: Neutral temperature and comfort limits found in this study in relation to the 
ASHRAE adaptive model. 
 
6. Conclusions 
This work represents the first such work with this understudied population of refugees living 
in camps; in addition, we publish a new questionnaire for use in foreign languages (see 
appendix B). We believe that our approach to conducting a survey, where the correct meaning 
of the ASHRAE scale terminology was achieved through a numerical approach rather than 
using a description, could be used in other languages were literal translation from English 
could not be used. In addition, given the use of interviews, rather than questionnaires 
completed by the respondents unaided, added rigour by giving the potential to explain the 
meaning of the questions and stressing that the questions related to the present moment, 
rather than feelings of comfort in general over past week or month. Plotting the TPV and TSV 
cumulative probability distributions against each other, showed that our new survey method 
gives the same neutral point for both approaches, and neutral temperatures within 0.3°C of 
each other. Thereby strongly validating our approach and solving the issues previous 
researchers reported with respect to translating the comfort scales into other languages. 
 
The main findings are: 
 
 Provision of security and safety were cited as the most important considerations in the 
design of a shelter, then thermal comfort, then privacy. 75% of the families were satisfied 
or very satisfied with the safety of their shelters.  
 Fanger’s predicted mean vote model was found to underestimate the adaptive potential 
of the population, with the refugees more adapted to higher temperatures than predicted 
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by the PMV. This suggests that the PMV is not a suitable model for use under such 
circumstances. 
 The majority of families reported that they found their shelters to be unbearably hot in July 
and August, while they also found it freezing in winter especially at night.  
 Overall, a higher thermal satisfaction level was reported in winter than in summer. 
 50% of the families in Azraq reported having limited ability to adapt their clothes, 
especially women; while only 35% felt the same in Zaatari. This is mainly because Zaatari 
residents had more freedom in adapting their shelters to create a more private space 
while still allowing ventilation. 
 The coolth of the concrete flooring was desired in summer, but was frequently reported 
as a source of discomfort in winter. Other sources of discomfort cited were gaps and 
draughts around the structure (68%), and the building materials used in the shelters 
(55%).  
 Most refugees wore many layers of clothing when indoors in winter and used evaporative 
cooling to achieve comfort in summer—including showering with clothes on.  
 All three assessments and analysis methods gave the same neutral temperature (Tn), 
23°C. 
 When Tn was calculated separately for each season using linear regression for TSV, the 
summer Tn was 4.7K higher than winter, fitting well with the ASHRAE adaptive model. 
 The summertime Tn was found to be 4.2K lower when calculated using the TPV linear 
regression equation than with TSV. While in winter it was 3.5K higher when using TPV. 
Such discrepancy between the Tn(TSV) and Tn(TPV) for each season is much higher than 
that observed in literature and therefore could not be explained by the “semantic artefact 
hypothesis” alone. 
 The comfort band found using logistic regression ranged from 17.2°C to 28.4°C –
suggesting a significant adaptability of the refugees, but not one equal to the temperature 
range found on site. 
 The level of clothing and the air speed were found to highly influence the TSV. 
 Tensions between the need for ventilation, privacy, security and avoiding sand ingress 
were identified, and this points to a need to re-evaluate shelter ventilation in general. 
However, given the extreme conditions recorded, natural cross ventilation alone will not 
be sufficient in achieving summer comfort. Combining this with the observation that, due 
to safety and lack of resource, the refugees have no means of heating at night, a shelter 
solution that successfully includes better insulation, and possibly thermal mass would 
seem important. 
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Appendix A: Tables 
 
Table A1: Instruments specification 
Measurement Type Accuracy Resolution Range 
Interior Ta , 















0 to 50°C,  
0 to 80°C,  
0 to 100% 



















Kipp & Zonen 
SP Lite Silicon 
Pyranometer  
Ta < ±0.3K  


























0 to 60m/s 
0 to 359° 
 
 
0 to 2000 
w/m2  
(T = -30°C to 
+70°C) 
 



















3 hot  
حاادج ر  ريتك(
م)بوش          
2 warm 
much 
warmer حار (م)بوش 
  ريثكب ىفدا
)ىفدا ريتك( 
1 slightly warm A bit warmer 
حار لايلق ادج  يوش(
م)بوش 
 يوش( ليلقب ىفدا
)ىفدا 
0 neutral no change يحايد )يدايح( )ريغت لا( ريغت لا 
-1 slightly cool A bit cooler 
بادر لايلق ادج ب(ا در
)يوش 
 يوش( ليلقب دربا
)دربا 
-2 cool much cooler بادر )درب(  
 ريتك( ريثكب دربا
)دربا 
-3 cold  





Appendix B: The adapted thermal comfort questionnaire published in English to allow translation to 
other languages (Levantine dialect): 
 
Part 1: Thermal Sensation 
 
Thermally speaking, at this moment in time, are you feeling absolutely neutral or feeling a sensation 
of heat or coolth (no matter how little) 
a neutral )يدايح( 
b a sensation of heat )بوشلاب روعش( 
c a sensation of coolth  روعش()هدوربلاب  
 
if b, from scale of 1 to 3 how hot are you feeling, with one being a little bit  )يوش(and 3 being a lot 
)ريتك( 
1                   2                        3 
if c, from scale of 1 to 3 how cold are you feeling, with one being a little bit  )يوش(and 3 being a lot 
)ريتك( 
1                   2                        3 






b3 3 Hot 
b2 2 Warm 
b1 1 Slightly warm 
a 0 Neutral 
c1 -1 Slightly cool 
c2 -2 Cool 
c3 -3 Cold 
 
Part 2: Thermal Preferences 
 
1) At this moment in time, do you prefer a change or no change in your thermal environment 
a no change )ريغت لا( 
b change/toward warmth )ءفدلال ريغت( 
c change/toward cold )دربلال ريغت( 
 
2) if b, from scale of 1 to 2 how much warmer would you like it to be compared to NOW 
1 a little bit )يوش( 
2 a lot )رتكا( 
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3) if c, from scale 1 to 2 how much colder would you like it to be compared to NOW 
1 a little bit )يوش( 
2 a lot )رتكا( 
 
  
   
 




Corresponding Preference  
scale 
b2 2 Much warmer 
b1 1 A bit warmer 
a 0 No change 
c1 -1 A bit cooler 




Probabilistic adaptive thermal comfort
This research forms part of the project COLBE (The Creation of Localized and Future
Weather for the Build Environment) funded by the EPSRC. The project aims to define a
method to create local weather files from 2015 to 2080 covering the whole UK at a resolution
of 5 km, and to include files that represent various excursions from the mean: e.g. heat
waves and cold snaps. The work reported in this paper represent a preliminary study on
the creation of a probabilistic adaptive model that takes into account weather variability
when designing naturally ventilated buildings around the world.
As part of this work, a new probabilistic adaptive comfort theory is introduced which
provides new comfort equations for resilient building design. The year-on-year weather
variability is shown to greatly depend on the location. This implies that in some locations
the potential error created by using a single representative year will be greater than in
others. Our new probabilistic method is able to take into account this weather variability
and promote a resilient building design in any location around the world.
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Abstract 
Adaptive thermal comfort theory has become the bedrock of much thinking about how to 
judge if a free-running environment is suitable for human occupation. In design work, the 
conditions predicted by a thermal model, when the model is presented with one possible 
annual weather time series (a reference year), are compared to the limits of human comfort. If 
the temperatures are within the comfort limits, the building is judged to be suitable. However, 
the weather in many locations can vary year-on-year by a considerable margin, and this begs 
the question, how robust are the predictions of adaptive comfort theory likely to be over the 
many years a building might be in use? We answer this question using weather data recorded 
for up to 30 years for locations within each of the five major Köppen climate classifications. 
We find that the variation in the annual time series is so great that the predicted comfort 
temperature frequently lies outside the acceptable range given by the reference year. Return 
periods for the excursions of the time series are calculated for each location. The results for 
one location are then validated using the world's longest temperature record. These results 
suggest that industry and academia would be best advised to move to a probabilistic 
methodology, like the proposed one, when using adaptive comfort theory to judge the likely 
conditions within a building. Extra pertinence is provided by concerns over increases in 
mortality and morbidity in buildings due to a rapidly warming climate. 
Keywords: adaptive thermal comfort, robust building design, Test Reference Year, Design 
Summer Year 
Highlights 
 The variability of historical weather time series studied for locations within each of 
the five major Köppen climate classifications. 
 A new probabilistic adaptive comfort theory introduced. 
 New comfort equations for resilient building design presented. 
1. Introduction 
There has been a growing realisation that the use of a single air temperature to represent the 
preferred temperature of a group of occupants is invalid in the case of free-running buildings 
where occupants have the ability to adjust their environment, for example by altering clothing 
levels and opening windows. In such cases the preferred temperature is better represented by 
the adaptive thermal comfort theory. This accounts for the adaptation of the individuals to the 
external temperature during the previous days. As this results in preferred temperatures rising 
during the summer, and falling in winter, the approach can also lead to lower conditioning 
energy use [1, 2], and hence is a common strategy in low-energy design. The approach has 
been given extra weight by its adoption in building codes and regulations via the ANSI-
ASHRAE Standard 55 [3] and the European EN-15251 [4]. 
 
To apply the approach during the design phase, a thermal simulation of the building is 





thermal comfort theory (which generates a range of acceptable temperatures). If the 
temperatures inside the building are within this range, it is assumed that the occupants will in 
general be satisfied and no conditioning will be needed. This simulation requires a weather 
file for the location in question and, as in most design work, a single representative year of 
weather (observed or artificially created) is used. This begs the question, how different might 
the answer be if a different year of weather was used? I.e. when applied within a design 
setting, rather than a research one, how robust is the adaptive thermal comfort method. As the 
adaptive thermal comfort approach is used for simulating buildings without air conditioning, 
an error here can lead to fatal consequences. In the 2003 European heatwave 14,000 people 
died in Paris alone - almost all in free-running buildings [5]. As the predictions of climate 
change are for a much warmer world [6], with longer, more intense and more frequent 
heatwaves [7-9], there is a growing risk of heat-related morbidity and mortality [10-12] and a 
need to ensure resilient buildings. 
 
Adaptive thermal comfort makes use of a running mean outdoor air temperature taken over 
the previous days. Hence there has been a tacit assumption that the smoothing of the weather 
data that this implies leads to a representative year giving acceptable temperatures that are 
very close to those that would occur in any real year. 
 
In this paper we examine whether this is really so. This is achieved by using approximately 
thirty years of weather data recorded at five locations, one in each of the major climatic 
regions of the world according to the Köppen classification [13], and three additional 
locations in the UK, plus 3,000 years of synthetic data generated for the three UK locations. 
From this data, the range of acceptable temperatures is calculated and a series of statistical 
methods is applied to study how the data spans in both temperature and temporal space. This 
ultimately results in a new probabilistic adaptive thermal comfort model which can be 
directly used for the resilient design, via thermal simulation, of free-running buildings. The 
return periods of this model are validated for London against the Central England 
Temperature Record, which spans 358 years, from 1659 to today; then the predictions are 
themselves validated by comparing the excursions predicted by the model and those given by 
the weather generator. 
1.1. Representative weather 
Building simulation is normally based on the use of representative weather time series. These 
representative weather files summarise weather conditions for a location. This includes 
hourly data on temperature, dew point, direct and diffuse solar radiation, wind speed and 
wind direction, etc. These files are used to estimate the average building energy use and 
carbon emissions [14, 15]. A typical representative weather file is created from historical data 
(usually around 20-30 years of data, depending on data availability), and compiled by 
comparing the cumulative and empirical distribution functions of different meteorological 
variables within the base dataset. 
 
The Test Reference Year (TRY), for example, is composed of 12 separate months of data 
each one chosen to be the most average month among a set of base years [16]. The 
cumulative distribution functions on which the TRY is based are made up of the daily mean 
values of three parameters: dry bulb temperature, cloud cover (used as a proxy for solar 
irradiation), and wind speed. These daily means are computed using hourly values from all 
the months of the base years considered. Component months are chosen using the 





values of temperature, radiation and wind speed combined. In the case of the TRY, each of 
the 3 environmental parameters carries an equal weighting; this was deemed an appropriate 
method for naturally ventilated buildings [16]. 
 
By contrast, the Design Summer Year (DSY) [16] is primarily an attempt to estimate the 
impact of warmer than average summers. It was initially intended for the sizing of 
mechanical cooling systems and is now used for assessing the risk of overheating in naturally 
ventilated buildings. The DSY is the year that falls in the middle of the upper-quartile of the 
base years’ dataset, ranked according to summertime (April to September) average dry bulb 
temperature; this is generally the third warmest summer for a base dataset of 20 years. The 
DSY does not take into account extreme temperatures in individual months or incident solar 
radiation, both of which are of great significance for assessing the overheating performance 
of buildings [17]. This means that periods of high temperature (such as heat waves) in 
relatively cool summers are not considered. This is a problem, as summers such as 2003 
which resulted in so many deaths across Europe are not ranked highly in the base dataset 
when considering average summertime temperature. Various attempts have been made to 
address such concerns, largely by creating new reference years based on warmer periods or 
on predictions of climate change (see, for example: [18-23]). 
 
Although the DSY might be appropriate for measuring overheating duration it is unlikely to 
be suitable for looking at severity of overheating due to its simple selection method [24]. 
Weighted cooling degree hours have been suggested as an alternative metric for the selection 
of a DSY that might solve this [18, 25]. Furthermore, as it is known that different weather 
parameters have a differing influence on the relative risk of overheating for different building 
types [23], three design reference years were selected in [26] based on the daily mean 
temperature, relative humidity and solar radiation respectively. In addition, different 
sampling methods [26, 27] and statistical adjustment methods [28] have been used to develop 
new DSYs but none of them have been found to overcome all the shortcomings in the simple 
DSY selection discussed in [29]. 
 
Here we take a different approach by retaining the reference year and adding resilience by 
making the upper and lower bounds of the comfort equation probabilistic. 
1.2. Adaptive thermal comfort 
The adaptive thermal comfort theory was first introduced by Nicol and Humphreys in the 
1970s [1]. An adaptive model was then incorporated into the ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 55 in 
2004 thanks to the research of Brager and De dear [2] who assembled the ASHRAE RP-884 
database from more than 21,000 thermal comfort measurements primarily in office buildings 
in Thailand, Indonesia, Singapore, Pakistan, Greece, UK, USA, Canada and Australia. The 
adaptive model of the ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 55 [3] and its European counterpart (EN 
15251) [4] are driven by the idea that in free-running spaces there exists a wide band of 
temperatures within which an occupant can find his/her own optimum given sufficient 
adaptive opportunities. 
 
According to the adaptive theory [2, 30], thermal comfort is not merely the result of a body’s 
thermal balance but is the outcome of a continuous process of adaptation involving 
physiological, psychological and behavioural adaptation. The physiological responses of the 
human body to environmental stimuli have been widely studied in the literature [31-33]. 





habituation, relaxation of thermal expectations and gradual change of preferences. 
Behavioural adaptation refers to all the conscious or unconscious actions that, when the 
environmental stimuli are perceived as discomforting, a person can take in order to modify 
the building indoor environment, their personal situation or both of these, such as taking 
on/off clothing, consuming hot/cold food and hot/cold drinks, opening/closing windows and 
doors, and drawing curtains. This is in agreement with the fundamental precept of the 
adaptive model: ‘if a change occurs such as to produce discomfort, people react in ways 
which tend to restore their comfort’ [2]. Of the three forms of adaptive opportunities, this is 
the one in which occupants have the opportunity to play an active role. 
 
Both the ASHRAE and European adaptive comfort models consider the process of thermal 
adaptation as a black box and integrate occupant thermal expectations and adaptive actions in 
a single linear equation predicting indoor comfort temperatures from outdoor temperatures. 
Within the ASHRAE adaptive thermal comfort model [3], the upper and lower allowable 
indoor operative temperature limits (Tupper and Tlower) depend on the outdoor temperature Tout 
(Figure 1): 
 
Tupper = (0.31·Tout + 17.8) + 3.5, and         (1) 
Tlower = (0.31·Tout + 17.8) − 3.5        (2) 
 
where Tout is the prevailing mean outdoor air temperature which can be approximated by the 
exponentially-weighted running mean temperature. In this running mean α is set to 0.8 (the 
ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 55 suggests using a value between 0.6 and 0.9 [3]), hence the 
weights give more importance to the mean daily temperatures of recent days: 
 
Tout = (1 − α) ·[Te(d-1)+α·Te(d-2)+α2·Te(d-3)+α3·Te(d-4)+...]     (3) 
 
where Te(d-1) is the mean outdoor temperature of the day before the day in question, and Te(d-2) 
is the mean outdoor temperature of the day before that, and so on. 
 
The centre point of these bounds, i.e. the comfort temperature (Tcomf), is given by: 
 
Tcomf = 0.31·Tout + 17.8         (4) 
 
The ASHRAE adaptive limits are valid for spaces without any mechanical cooling system 
installed and with no heating system in operation, for prevailing mean outdoor air 
temperatures ranging between 10 and 33.5°C. 
 
Greater detail of the background and use of the adaptive model can be found in references: 
[2, 30]. Despite a series of criticisms of this approach, especially regarding its accuracy when 
compared to Fanger’s heat-balance model [34], this remains the most widely used model for 






Figure 1: Acceptable operative temperature ranges for naturally conditioned spaces according 
to the ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 55-2013. 
1.3. Köppen Climate Classifications 
The Köppen Climate Classification System is the most widely used scheme for classifying 
climates [13]. Its categories are based on the annual and monthly averages of precipitation 
and temperature. It recognizes five major climatic types, each designated by a capital letter. 
Figure 2 shows the distribution of these climates. 
 
Tropical Moist Climates (A) 
Tropical moist climates extend north and south from the equator to approximately 15 to 25° 
of latitude. In these climates all months have average temperatures greater than 18°C and 
annual precipitation greater than 1.5 m. 
 
Dry Climates (B) 
In this climate potential evaporation and transpiration exceed precipitation. These climates 
extend from 20 to 35° north and south of the equator and in large continental regions of the 
mid-latitudes frequently surrounded by mountains. 
 
Moist Subtropical Mid-Latitude Climates (C) 
This climate commonly has warm and humid summers with mild winters. It extends from 30 
to 50° of latitude mostly on the eastern and western borders of continents. During the winter, 
a dominant feature is a mid-latitude cyclone. Convective thunderstorms are common in 
summer. 
 
Moist Continental Mid-Latitude Climates (D) 
Moist continental mid-latitude climates with relatively warm to cool summers and cold 
winters, and existing pole-ward of the C climates. The average temperature of the coldest 
month is less than -3°C and the warmest month greater than 10°C. Winters would be 










Polar Climates (E) 
Polar climates are cold year-round and even the warmest month will be less than 10°C. Such 
climates are found on the northern coast of North America, Europe, Asia, and on the 
landmasses of Antarctica and Greenland. 
 
The locations selected for the study are: Ceará (Brazil, Köppen A), Riyadh (Saudi Arabia, 
Köppen B), Sydney (Australia, Köppen C), Helsinki (Finland, Köppen D), and Nuuk 
(Greenland, Köppen E). 
 
 
Figure 2: Major Köppen climate classifications; adapted from [13]. UK*: London, 
Manchester and Edinburgh. 
 
2. Materials 
In the following we introduce the historical and synthetic weather files used in this paper. 
2.1. Base years 
The National Centers for Environmental Information (NCEI), from the National Oceanic and 
Atmospheric Administration (NOAA), provides public access under request to a large 
database of global environmental data. This database was used to create the mean daily 
temperatures of the last thirty years (up to 2015) of five locations (Ceará, Riyadh, Sydney, 
Helsinki and Nuuk) corresponding to the five Köppen regions (A-E). In the case of Sydney, 
only 18 years of data were available. 
 
In addition, the British Academic Data Centre (BADC) repository [35] was used to create 22 
years of data for London, Manchester, and Edinburgh in the UK (Köppen C), and to build 
TRY and DSY. 
2.2. Synthetic Weather 
Given the limitations in the length of the historical weather record in many locations, interest 





programs use the observed long-term statistical weather record at a location to produce an 
hourly time series of the common weather variables. 
 
Two advantages of weather generators over other data sources are that they can provide a 
near infinite number of possible years of weather, and they can be run into the future, thereby 
accounting for climate change. The weather generator used in this work was that used by the 
UK Climate Impacts Programme [36]. The probabilistic projection methodology in UKCP09 
involves sampling climate modelling uncertainties by combining results from perturbed 
variants of the UK Met Office global climate model (HadCM3) with projections from an 
ensemble of four alternative international climate models used by the fourth IPCC assessment 
report [37]. Running the weather generator involves declaring a time period and a world 
carbon emission scenario. In this work the time slice was set to the 2020s, as this is the 
closest to the current date, and the emission scenario to low (to create the minimum 
perturbation from current weather). 3,000 years of weather was generated for London, 
Edinburgh and Manchester. 
2.3. Central England Temperature Record 
The Central England Temperature record was originally published by Gordon Manley in 
1953 and subsequently extended and updated in 1974 [38], following many decades of work. 
The mean surface air temperatures, for the Midlands region of England, are given from the 
year 1659 to the present (daily since 1772). This record represents the longest series of 
temperature observations in existence. 
3. Methods 
The methodology is presented in Figure 3 and consists of the following steps: 
1. Extract the multi-year daily weather time series for all the study locations (one in each 
of the five major Köppen climate classifications and three in the UK) and create the 
representative years for the UK locations (London, Edinburgh and Manchester). Any 
missing data in the observed time series was replaced with data just prior to the 
missing section. 
2. Use equations (1) to (4) to transform the multi-year and representative temperature 
time series to comfort indoor temperature time series for all locations around the 
world. The calculation of the running mean outdoor air temperature requires a 
warming up period, which varies depending on how many days are being considered 
for its calculation. For example, a 30-days running mean cannot be computed for the 
first 30 days of January using data for a single year. In such situations, the running 
mean is calculated using data from December of the same year as an approximation. 
3. Compute the mean of the daily standard deviations of the temperature time series for 
each location and compare them in order to judge their variability; repeat for the 
running mean time series. 
4. For London, Edinburgh and Manchester, compare the upper and lower bounds of the 
comfort temperature given by the reference years to the range given by the complete 
multi-year set of comfort temperatures in order to discover if days exist that are 
outside the bounds given by the representative comfort years. 
5. Compute the mean of the daily standard deviations for the 3,000 years of synthetic 
weather generated for London, Edinburgh and Manchester. If this matches that given 
by the historical weather records, compute return periods for any excursions of the 





certain event will occur. So, if a return period is N, it is expected to occur once every 
N years. In our case the event is the excursion in the running mean time series. 
6. Create a new set of probabilistic adaptive comfort equations based on these return 
periods. 
7. Validate the return periods by using 358 years of data from the Central England 
Temperature Record; then the predictions themselves by comparing the excursions 




Figure 3: Method workflow. Locations are Ceará, Helsinki, Nuuk, Riyadh, Sydney, 
Edinburgh*, London* and Manchester*. The UK locations (*) include both historical weather 
and synthetic weather from the Weather Generator. 
 
4. Calculations and Results 
In the following we show the variability of the studied historical weather time series and we 
introduce and validate a new probabilistic adaptive comfort theory. 
4.1. Weather variability 
Figure 4 shows the daily mean outdoor temperature record for London over 22 base years, 
together with two common reference years (TRY and DSY). It is clear that for this Köppen 
Class C location, there is a large year-on-year variation in the temperature, with some winter 
days being almost as warm as some summer days. Converting these time series to upper and 
lower allowable indoor temperature limits using equations (1) to (3) gives Figure 5, from 
which it is seen that the variability in both the upper and lower bound reaches up to 3.5°C, 





bounds, and equal to the distance between the comfort temperature, given by equation (4), 
and the bounds. 
 
Repeating this analysis for the other locations shows similar results (Figure 6), however it is 
clear that the inter-year range found depends greatly on the location — implying that in some 




Figure 4: Daily mean outdoor temperatures for London (22 base years). The shaded areas 
indicate 1 and 2 standard deviations (σ) of the daily mean outdoor temperatures. 
 
 
Figure 5: Upper and lower bounds of acceptable indoor temperatures for London (22 base 
years), derived from equations (1) to (3). The comfort bounds extend outside the 10 to 33.5°C 
running mean temperature range implied by the adaptive comfort theory. The shaded areas 







Ceará, Brazil (Köppen A) 
  
Riyadh, Saudi Arabia (Köppen B) 
  
Sydney, Australia (Köppen C) 
  






Nuuk, Greenland (Köppen E) 
Figure 6: Daily mean outdoor temperatures (left in each pair) and acceptable indoor 
temperatures (right in each pair) for the study locations. The comfort bounds extend outside 
the 10 to 33.5°C running mean temperature range implied by the adaptive comfort theory. 
The shaded areas indicate 1 and 2 standard deviations (σ) of the daily mean temperatures. 
 
Table 1 shows the spread in the source data and the spread after application of equation (3) 
for 3 locations in UK (London, Edinburgh and Manchester). This is represented as the mean 
of the daily standard deviations of the mean temperatures calculated both over all the mean 
daily temperatures (σday,Tout) and only over the restricted 10 to 33.5°C range implied by the 
adaptive comfort theory (σday,res,Tout). σday,Trm and σday,res,Trm are the equivalent quantities 
calculated using the running mean given by equation (3). The main logic for calculating the 
restricted standard deviation is that the model is to be used over the 10 to 33.5°C running 
mean temperature range where it is considered valid. This has also the advantage of being a 
more robust statistical indicator since the extreme periods, if present, are discarded. 
 
Although it would be possible to calculate return periods for the data shown in Figures 5 and 
6, they have the potential to be poor estimates for use as the basis of return periods, as 
relatively few years of data are available. We therefore need to obtain an estimate of how 
reliable any these standard deviations are by using a longer time series. The weather 
generator was therefore used to create 3,000 years of synthetic weather for London, 
Edinburgh and Manchester in the UK. σday,Tout, σday,res,Tout, σday,Trm and σday,res,Trm for the 3,000 
years of synthetic weather are reported in Table 1. 
 
The data of Table 1 confirms the visual suggestion of Figures 4 and 5, i.e. that the variability 
in the temperatures is substantial. It also confirms that the standard deviations generated 
using the base years are good estimates of the true standard deviations, both in terms of the 
external temperature series Tout and running mean temperature Trm. 
 
These results clearly show that under the adaptive comfort theory and a single reference year, 











Table 1: Variability in the weather data for 3 locations in UK over the 22 base years used to 
form the reference years, and over the 3,000 synthetic weather years. 
 Base years (22 years) Synthetic weather (3,000 years) 
 σday,Tout σday,res,Tout σday,Trm σday,res,Trm σday,Tout σday,res,Tout σday,Trm σday,res,Trm 
London 2.88 2.58 1.94 1.77 2.95 2.69 1.99 1.76 
Edinburgh 2.91 2.64 2.07 1.94 2.63 2.29 1.74 1.46 
Manchester 2.84 2.58 2.30 2.45 2.79 2.53 1.85 1.60 
 
Extracting the standard deviations for the other study locations gives Table 2. Again, the 
spread is considerable. It is also to be noticed that for locations of Köppen E climate (such as 
Nuuk in Greenland) there is no spread available for σday,res,Tout and σday,res,Trm as the running 
mean outdoor temperatures are always outside the range of applicability (10 to 33.5°C) of the 
adaptive model. 
 
Table 2: Variability in the worldwide weather data. 
 Base years (n years) 
 n σday,Tout σday,res,Tout σday,Trm σday,res,Trm 
Ceará (Brazil, Köppen A) 30 1.17 1.17 0.79 0.79 
Riyadh (Saudi Arabia, Köppen B) 30 2.39 2.78 1.60 1.77 
Sydney (Australia, Köppen C) 18 2.67 2.69 1.36 1.37 
Helsinki (Finland, Köppen D) 30 3.96 2.97 2.88 2.17 
Nuuk (Greenland, Köppen E) 30 3.83 n.a. 2.68 n.a. 
 
4.2. A new probabilistic adaptive comfort equation 
The probability for a normally distributed random variable 𝑍 with expected value 0 and 
variance 1 of having a value smaller than 𝑧, i.e. 𝑝(𝑍 ≤ 𝑧), is given by the cumulative 
distribution function 𝜏(𝑧). To straightforwardly use 𝜏 with no need to look up the inverse of 
the normal distribution we can use the simple approximation based on [39]: 
 
𝑧 ≅  
(𝑝)0.135− (1−𝑝)0.135 
0.1975
          (5) 
 
This approximation is valid for the case in which 𝑝 ≥ 0.5. Considering a return period N, we 
find that 𝑝 = 1 −
1
𝑁
 (i.e. 𝑝 can be interpreted as the probability of not obtaining a value that is 
smaller or equal to a one-in-N-year extreme event) and therefore equation (5) becomes 



















          (6) 
 
Given a reliable estimate of σday,res,Trm we can then calculate the excursion for any return 
period as 𝑧(𝑁) · σday,res,Trm(K). This excursion is the ∆T required to adjust the model to 
make a building resilient to a one-in-N-year extreme event in a given location (K). Table 3 
shows examples for these excursions. In addition, we can create a new probabilistic thermal 
comfort model based on the following equations: 
 
Tupper,N = (0.31 · Tout +  17.8) +  3.5 − z(N) · 𝜎(𝐾), and     (7) 
Tlower,N = (0.31 · Tout +  17.8) −  3.5 + z(N) · 𝜎(𝐾)     (8) 
 
where, as before, Tout is given by equation (4), 𝜎 depends on the climate K where the building 
is located and z depends on the selected return period N. Ideally K would be fully localized, 
however, as these are standard deviations, not means, the values given in Table 3 can be used 
as approximations over all locations of identical Köppen classification. 
 
Table 3: Excursions for a range of return periods for the locations studied (i.e. values for 
∆T = z(N) · 𝜎(𝐾) in equations (7) and (8)). 
 Excursion ∆T (°C) 
Return period N (years) 
Location 
5 10 25 100 
Ceará (Brazil, Köppen A) 0.66 1.01 1.39 1.85 
Riyadh (Saudi Arabia, Köppen B) 1.48 2.27 3.11 4.14 
Sydney (Australia, Köppen C) 1.15 1.76 2.41 3.20 
Helsinki (Finland, Köppen D) 1.82 2.78 3.81 5.07 
Nuuk (Greenland, Köppen E) n.a. n.a. n.a. n.a. 
London, (UK, Köppen C) 1.48 2.27 3.11 4.14 
 
Plotting equations (7) and (8) we have a probabilistic chart similar to that of Figure 1, but this 
time with upper and lower limits defined by a series of the probabilistic lines, in this case 







Figure 7: Probabilistic adaptive thermal comfort limits for London, from equations (7) and 
(8). The location of the return period lines is climate dependent. 
 
4.3. Validation 
Validation requires two steps: (1) looking at the return periods, (2) looking at the excursions 
above the comfort line for a building. The return period estimates are based on the standard 
deviations, and although in the above we have shown that σ from the weather generator is 
similar to σ from the 22 base years, this does not show that is correct, particularly over the 
number of standard deviations needed for large return periods. 
 
The Central England Temperature Record spans 358 years, from 1659 to today (daily since 
1772). A Shapiro-Wilk normality test [40] based on the annualised mean daily temperature1 
within the record gives W = 0.995 and p-value = 0.237, thereby providing no evidence to 
reject the normality of the data (as p-value >> 0.05). For this data, the values shown in Table 
4 are obtained; these are very similar to those from the 22 base years for London and the 
weather generator. So the standard deviations reported earlier would seem to be reasonable, 
validating the return periods. 
 
Table 4: Variability in the Central England Temperature Record. 
 σday,Tout σday,res,Tout σday,Trm σday,res,Trm 
Central England Temperature Record (358 years) 2.77 2.33 1.88 1.57 
 
To validate the predicted excursions, and demonstrate the method, the number of hours that a 
building subjected to a one-in-N-year weather breaches the upper comfort equation in the 
ASHRAE model (1) is compared to the number of hours a building subjected to a reference 
year breaches the one-in-N-year probabilistic upper comfort equation (5). Figure 8 shows this 
for London with N=100 and σ=1.76 (WG simulations: 100th percentile (1-in-100 risk) and 
50th percentile (average case, 50-in-100 risk). The data again came from the weather 
generator, but this time with a high carbon emission scenario and for the 2080s, thereby 
                                                 
1 Normality tests are unsuitable for large datasets and 358 years of daily temperatures represent more than 





ensuring temperatures above the upper threshold. The one-in-100-year has 3,529 hours above 
the normal comfort line; the reference year has a similar 4,117 hours above the one-in-100-
year probabilistic comfort line, validating the method. 
 
 
Figure 8: Validation of the method by the comparison of the excursions given by a one-in-
100-year year above the normal comfort upper limit line, and the excursions of the reference 
year above the one-in-100-year probabilistic comfort line. Each dot represents one hour of 
weather data from either weather files. 
5. Discussion 
With our new method we can define how sensitive the building or occupants are to a warmer 
or cooler than average year. For example, an office might be considered robust, with the 
potential to send occupants home, so a designer might chose to design to be resilient to a one-
in-five year, so N=5. Whereas a care home might chose to be far more cautious and desire to 
be resilient to a one-in-one-hundred-year event, giving N=100. This number is used to define 
the probabilistic upper or lower line of Figure 7, together with the standard deviation found 
by using the weather data available at the location in question, as in Table 1 and 2. The 
results from any design simulation are then compared to this line, and the design altered so 
that all hours, or not more than a pre-specified number of hours, are above or below the 
probabilistic line. Considering the case in which our design is specifically addressing an 
overheating issue, the upper limit should be used. In case of undercooling, the lower limit is 
to be considered instead. 
 
Our analysis shows that the year-on-year weather variability depends greatly on the location. 
This implies that in some locations the potential error created by using a single representative 
year will be greater than in others. Our new probabilistic method is able to take into account 
this weather variability and promote a resilient building design in any location. 
 
One advantage of this new probabilistic method over the use of multiple probabilistic years 
for design is that, by retaining the single reference year, all simulations reported to the client, 
regulatory bodies and other members of the design team are consistent, and based on a single 
weather file well known to all; whereas, if different weather files are used to represent 
different return periods, then it is difficult to obtain temporarily consistent simulation results. 






This paper asks if the natural variability in weather is of such a scale that the academic and 
practicing engineering community should switch from using a single representative year 
when applying an adaptive thermal comfort theoretic approach, as is commonly used with 
naturally ventilated buildings, to a probabilistic one. 
 
For one location in each of the five major Köppen climate classifications and three locations 
in the UK, observed historical weather files were collated and used to create multi-year 
adaptive thermal comfort temperature time series. Despite these containing (by definition) a 
smoothing of the weather data, these new time series showed great variability, demonstrating 
years when the upper bound in winter was higher than in summer. Then, by using a state-of-
the-art validated weather generator, 3,000 years of synthetic weather data was created for the 
three locations in the UK and the variability in these was shown to match that of the base 
years used to form common reference years. From this, return periods were found for 
excursions of the running mean temperatures. This then allowed a new probabilistic comfort 
model to be developed. 
 
In this new probabilistic adaptive comfort theoretic approach, a building is seen to fail not 
when its internal conditions lie outside the fixed comfort bounds when simulated with a 
representative year, but when it exceeds the N-year comfort bounds, with N being set by 
regulation, or dictated by the situation. For example, a hospital or care home might be 
expected to not breach the bounds more than once in fifty or more years; whereas it might be 
reasonable to allow a retail complex to be designed against a one-in-five-year limit. 
 
Given the deaths of 14,000 people in Paris in the 2003 heat wave, mainly in naturally 
ventilated buildings, the additional resilience that the adoption of this approach would give is 
highly important. Further pertinence is provided by concerns over likely increases in 
mortality and morbidity in buildings due to a rapidly warming climate. 
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A field study of indoor thermal comfort in Colombia
This study reports results of a field study conducted in Bogotá by a master student of the
Department of Architecture and Civil Engineering at the University of Bath.
In this study, indoor thermal comfort is investigated in three different free-running of-
fices (naturally ventilated, mechanical ventilated and mixed-mode) in Colombia. Fanger’s
PMV/PPD model is found to sufficiently describe thermal conditions in the free-running
mechanical ventilated and mixed-mode offices, but not in the naturally ventilated office.
The reduced availability of personal control over the windows in the two surveyed naturally
ventilated and mixed-mode free-running offices invalidates adaptive model predictions.
These findings provide evidence that the lack of control in naturally ventilated buildings
strongly reduces occupant thermal comfort and hence invalidates adaptive model predic-
tions.
This work is totally based on a same-titled paper published in the Journal of Building
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ABSTRACT 
This paper undertakes the first field study of indoor thermal comfort in Colombia. The 
objective of this study was to compare thermal comfort data gathered in office buildings in 
Bogota, Colombia with the predictions made by three well established standards: ISO 
7730:2005 (PMV model), ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 55:2013 (adaptive model) and EN 
Standard 15251 (adaptive model). The study comprised the administration of a thermal 
assessment survey to 115 participants and the simultaneous measurement of indoor and 
outdoor physical variables in 3 offices having different ventilation regimes (natural 
ventilation, mechanical ventilation and mixed-mode i.e. both natural ventilation and air-
conditioning). The findings show that the PMV model incorporated in the ISO 7730 as well 
as in the ASHRAE standard (which is the standard currently adopted in Colombia for 
regulating indoor environmental parameters) is able to describe comfort conditions in the 
mechanically ventilated (MV) office. In the case of the naturally ventilated office (NV), 
results indicate that the PMV model is not successful at estimating occupants’ thermal 
sensations, and underestimates occupants’ perception of discomfort. The EN 15251 adaptive 
model underestimates thermal discomfort in the NV and MM offices. The ASHRAE adaptive 
model shows similar patterns underestimating discomfort in the NV office. The findings 
provide robust evidence that the lack of perceived or actual control in low-energy naturally 
ventilated buildings strongly reduce occupants’ thermal comfort and thus invalidate adaptive 
model predictions. 
1. Introduction 
Human thermal comfort has been a subject of research for more than a century, in parallel to 
the ever more prevalent role of air-conditioning in the market [1]. That research has produced 
significant findings and developments and has led to the advent of standardisation. Thermal 
comfort standards have been established in order to allow the measurement and evaluation of 
those thermal environments humans are usually exposed to [2]. 
In the late 1960s, P.O. Fanger, pioneer of the thermal comfort research, created a static heat-
balance model with the aim of defining a referenced set of indoor environmental variables 
which were able to provide acceptable thermal conditions to the majority of the occupants [3, 
4]. Fanger’s model led to the definition of the well known PMV (Predicted Mean Vote) and 
PPD (Predicted Percentage of Dissatisfied) indices which were firstly incorporated into the 
ISO international standard in 1984. 
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However, Fanger’s model was only intended for application in artificially controlled spaces; 
the problem of defining thermal comfort conditions in naturally ventilated environments has 
led to the conceptualization of the adaptive model of thermal comfort which was firstly 
introduced by Nicol and Humphreys in the 1970s [5] and, then, incorporated in 2004 into the 
ASHRAE Standard 55 thanks to the research of Brager and De dear [6]. 
The evidence underpinning those models has been obtained either in climate chambers 
(Fanger’ conventional model) or in actual buildings (adaptive models). Fanger’s model is 
based on experiments conducted in climate chambers in Denmark and the United states [4]. 
The adaptive model of the ASHRAE Standard 55 is based on data collected in the 1990s by 
de Dear and Brager as part of the ASHRAE Project RP-884 [6] involving field measurements 
in Thailand, Indonesia, Singapore, Pakistan, Greece, UK, USA, Canada and Australia. The 
adaptive model described by Nicol and Humphreys (EN Standard 15251) is based on data 
collected in the EU Project Smart Controls and Thermal Comfort (SCATs) [7] which 
involved a 3-years survey of 26 European buildings in France, Greece, Portugal, Sweden and 
the UK. 
Therefore, despite being termed international standards, these standards are based on data 
from a limited number of geographical regions of the world focusing on Europe, North 
America, Asia and Australia. 
Field studies are fundamental for assessing existing comfort standards in other regions of the 
world and for developing new algorithms defining comfort conditions in different climates 
and cultures. The assessment of the applicability of thermal comfort standards requires field 
data comprising both objective sensor data (air temperature, globe temperature, relative 
humidity and air speed) and subjective data (actual thermal sensations recorded at the same 
time as the objective data, thermal preferences etc.). 
This paper intends to compare thermal comfort data gathered in a field study in Bogota, 
Colombia with the comfort predictions and temperature values recommended and regarded as 
universal by the international comfort standards ISO 7730:2005 [2], ASHRAE Standard 55-
2013 [8] and EN Standard 15251 [9]. 
1.1 Bogota’s climatic characteristics 
Bogota’s local climate is influenced by two key factors: its latitude and its elevation. 
Bogota’s elevation is 2600 m above sea level. It is well known that there is a clear correlation 
between elevation and average annual temperatures. For this reason, although tropical 
latitudes are usually associated with tropical climates which are characterized by a lowest 
mean monthly air temperature never under 18°C [10], the annual average temperature in 
Bogota is only 14.2°C, between a mean minimum of 8.4°C and a mean maximum of 19.7°C 
[11]; the region has a subtropical highland climate which is oceanic rather than tropical. The 
Köppen-Geiger climate classification for Bogota is Cfb [10]. 
Studies have shown that cognitive and affective expectations - as identified by de Dear [1] - 
are not take into account in chamber studies [3]. For that reason, field studies of the same 
populations have shown consistent differences in relation to the comfort temperatures 
predicted by the Fanger’s heat-balance model [1, 12-14]. It has been even suggested that the 
tropics might require a different level of comfort consideration from that currently provided 
in the standards [15]. In consequence, existing literature not only indicates that there is room 
for expanding the study of thermal comfort in tropical regions, but also highlights the fact 
that not enough internationally-recognised research has been done in the tropical zone of the 
Americas [16]. 
Furthermore, the particular climatic conditions of Bogota (which belongs to a tropical area 
but experiences a subtropical highland climate) are very different than those usually 
experienced in tropical latitudes. Bogota’s climate is characterized by narrow variations of 
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annual temperatures and precipitations distributed all year around, which are typical features 
of oceanic climates [10]. Therefore, the study of thermal comfort conditions in Bogota is of 
particular interest for three main reasons: 
 to the authors’ knowledge, no previous thermal comfort study has been carried out for 
this type of climate; 
 the similarity with an oceanic climate makes extremely interesting to assess if 
international standards can be applied; 
 the benefits of the knowledge that a study on this matter could bring, are not 
circumscribed to the particular interest of Bogota, but would suit also other cities 
under the same climatic conditions (subtropical highland climate); for example Pasto 
and Tunja (regional capitals in Colombia), Quito and Cuenca (national and regional 
capital respectively, in Ecuador), and Cajamarca (regional capital in Peru). This could 
potentially help to inform building codes in these countries. 
1.2 Colombia’s background 
The existing building code in Colombia mainly deals with the suitability of the structural 
response of a building to seismic forces and incorporates some regulations related to fire 
protection [17]. Thermal comfort in buildings is only regulated by the Standard NTC 5316 
[18] which is a Spanish translation of the ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 55. As outlined before, 
the ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 55 is based on studies from a limited number of geographical 
regions of the world focusing on Europe, North America, Asia and Australia and, therefore, 
could fail in predicting neutral temperatures in Colombia; this could consequently affect the 
need and the design of AC systems leading to higher energy consumptions and obvious 
environmental issues. Furthermore, the ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 55 categorizes mixed-
mode buildings into the air-conditioned group (i.e. under the PMV model) and limits the 
applicability of the adaptive model to strictly naturally ventilated buildings without 
mechanical cooling system installed, therefore it is interesting to verify if the adaptive model 
is also applicable for these “special” mixed-mode buildings which have the potential to 
reduce energy consumption for cooling [19]. 
From the adaptive model proposed by ASHRAE, the acceptable operative temperature range 
for a naturally conditioned space under a mean monthly outdoor temperature of 14.2°C 
(which is the annual average temperature in Bogota) would be between 18.7°C and 25.7°C 
for a 80% acceptability (see Figure 1) [8]. Since the temperature in Bogota varies between a 
mean minimum of 8.4°C and a mean maximum of 19.7°C, the temperature range 18.7°C-
25.7°C is easily maintainable inside buildings. This could partially explain the absence of 
widespread heating or cooling systems in buildings in Bogota. Consequently, it could be 
argued that a sensible approach to passive design has the potential to produce a thermally 
comfortable indoor environment without the need of additional conditioning. 
Concerns about climate change are also important drivers in relation to research in thermal 
comfort. Models presented by the Government of Colombia show that temperatures in 
Bogota could increase between 2°C and 4°C by the end of the century [20], which would be 





Figure 1 Acceptable operative temperature ranges for naturally conditioned spaces according to the adaptive model 
proposed by ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 55:2013. 
2. Methodology 
2.1 Characteristics of the selected offices 
The survey was conducted between the 5th and 12th of August 2011, as a cross sectional data 
collection in three offices in three different buildings in Bogota. The criteria for selection of 
the offices were: 
 their main ventilation strategies had to be different; 
 the occupants’ level of activity in all of them had to be similar. 
All the selected buildings are situated in the same area of Bogota and all the offices belong to 
the same company, which provides some degree of similarity in terms of layout, materials, 
furniture, level of activity and dress code. In all the three offices occupants are allowed to 
adapt their clothing level. A short description of the three selected offices is reported below: 
 Office Building Calle 72 (Cll 72-NV): it is the oldest building of the group, built 
around 30 years ago. Its façade is a combination of masonry and single glazing. The 
existing ventilation scheme is based completely on ventilation driven by natural 
forces (NV) without mechanical cooling system. 
 Office Building Calle 93 (Cll 93-MV): this building was constructed 15 years ago. Its 
façade is single-glazed and although it has some operable windows, the main 
ventilation scheme in this office is through mechanical ventilation (MV) without 
mechanical cooling system. 
 Office Building Calle 100 (Cll 100-MM): the most recent building, it was finished in 
2007. It has mostly a single-glazed façade with masonry frames. Although there was 
an environmental engineer in the team for ensuring the sustainable design of the 
building, the office had to finally rely on an air-conditioning system (AC) for 
ventilation and thermal comfort. However, a part of the building (which includes the 
surveyed office) is equipped with operable windows and, therefore, can run in free-
mode when natural ventilation is sufficient to provide acceptable environmental 
conditions (i.e. room air temperature lower than 27°C). The surveyed office (mixed-
mode office) is free-running during the survey period. 
The characteristics of the three buildings support the idea of traditional avoidance of artificial 
conditioning, but they also highlight the recent tendency to increase the level of thermal 




Figure 2 Location and photos of the selected buildings (map adapted from Google Maps). 
2.2 Distribution of the sample 
Each office provided between 35 and 40 data sets for a total of 115 respondents: in Cll 72-
NV a total of 40 occupants took part, Cll 93-MV provided 37 questionnaires and Cll 100-
MM had 38 participants. Apart from selecting subjects that had the same apparent level of 
activity (office work), there was no other differentiation or specific targeting in relation to 
those filling in the questionnaire. Participation was only dependant on the willingness and 
availability of the workers present at the time of the visits. 
Table 1 Distribution of participants by gender. 
 No of persons % of females 
 Overall Sample Overall Sample 
Cll 72-NV 54 40 (74%) 67% 63% 
Cll 93-MV 61 37 (61%) 62% 65% 
Cll 100-MM 60 38 (63%) 65% 71% 
Most of the subjects surveyed were between 21 and 50 years old (94%). Nearly 85% of the 
surveyed population had lived in Bogota more than 15 years, but more remarkable is the fact 
that 97% of the sample had lived there more than 5 years and none less than one year. These 
figures safely lead to state that the whole sample can be regarded as naturally acclimatised to 
the climatic conditions of Bogota [22]. 
Table 1 compares the demographics of the obtained sample against the overall population in 







The questionnaire was created following the indications given in ASHRAE [8] and ISO 7730 
[2] and based on the survey already developed by Cena and de Dear [22]. It included the 
following information: 
 Thermal sensation vote (TSV), measured on the seven-point Likert scale used both in 
the ASHRAE and ISO standards. Participants could report votes along a continuous 
scale from -3 to 3 (cold: -3, cool: -2, slightly cool: -1, neutral: 0, slightly warm: 1, 
warm: 2, hot: 3). 
 Comfort vote, intended to record occupants’ judgement in relation to the existing 
thermal load. It proposed one pole (comfortable) and four degrees of discomfort to 
choose from (slightly uncomfortable, uncomfortable, very uncomfortable and 
extremely uncomfortable). 
 Thermal preference vote (TPV), reported in the scale: much cooler, a bit cooler, no 
change, a bit warmer, much warmer. 
 Thermal acceptability vote (TAV) reported in the scale: generally acceptable, 
generally unacceptable. 
 Perceived level of control over the thermal environment and air quality. Occupants 
had five different options to choose from: no control, light control, medium control, 
high control, total control. 
 Control strategies used. Occupants had to indicate if the following strategies were 
present and, if so, how often they were used: operating or adjusting windows, exterior 
doors, interior doors, thermostats, blinds or drapes, local heaters or local fans. 
 Current clothing (see Figure 3). 
 Activity levels in the previous 30 minutes (see Figure 3). 
 Food/beverage intake in the last 15 minutes (see Figure 3). 
 
The questionnaire had to be written in Spanish and apart from some guidelines provided by 
the mentioned ISO standard, all the questions were a free translation from the English 
version. Additionally, some minor adjustments had to be made, including for example a scarf 





Figure 3 Questions regarding activity level, food/beverage intake and clothing. 
2.4 Instrumentation 
From a selection of commercially available instruments, two were selected for the surveys: 
the HT30 Heat Stress WBGT Meter supplied by Extech Instruments (www.extech.com), and 
the Hot Wire USB Logging Anemometer supplied by ATP Instrumentation (www.atp-
instrumentation.co.uk). Table 2 compares the range and accuracy for each type of 
measurement against the requirements of ISO 7726:2001 [23]. It can be observed that the 
required accuracy for air temperature is not met by either instruments. The lower boundary 
for air velocity measurements has also not been met, though the accuracy is within the 
required tolerance. This difference does not detract the general findings from their 
significance, taking into account that the application of the PMV model relies on a number of 
assumptions (e.g. about the metabolic rate and clothing insulation values, see 2.6) which 
influence the overall accuracy level. However, these limitations will have to be borne in mind 
when evaluating the results. 
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Table 2 Instrumentation details against those specified in ISO 7726:2001. 
2.5 Measurements and calculations 
The survey was conducted in each office as a 'point-in-time' survey which means that thermal 
sensations and physical parameters at each workstation were recorded at the same time. 
Measurements were carried out from 9 am till about 4:00 pm. Both instruments were fitted to 
separate tripods and placed at the workstation in a way that would be representative of the 
usual position of the subject. Although ISO 7726:2001 [23] recommends placing probes at 
0.60 m from floor level (for a seated person when only one measurement is made), this study 
accepts the recommendation made by ASHRAE 55-2013 [8] in relation to placing the probes 
above desktop level when strong radiant sources (i.e. PCs) are blocked by furniture. For this 
reason, all the measurements were made at 0.90 m from floor level. 
Further, it is noteworthy that although the ATP Hot Wire Anemometer is not omnidirectional, 
both ISO 7726:2001 and ASHRAE 113-2009 allow the use of a ‘directionally sensitive 
anemometer […] if it is carefully oriented to indicate the true air speed at any test position’ 
[24]. A smoke test using an incense stick was carried out at every workstation to identify the 
main direction of the air flow prior to each measurement. 
Calculation of the Predicted Mean Vote (PMV) for each set of data was done in Microsoft 
Excel with a Visual Basic macro routine written according to the computer programme 
presented in Annex D of ISO 7730:2005. The PPD indices were obtained from the PMV 
indices [2]. 
Measurements from the closest weather data station, El Bosque, were used for identifying the 
outdoor air temperature. Outdoor air temperatures ranged from a minimum of 13.7°C (9th of 
August at 10:00 am during the survey in Cll 100-MM) to a maximum of 19°C (5th August at 
4:00 pm during the survey in Cll 93-MV), which represent the general trend of cooler 
mornings and warmer afternoons. 
2.6 Estimation of clothing insulation and metabolic rate 
Using the collected data on clothing ensembles, the overall clo value for each subject was 
obtained by the summation of the partial insulation values of each garment reported 
according to tables provided in ISO 9920:2009 [25]. Additionally, the insulating effect of the 
chair was brought into consideration by applying the 0.15 clo estimation made by Cena and 
de Dear [22] for similar types of chairs. Even though this approach is the most widely used, it 
relies on the subjective understanding that occupants have of the weight of their pieces of 
clothing, or even where a specific garment should be reported. This study found values 
(without considering insulation from the chair) between 0.26 clo and 1.48 clo. Although the 
final average values in each office accord to the expectations (0.94 clo, 0.81 clo and 0.80 
clo), the extremes could indicate errors in these data. For example, a clo of 0.3 would be 
 Parameter 
 Range  Accuracy 




 0 – 80 °C 10 – 40 °C (1)  ± 2 °C ± 2 °C (1) 
Air Temperature  0 – 50 °C 10 – 40 °C  ± 1 °C ± 0.5 °C 
Relative Humidity  0 – 100 % ---  ± 3 % --- 
ATP Hot Wire 
Anemometer 
Air Velocity (va)  0.1 – 25 m/s 0.05 – 1 m/s  ± 5 % ± (0.05+0.05va) 
m/s 
Air Temperature  0 – 50 °C 10 – 40 °C  ± 1 °C ± 0.5 °C 
(1) requirements for computing mean radiant temperature  
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equivalent to an ensemble of bra and pants plus t-shirt, shorts, light socks, sandals; and a clo 
of 1.4 would represent an ensemble of underwear (short sleeves/legs) plus boiler suit, 
insulated jacket and trousers, socks, shoes [26]. It would seem unlikely – though not 
impossible – that both ensembles would be recorded within the same working environment 
and weather conditions. Possible sources of errors could be errors during data entry or due to 
inaccurate self-reporting by the participants. Therefore, even though most clo values are 
estimates and errors of up to 20% are expected in the estimation of typical ensembles [26] 
any significant outliers in our analyses are discounted. 
The description of the activity level during the last hour was converted into met units by 
applying the tables provided in the standards (ASHRAE 55-2013 [8], ISO 7730:2005 [2], 
ISO 8996:2004 [27]). Following the approach of Rowe [28], weighting factors were applied 
to those activities according to their time band: 50% for activities during the last 10 minutes, 
25% for those in the preceding 10 minutes, 15% for those in the 10-minutes lapse before that 
and finally 10% for the previous half an hour. Similarly, adjustments were made according to 
previous food/beverage intake (last 15 minutes): 5% added for beverages or cigarette, while 
10% for snacks or meals. Average metabolic rates in the surveyed offices were close (1.33 
met, 1.35 met and 1.30 met). Although these values are in the upper region of a sedentary 
activity, they represented correctly the general level of activity of these offices, which had an 
operation linked directly with the sales force.  
3. Results and discussion 
3.1 Thermal sensation votes vs. PMV 
In this section, standard predicted values and comfort ranges (ISO 7730:2005, 
ANSI/ASHRAE Standard 55:2013 and EN Standard 15251) are compared with actual 
comfort votes gathered in the survey. The first comparison is between the model-obtained 
PMVs and the questionnaire-recorded Thermal Sensation Votes (TSVs). Figure 4 shows box 
plots of PMVs and TSVs for the three offices. Looking at the means (i.e. the diamonds within 
the boxes), the PMV model successfully predicts that the mean thermal perception in Cll 93-
MV and Cll 100-MM is between -0.5 and 0.5 (i.e. neutral). Regarding Cll 72-NV, it also 
places this office within that range, which demonstrates that it fails to predict that the real 
mean thermal sensation is ‘slightly cool’ (i.e. -1). From the boxplot of the vote distributions 
(Figure 4) it can be seen that ISO predicted PMVs do not approximate the actual thermal vote 
distributions in the three offices since the PMV model underestimates the actual discomfort, 
especially for the naturally ventilated environment. This points to a better capability of the 
model in predicting average perception than voting distribution. 
From the boxplot of the predicted and actual votes distributions for Cll 72-NV it can be 
noticed that the actual votes range from 1 to -3 while the predicted ones range from 1 to -1. 
As a consequence, the mean PMV overestimates by 1 scale point the actual mean “slightly 






Figure 4 Box plot of PMV and TSV votes for the three office buildings (NV, MV and MM). The line within each box is the 
median, the diamond is the mean, the edges of the box are the 25th and 75th percentiles (indicated as q1 and q3 
respectively), the thin lines (whiskers) extend to those values between q3 - 1.5*(q3 – q1) and q1 + 1.5*(q3 – q1), and values 
outside this range (outliers) are plotted individually as crosses. 
The mean of the PMVs for Cll 93-MV and Cll 100-MM is around 0.1, while for Cll 72-NV is 
- 0.01, these values correspond to a mean PPD of 8.9%, 10.4% and 10.2% for Cll 72-NV, Cll 
93-MV and Cll 100-MM respectively (Table 3). This means that, according to the ISO 
predictions, about 90% of the occupants are thermally comfortable in the three offices. This 
value can be compared with the percentage of occupants who gave thermal votes between -1 
and 11, i.e. 62%, 85% and 80% for Cll 72-NV, Cll 93-MV and Cll 100-MM respectively 
(Table 3). This comparison confirms that the ISO PMV model underestimates the actual 
discomfort in the case of the naturally ventilated office. 
Table 3 Statistical summary of PMV and PPD indices and Thermal Sensation Votes (TSV) 
 Cll 72-NV Cll 93-MV Cll 100-MM 
Number of sets2 39 34 35 
Mean PMV -0.01 0.1 0.08 
Mean PPD 8.9% 10.4% 10.2% 
Mean TSV -1.04 0.3 0.01 
-1≤TSV≤+1 62% 85% 80% 
If the 80% acceptability criterion were used, i.e. declaring a thermal environment as 
comfortable when 80% of occupants are feeling between ‘slightly cool’ (PMV=-1) and 
‘slightly warm’ (PMV=+1) (ISO 7730:2005), the PMV model would predict that all the 
surveyed offices in Bogota be regarded by their occupants as thermally comfortable. 
However, applying the same criteria for the observed TSVs there is agreement with the PMV 
prediction only for Cll 93-MV and Cll 100-MM (85% and 80% of their occupants within the 
                                                 
1 According to the responses to the second question of the questionnaire, 98% of the comfort votes (people 
describing their thermal environments as ‘comfortable’) belong to subjects that described their thermal perception 
between ‘slightly cool’ and ‘slightly warm’, confirming the choice of a comfort range for TSV between -1 and 1. 
2 The sample for the PMV calculation was reduced because of the lack of realistic information about six clothing 
ensembles. Additionally, one set of data was excluded because its air speed (1.24 m/s) was above the limit 
accepted for using this index (0 m/s to 1 m/s). 
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reference band), while Cll 72-NV clearly does not meet the criterion (62%). As already noted 
above, this difference is due to the PMV underestimation of the votes on the cool side (i.e. 
“slightly cool”, “cool” and “cold”) encountered in the naturally ventilated office. 
Table 4 Distribution of PMV values 
PMV -3 -2 -1 0 1 2 3 
Cll 72-NV 0% 0% 13% 80% 8% 0% 0% 
Cll 93-MV 0% 0% 14% 68% 19% 0% 0% 
Cll 100-MM 0% 0% 13% 68% 18% 0% 0% 
Overall 0% 0% 13% 72% 15% 0% 0% 
This underestimation of the model has already been noted in other studies [29] but it contrasts 
with the literature where it is commonly observed that the PMV model mostly overestimates 
warm and cold sensations in naturally ventilated buildings [12] [30]. In this regard two main 
facts need to be pointed out: 
 the extreme TSV points in the NV office were measured from 9:30 am to 10:30 am, at 
a time where the occupants had just entered the building which was in the process of 
warming up; 
 Cll 72-NV had the biggest proportion (65%) of subjects reporting unavailability of 
personal control (i.e. no control, see Table 5). In fact, natural ventilation in Cll 72-NV 
is mainly given by grates placed above the windows which cannot be easily controlled 
by the occupants since some of them are permanently open. 
Taking into account those facts, the extreme votes could therefore be related to the mutual 
influence of two aspects: 
 the lower initial temperatures of the office in the process of warming up; 
 the higher expectations of occupants who had just arrived in the office which could 
not be met by any control available (the entrance of early-morning cold air in the 
office could not be avoided by closing the grates). 
Despite the fact that the PMV model includes some adaptation factors such as the possibility 
of adjusting clothing, it does not take into account of other more complex psychological 
aspects which can drive the judgement of a thermal environment. In this case, some 
unexpected factors for a natural ventilated office such as high thermal expectation and low 
personal control (i.e. the occupants’ inability to control the ventilation grates) could be 
considered responsible for the inadequacy of the model. This demonstrates that the PMV 
model fails in predicting conditions for naturally ventilated buildings when occupants’ 
expectations are very high (higher than those normally experienced in climate chambers). It 
also provides powerful support for the requirement in the adaptive comfort standards that 
occupants of naturally ventilated buildings must be able to control the ventilation by 
manipulating openings [8]. 
Relative humidity in the surveyed offices was found to be within a reduced range: 30% to 
44%. These figures show that relative humidity was at a level regarded as ‘normal’, and 
within the limits recommended by ASHRAE [8]. 
3.2 Thermal sensation votes vs. Adaptive models 
Apart from the comfort criteria based on the heat-balance approach, ASHRAE 55-2013 does 
incorporate a method based on the adaptive approach to thermal comfort. According to this 
standard, when the main ventilation strategy of a building is naturally-driven i.e. without 
mechanical cooling installed (this definition excludes the MM buildings in the free-running 
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category) and occupant-controlled, two sets of operative temperature limits based on the 
prevailing mean outdoor air temperature can be used to establish the ranges of operative 
comfort temperatures for 80% and 90% acceptability. The monthly mean outdoor 
temperature during the survey period is equal to 14°C. The corresponding temperature limits 
which can be derived from the ASHRAE adaptive relation (Figure 1) are equal to 18.6 °C and 
25.6 °C for the 80% acceptability limits. 
Also the EN Standard 15251 includes a method for calculating the range of acceptable 
summer indoor temperatures for free-running buildings where occupants are able to access 
openable windows and are free to change clothing (this definition includes MM buildings in 
the free-running category). The temperature limits associated with a monthly mean outdoor 
temperature of 14 °C are equal to 19.42 °C and 27.42 °C for 85% acceptability (PPD < 15%). 
ASHRAE and EN Standard 15251 limits are plotted in Figure 5 together with the limits given 
by the new relation developed by Humphreys correlating neutral temperatures with prevailing 
mean outdoor temperatures [31]. 
Box plots of operative temperatures To and comfort operative temperatures ComTo are also 
shown in Figure 5. Comfort operative temperatures are those temperatures which correspond 
to thermal votes between -1 and 1 on the perception scale (i.e. central neutral category). As 
noted earlier, for the MV and MM office 85% and 80 % of the votes are within the central 
neutral category, while for the NV office only 62 % of the votes are within it. 
 
Figure 5 Comparison of comfort temperature ranges for NV, MV and MM. Box plot of To and ComTo for the three office 
buildings (NV, MV and MM). The line within each box is the median, the edges of the box are the 25th and 75th percentiles 
(indicated respectively as q1 and q3), the thin lines (whiskers) extend to those values between q3 - 1.5*(q3 – q1) and q1 + 
1.5*(q3 – q1), and values outside this range (outliers) are plotted individually as red crosses. 
All the operative temperatures for the NV office are within the ASHRAE adaptive range of 
80% acceptability and the EN adaptive range of 85% satisfaction (see Figure 5); however, 
only 62% of the occupants found the NV environment comfortable. Therefore the ASHRAE 
and EN adaptive methods underestimate the discomfort in the naturally ventilated office. This 
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is further evidence of the impact of the availability of personal control (i.e. inoperable 
ventilation grates) in Cll 72-NV compared to what is normally experienced in natural-
ventilated environments. This fact lessens the adaptation possibilities of the occupants and 
causes the inadequacy of the adaptive relations. 
The 85% acceptability range from the EN Standard 15251 is good at approximating the level 
of comfort in Cll 93-MV (85%), but it fails in predicting the level of acceptance in Cll 100-
MM (80%) and Cll 72-NV (62%). 
From the boxplot of the temperature distributions in Figure 5 it can be further noted that Cll 
100-MM has the largest range of operative and comfort temperatures (a 5°C temperature 
band ranging from 21°C up to about 26°C), while the naturally ventilated building has the 
narrowest range (only 3°C temperature band from 20°C to 23°C). This is in disagreement 
with many field studies in which people in naturally ventilated environments are found to 
accept a wider range of temperatures. This also contrasts with the expectation that the air-
conditioned office should provide a tighter control over thermal conditions [12]. The large 
temperature range in Cll 100-MM is due to a managerial decision over the setting conditions 
of the AC system, rather than to a poor design of the system (i.e. a design based on an 
underestimation of the heat load). In the air-conditioned office the temperature for the 
activation of the cooling unit is set very high (27°C) and occupants can open the windows 
when the AC is off (mixed-mode operation), therefore temperatures are allowed to vary much 
more than in a conventional strictly controlled air-conditioned environment. Despite the large 
temperature variation, the PMV model (which is derived from climate chamber experiments 
where environmental conditions are almost constant, i.e. steady-state variations) gives 
reliable predictions. This is due to the fact that, despite running in free-mode, the office has a 
reduced number of openable windows (see Section 3.3) and, therefore, occupants’ perceived 
control is comparable to that experienced in air-conditioned environments where, 
notoriously, occupants have low personal control. 
3.3 Occupants’ use of adaptive controls 
Occupants had five different options to choose from when asked about their level of control 
(no control, light control, medium control, high control, total control). Overall, 47% of them 
declared to have no control over the thermal conditions of their workplace, and around the 
same proportion described it as ‘Low’ or ‘Moderate’. In terms of offices, Cll 72-NV had the 
biggest proportion of subjects reporting unavailability of personal control (65%), followed by 
Cll 100-MM (50%), while only 24% of occupants shared that level in Cll 93-MV. Overall, a 
‘High’ or ‘Total’ level of control was not widely accessible (9% overall), which is not a 
surprise in buildings that have mechanical ventilation or air conditioning as their main 
ventilation strategy. However, in the mixed-mode free running office and in the naturally 
ventilated office the level of perceived control is lower than is normally experienced. 
Table 5 Distribution of level of control 
 No control Low Moderate High Total 
Overall 47% 21% 23% 5% 4% 
Cll 72-NV 65% 8% 20% 5% 3% 
Cll 93-MV 24% 30% 27% 8% 11% 
Cll 100-MM 50% 26% 21% 3% 0% 
Different control strategies were suggested in the questionnaire in order to establish whether 
they were present and, if so, how often were they used. These strategies involved operating or 
adjusting windows, exterior doors, interior doors, thermostats, blinds or drapes, local heaters 
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or local fans. Table 6 presents a summary of existing strategies in each office. This table was 
generated taking into account answers only from those who selected a level of control 
between ‘Low’ and ‘Total’ (i.e. excluding those from occupants who reported ‘No control’). 
Besides this, answers were divided into ‘Present/Used’ (strategy is present and is used) and 
‘Not present/Not used’ (strategy is not present or it is present but is not used). The most 
common control strategies found were operation of windows and adjustment of blinds or 
drapes (41% and 46% respectively). On the other hand, the least used were operation of a 
thermostat and switching on/off a local heater (2% and 3% respectively). From Table 6 it is 
clear that there is a reduced existence/operation of openable windows for the mixed-mode 
free running office and the naturally ventilated office. 
Table 6 Occupants’ use of adaptive controls 






/blind Heating Fan 
Overall 
P/U 41% 19% 18% 2% 46% 3% 8% 
         
Not P/U 59% 81% 82% 98% 54% 97% 92% 
           
Cll 72-NV 
P/U 25% 28% 20% 3% 38% 5% 5% 
         
Not P/U 75% 73% 80% 98% 63% 95% 95% 
           
Cll 93-MV 
P/U 59% 16% 19% 0% 49% 0% 11% 
         
Not P/U 41% 84% 81% 100% 51% 100% 89% 
           
Cll 100-
MM 
P/U 39% 13% 16% 3% 53% 5% 8% 
         
Not P/U 61% 87% 84% 97% 47% 95% 92% 
P/U= Present/Used, Not P/U=Not Present/Not Used 
3.4 Compliance of the neutral temperatures with the standards 
It is not enough to describe an existing environment as comfortable or uncomfortable. By 
means of regression of collected or calculated data it is possible to obtain the temperature at 
which the subjects in the study are thermally neutral (i.e. they would have selected ‘Neither 
hot nor cold’ in the questionnaire). In Table 7 and Figure 5 different central comfort 
temperatures Central ComTo (i.e. neutral temperatures) are reported; they represent the 
results of different regression analysis: 
 Central ComTo (Model-based PMV): it is based on the regression of mean PMV binned 
in 0.5 To intervals. Central ComTo happens when PMV=0 (see Figure 6, Figure 7 and 
Figure 8). 
 Central ComTo (Field-based TSV): the same method used in (1) but based on TSV (see 
Figure 6, Figure 7 and Figure 8). 
 Central ComTo (Field-based Thermal Preference): regression of mean Preference Votes 
binned in 0.5 To intervals. Preferred operative temperature ComTo happens when the 
regression line intersects the 0 (no change) Preference Vote. 
 
Table 7 Central comfort temperatures ComTo in the three offices as calculated by the three different methods illustrated 
above 
 Cll 72-NV Cll 93-MV Cll 100-MM 
Central ComTo (Model-based PMV) 21.6°C 22.4°C 22.7°C 
Central ComTo (Field-based TSV) 23°C 22.6°C 23.1°C 
Central ComTo (Field-based Thermal Preference) 23.5°C 22.6°C 22.5°C 
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Table 7 suggests that the estimated values of the neutral operative temperatures for Cll 93-
MV and Cll 100-MM are quite similar in the three different methods and they approximate 
the median of the distributions of To fairly well (see Figure 5). This vicinity with the median 
is explained by the high percentage of comfortable occupants in Cll 93-MV and Cll 100-MM. 
However, for the NV office the situation is slightly different: the estimation based on PMV is 
the one giving the best approximation of the median of the box plot, while values based on 
TSV and Thermal Preference Votes are much higher, around 23°C. This difference reveals 
the inability of PMV to predict neutral temperatures for the NV office. 
Neutral temperatures for the three offices are quite similar around 23°C; therefore the natural 
ventilated office does not imply lower neutral temperatures; this is a further confirmation of 
the higher thermal expectations in CII 72-NV compared to conventional natural ventilated 
environments. The MM office has the largest range of operative and comfort temperatures, 
while the NV office has the narrowest range. This is due the particular setting conditions of 
the AC system as seen before (see Section 3.2). 
 
 




Figure 7 Linear regressions of PMV and TSV vs. Operative Temperature for CII 93-MV 
 
Figure 8 Linear regressions of PMV and TSV vs. Operative Temperature for CII 100-MM 
4. General discussion of the findings 
The findings can be easier understood looking at the simplified qualitative plot of Figure 9 
which shows three possible level of occupants’ expectations (Low, Medium, High in the y-
axis) and three possible degrees of occupant’s control (Low, Medium, High in the x-axis). 
The PMV/PPD derives from climate chamber studies which are characterized by low control 
and medium expectations (yellow area). The EN Standard 15251 adaptive model derives 
from field studies in natural ventilated and mixed buildings characterized by medium/high 
control and low/medium expectations (green area). The three black symbols represent the 
three surveyed buildings: Cll 72-NV (star, high expectations and very low control), Cll 100-
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MM (circle, medium/high expectations and low control), Cll 93-MV (triangle, medium 
expectations and low/medium control). 
 
Figure 9 Degrees of occupants’ expectations and control in the three surveyed offices 
ISO-7730 PMV model is able to estimate the mean thermal perception in the mechanically-
ventilated and in the mixed-mode free-running office (circle and triangle inside the yellow 
area), but it fails to predict that the mean thermal sensation in the naturally ventilated office is 
‘Slightly cool’ (star outside the yellow area). The above result is due to the lack of control in 
the naturally ventilated office (i.e. inoperable ventilation grates) which exacerbate occupant’s 
expectations. Also, the PMV model is successful at estimating the neutral operative 
temperature for the mechanical-ventilated and the mixed-mode free-running office, but not 
for the naturally ventilated one. 
The EN Standard 15251 adaptive relation is able to model thermal comfort conditions in the 
mechanical-ventilated office (triangle inside the green area) but is found to underestimate the 
discomfort in the mixed-mode free-running office and in the naturally ventilated one (circle 
and star outside the green area). This can be explained by the reduced availability of personal 
control in the two offices, which lessens the adaptation possibilities of the occupants. 
5. Conclusions 
ISO-7730 predicted values and ASHRAE-55 and EN Standard 15251 comfort temperature 
bands have been compared with actual physical data and comfort votes gathered in a field 
study in Bogota, Colombia consisting of three offices having different ventilation regimes 
(natural forces NV, mechanical ventilation MV and mixed-mode MM i.e. both natural 
ventilation and air-conditioning). Our findings show that the PMV and adaptive model 
incorporated in the ASHRAE standard (which is the standard currently adopted in Colombia 
for regulating indoor environmental parameters) is able to predict mean thermal perception in 
mechanically-ventilated environments in Bogota. This conclusion could also be extended to 
other cities under the same subtropical highland climate. However, we cannot draw similar 
conclusions regarding the applicability of the EN and ASHRAE adaptive models to naturally 
ventilated and mixed-mode free-running buildings since the reduced availability of personal 
control over the windows in the two surveyed offices invalidates model predictions. More 
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field studies in NV and MM offices are needed to verify the applicability of the EN and 
ASHRAE adaptive relations. 
From the findings it also emerges that the applicability of PMV/PPD and adaptive models is 
closely dependent to the possibility of controlling the windows given to the occupants. 
Therefore a classification of spaces based on the level of windows control is more realistic 
than only considering the presence of an AC unit. For example, we showed that the PMV 
model is able to predict comfort conditions in the MM free-running office where the low 
level of occupants’ perceived control is comparable to that experienced in air-conditioned 
environments. 
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